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Preface

PRMessier
7-23-87

Local school districts have gained extensive experience Ind

knowledge with effective models and strategies for developing magnet

school programs. This compilation of papers on magnet school planning

and development attempts to record and disseminate some of the

accumulated experience and knowledge. The volume is intended to address

the concerns and questions of local program administrators, school board

members, educators, and parents about how educationally-effective,

equitable magnet school programs can be incorporated into school

systems. It also identifies issues and concerns for which ready answers

are not yet available through experiment or research.

Magnet school programs were initiated in a few cities In the

early 1970's. By 1982, the movement had grown to include over 1200

schools in more than 140 urban school districts and the rate of new

programs implemented in the past five years has rapidly increased. The

magnet school became well known as a strategy for school desegregation

primarily because it offered an alternative to manditory assignment, or

busing. There are, however, four innovative elements that characterize

magnet schools: a) a special curricular theme or method, b) choice of

school by the student and parent, c) open access to students beyond a

regular school attendance zone, and d) a role in voluntary desegregat on

within a district.

The initial models for magnet schonl currIcula were the specialty



schools in public education, ror School of Science (est.

1930, Boston Public Latin S and Chicago's Albert G.

Lane Technical School (est. i Ich .erved selected students

for many years. Most specialty kdmit students by examination or

other measurac of performance Or ibi Ry, and they typicallyserve

highly gifted students. The basic idea of a magnet school is to attract

and enroll students based on their interest, either in a particular

subject, such as science, art, or in learning through a different

instructional approach, such as a Montessori or ungraded school. By

attracting students with common educational interests, but diverse

socio-economic backgrounds, the goals of a magnet school are to attain a

racially heterogeneous student enrollment and provide unique educational

experience.

Magnet schools have largely been developed through the initia ive

and ideas of local school districts. Since the development of the

initial programs in cities such as Philadelphia, Boston and Cincinnati,

many school districts have adapted the magnet school concept and

strategy to the specific needs and interests of their communities.

Due to the high degree of local initiative, magnet schools across the

country have a wide variety of "themes" as well as different methods of

organization, such as a whole school, school-within-a-school, or

part-dky program.

The development and expansion of magnet schools received a majo

boost with federal grants to support program planning and

k'Ad'



implementation, which began in 1976 under an amendment to the Emergency

School Aid Act. This grants program authorized funding for districts in

the process of desegregating schools; the design of the magnet schools

however, was largely left to local districts. By 1981, 65 districts had

federal grants for their magnet school programs.

A new federal magnet schools program was authorized by Congress

in 1984. The Department of Education currently administers magnet

schools grants for approximately 45 districts. One of the

responsibilities of the Department is to plan and organize an annual

conference of magnet school program directors for the purpose of

sharing the knowledge, experience, and strategies that have been

developed at the local level. For the March 1987 conference several

district magnet program directors were asked to write and present papers

on specific aspects of magnet program planning and development, and

several researchers on magnet schools were asked to respond to the

papers and provide an overvlew of research knowledge on magnet planning

and development.

Four of the papers by district program directors describe

important elements of program planning and development. Bryant outlines

components of magnet school planning and implementation that are found

in effectivz programs. Fairlie's paper gives a step-by-step description

of the role of district administrators in developing a magnet program.

Hale and Maynard provide an analysis of e fective strategies for

information dissemination and recruitment for magnet schools. Pearson

describes in detail a process for planning resource allocations for

magnet schools. It should be noted that these papers present the



present. the'experience0-knowledge, and perspectives of district evel

_administrators;-other important sources of local experience and

:knowledge, such as teachers, principaL, community leaders, and parents,

are not included in this volume.

Two papers outline the elements of effective approaches to

evaluation and research on magnet schools. Laws' paper contains a

description of measures and data that should be used by school

districts in analyzing the performance of magnet schools. Bailey

describes the needs for improving research on magnet schools.

This is followed by three papers that examine prospects and

issues concerning magnet schools. Metz analyzes three problems involved

in designing magnet programs that seek to offer educational equity and

excellence. Blank examines findings from a comparative analysis of local

magnet planning and development, and outlines steps taken in developing

successful magnet programs. Finally, Raywid relates a number of curent

magnet school issues to national patterns of organizational change in

education.
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COMPONENTS OF SUCCESSFUL MAGNET SCHOOLS

INTRODUCTION

gnet schools were initiated to maintain quality integrated education and

to bring about desegregation in urban school districts. Today, however, they

are found in medium, small, and large school districts in urban and suburban

areas including all geographical sections of the United States. The use of

magnet schools as a desegregation tool has increased greatly during the past

decade. These unique and innovative educational programs are also helping to

transform public education. Equity and excellence in education, two major prob-

lems facing the nation's public school systems, have accelerated the expansion

of the magnet school concept. School districts are asking, "How do we achieve

equality as well as excellence?" The quest for a solution to school desegrega-

tion and educational excellence continues to cause more and more of the nation's

school districts to consider magnet schools as an option. A 1983 national study

of magnet schools, prepared by James H. Lowry and Associates (Blank et al, 1983)

indicates that between 1976-77 and 1981-82, districts implementing magnet school

programs grew from 14 to 138. Since 1982 not only have the number of school

districts implementing magnet school programs cont nued to increase but the

number of magnet schools within school districts has also increased.

The attention being given the nation's public schools, as evidenced in

studies regarding the state of education in America including the Secretary of

Education's National Commission on Excellence in Education (1983), The Task

Force on Education for Economic Growth, and recent recommendations of the

nation's governors regarding public education, has certainly added impetus to

the acceleration of the number of school districts implementing the concept.

Development of magnet schools has not occurred in isolation but has taken



41acewith n a general soc etalcontext:_and development has been affected by_

changes in the society as a whole. Consideration of the magnet school conceptr -

must include a careful analysis of conditions in local communities for educa-

tional change. The following salient points should be considered:

(1) Placing magnet programs in locations that will attract all
ethnic groups.

(2) Devising lustructional programs that address changing educa-
tional needs.

(3) Larger societal factors affecting schools, e.g.,

Family need and composition
Parental perceptions
Changes in student populations
Teacher shOrtages
Technological advances
Community resources
Legal mandates and judicial opinion, and

(4) Local districts issues affecting school planning:

Raising student achievement
Transfer policies
Building capacity/attendance zones
Voluntary interdistrict education plans

STUDY OBJECTIVES

This paper will identify and discuss components of successful magnet pro-

grams. A search of the literature indicates that even though researchers have

described the various components of magnet school programs the effectiveness

of the various components in determining the success of the program has not

been a primary focus of their investigations. Most of the data in the litera-

ture is descriptive in nature. Although Blank, et al 1983 includes some com-

parison, no indepth systematic,- comparative analyses of magnet school components

as related to success in implementing a program was found. Thus, data found in

the review of the literature as well as a review of information gathered direct-

ly from school districts form the basis for this paper. Some attention

it)



has also been given to the de ree of attainment and unintended consequences of

objectives cif magnet schools.

For purposes of this paper, magnet schools are those meeting the criteria

included in the following definition by the Uni ed States Department of Educa-

tion:

"School or education center that offers a special curriculum capable
of attracting substantial numbers of students of different racial
backgrounds."

Com onents of Ma net Schools

There are multiple components and/or variables which must be considered in

implementing magnet schools. The program components vary based on locale needs,

resources, and emphasis of particular school districts. Success, however,

directly related to the effectiveness in designing, mixing, and implementing

these multiple components. The components can be divided into two categories:

1. Core components--Basic elements which must be inc uded in a magnet
school for success.

Ancillary Components--Elements which add to effectiveness of the
magnet school but depending on local circumstances may or may not
be included.

CORE COMPONENTS

Several factors have been identified as necessary ingredients in successful

magnet schools. These components are found consistently across districts in

magnet school programs. They are the very heart of the concept. They are:

(1) leadership, (2) organizational structure, (3) program design, (4 ) staffing,

(5) student selection, (6) resources, (7) student recruitment ) ansporta-

tion, (9) funding, (10) evaluation.

Leadership

Leadership is a necessary ingredient in the magnet sch400l concept, and it

undergirds successful implementation of a district plan as well as individual

school programs. The study done by Lowry and Associates concluded that magnet



schools will not succeed unless there is strong district leadership for a magnet
school policy and a plan for implementation as well as school leadership that

innovative and resourceful. Thus, the degree of success appears to be di-
rectly related to leadership, including that exhibited by school boards, super-

intendents, district administrators, and school leadership.

School Board. The school board establishes policies related to the objec-

tives and finances of the schools. The school board is also responsible for
advocating, locating and reviewing planning options for magnets. Because of
the uniqueness of the program, flexibility in policies must be granted by school

boards as well as financial resources allocated. For example, the Policies and

Administrative Procedures of the Houston School District include specific poli
cies related to admissions, transfers and withdrawals, and transportation.

Staffing guidelines allow for flexible staffing based on unique program needs.

The board also has provided as a part of the budgeting process, the necessary
funds to accommodate the special program needs.

Su erintendent. The superintendent, the CEO of the district, is responsi-
ble for overall implementation and must lend visible support to the concept and

be committed to making the.plan work.

District Central 0 f ce Staff. The district central office staff provide

support and coordinate
district-wide activities related to the magnet school

program. They are involved in the development of curriculum, supervision for
specialty teachers, purchasing, facility planning, personnel selection, and
transportation. They must understand the uniqueness of each program and provide

the support services to make the program work.

Several districts have created departments to furnish the-leadership essen-,
tial in the general administration of the magnet school program. This depart-
ment headed by a top administrator coordidates all of the efforts related t

4 1



implementation of the program. The Assistant Superintendent for Enrichment

Programs in the Houston School District is responsible for the implementation

of the magnet school program. A bureau of magnet school programs in the Enrich-

ment Department is headed by a director who has the following duties:

1. Coordinates efforts with other departments and the community
provide support services.

2. Identifies needs and recommends curriculum projects.

Assesses needs, plans and recommends curriculum projects.

4. Works with magnet school principals to develop objectives and
virbits the schools periodically to appraise the programs.

Coffimunicates and interprets Court guidelines as related to
magnet school programs and desegregation in the District.

Works with magnet school principals to provide adequate staff-
ing to meet the needs of the individual programs.

7. Prepares instructional budgets.

School L_OdPrshio. The campus leadership creates an environment which is

tractig+e to sttidens and parents. Various leadership configurations are

utilized, but in all the principal has the ultimate responsibilty of implement

ing the program based on objectives and estalished policies. The principal has

the option to delegate this responsibility to an assistant principal, dean of

instruction, program administrator or magnet school coordinator. The position

used in the Houston School District is a Magnet School Instructional Coordinator.

Illustrative duties of the magnet school coordinator include:

Actively recruit students for the magnet school program.

2. Establish and maintain open communication with the community.

Exemplify positive interpersonal relations and aid in developing
good human relations among teachers/students and between personnel
and other personnel in the building.

Serve as primary liaison with Transportation Depar ment in matters
relating to magnet students.



5. Aid in developing program objectives and organizing a r cord keeping
system to monitor these objectives; participate in on-going evalua-
tion and modification of program as needed.

Assist With preparation of budgqt, financial reports, reguis tions
for supplies/equipment and inventory of magnet school purchases.

7. Provide assistance in design of inservice for teachers and parapro-
fessionals and work with individual teachers to improve clossroom
instruction.

8. Provide assistance in curriculum development and selntion of appro-priate enrichment materials and activities.

Because of the nature of the duties performed by the magnet school coordi-

nators, districts have been able to identify and train instructional l'aders

who have moved into administrative roles in magnet and non-magnet schools, thus

increasing the eff,ctiveness of instruction across the District.

Managementjeamrand Advisory Committee. Some districts use a management

team concept. In the Fo,. Worth School District a management team serves as an

advisory body for policy making. The team reviews and determines the nature,

scope, and effectiveness of magnet programs and advises the Director according-

ly. The team functions similarly to a site-based management team, offering

adv ce and making policy which give direction to the following:

.. Budget planning and implementation
Facilities and equipment
Personnel (This is a very sensitive area and the Manage-
ment Team's role will be limited to the suggestion for
personnel needs.)
Program development
Program evaluation
Communication and public relations
Scholarship opportunities
Student follow up
Other (as needs dictate)

Or anizational Structures of Ma net Schools

Magnet schools are structured to meet the neea of a school district as

we 1 as the needs of a particular campus and/or community. The organizational

structure is related directly to the overall instructional and desegregation



goals of a part cu ar magnet school. Since the ma n thrust of the magnet

school approach is to achieve integration through quality educatio programs

ethnic composit on of the school environment is important. The organizational

structure enhances the success factor by achieving the most integration possible

in a program as we 1 as impacting the total campus at a level necessary to con-

sider integrated. It also influences the ability of a magnet school to attract

students. Some organizational structures allow for short term involvement in

an integrated environment.

A survey of of the forty-four school districts that received Magnet school

grants during 1986-87 school year indicates that the f llowinq structures are

operational:

(1) School-Within-A-School Program

A School-Within-A-School Program is designed to attract a student
body reflecting established racial goalS. A specific group of stu-
dents meets apart from the rest of the student body, although they
may join the others for non-academic and academic studies not related
to the magnet school's area of specialization. This separation is
necessary due to the kinds of programs which are offered such as
music or programs for gifted students. The number of students to be
served is pre-determined based on space available, racial and ethnic
goals. Transfer students leave their home schools to transfer to
this magnet school or they participate in their home school's School-
Within-A-School.

Careful consideration must be given to the relationship of the School-
Within-A-School's students, staff and resources to those on the same
campus in the regular school program. Where possible, the program
must impact the regular school population in terms of desegregation
and improvement in the total instructional program.

The School-Within-A-School structure is widely used in school dis-
tricts. It allows for the effective utilization of low enrollment
schools since a program is usually located in a building with vacant
space. It can also have a very positive effect on the total student
population as magnet school expectations - academic excellence, school
pride, parental involvement, etc. - permeate the entire school.

(2) Add-On-Programs

In some magnet schools, specialty programs are added to the regular
school curriculum. In these instances, the student body affected in-
cludes the total enrollment of the school. Each school may have a



slightly different format for attaining their educational objectives,
but in all instances each school has a magnet program as well as the
regular district curriculum. Transfer students are accepted based
on tdentified ethnic goals to impact the integration level on the
total campus.

This structure has been particularly effective in some school dis-
tricts at the elementary level. It allows for maximum utilization of
space but its greatest impact comes from the instructional enrichment
provided for a total school population.

It is suggested, however, that "add-ons" have two serious disadvant-
ages:

(a) Because the school rema ns basically racially identifiable, it
is difficult to recruit the non-resident race to a school.

) Because there is a segregated enclave, intergroup hostility is
always a problem. (Rossell, 1985: 7-22)

Separate and Unique Schools

Separate and Unique Schools provide a unique curriculum and single
educational focus for all students attending the school. All students
transfer into a separate facility, usually a redirected school site or
newly constructed building. Students transfer into the program based
on the total number to be served and predetermined ethnic goals. This
model represents the ideal structure for a magnet school,

Separate and unique schools are called "selective schools." Even
though some of these schools are now called magnet schools, the concept
of selective schools that rely on voluntary enrollment has been a part
of American education since 1635 with the founding of the Boston Latin
School. The best known of these schools compose an honor roll of U.S.
education: Bronx High School of Science in the Bronl, Lane Tech in
Chicago, New York High School of the Performing Arts in Manhattan, and
the High School for Health Professions in Houston.

(4) Cluster Centers

Cluster Centers are designed to give students from racially isolated
schools the opportunity to spend several days during a school year in
an integrated environment. These programs specialize in a given area
Of educational experiences. Various education media for teaching are
used.

The Houston program includes the Outdoor Education Centers, Wildl fe
Cluster Center, International Trade Center, Career World, and the
Children's Literature Center.

Variations in these organizational structures are being implemented in a

few school districts. These include:



Neutral Sites

Programs are placed in a sep,rate facility in a central location.The facility may include one Separate and Unique Program or several
Schools-Within-A-School. All students transfer into the program or
onto this campus. The Downto n Magnet School in Boston is an example
of this structure.

Part-Time Programs

Students in these programs attend their home school for the regular
curriculum and attend magnet schools only for the specialty classes.Sky Line Magnet School in Dallas is an example of this structure.

It appears that all of the organizational structures have merit as related

to program and desegregation goals of school d stricts. Some analysis of these

structures were included in Blanks, et al, 1983. However, further study should

be undertaken to answer the following questions:

(1) Which structure is most successful hnd under what circumstances?

(2) Which structure has the greatest impact on student achievement?

(3) Which structure is the most cost ef ective?

frOgraM peci9P

Magnet schools are significantly different from one another as well as

from the comprehoisive program available in a given school distr ct. The

program has a distinctiveness that is best for certain students, just as other

options, including the conventional school program, are best for others. The

magnet program is based on a distinctive curricula that provide relative equal

opportunities for all youth. (Barr, 1982: 37-40)

Unique Themes. The uniqueness of a magnet school is related to the theme

which determines the curriculum and/or delivery strategies and/or teaching

methods, and grade levels. Themes being implemented vary within school dis-

tricts but there appears to be district patterns. It is clear that while many

of the themes selected relate to in erest of the student others are selected

based on career options available for students in a community. The career

7



options are partic ny important at the secondary level.

Unique themes have been determined in many different ways by school

districts:

ul a

a. Student and/or parent surveys to ascertain interest in a particular
theme.

b. Needs Assessments - Questionnaries used to secure responses on areas
of immediate concern and to provide an opportunity for open-ended
expression concerning needs and/or types of programs.

c. Pareht-Teacher-Comunity Task Force

d. Visits to other school districts

e. School Core Committee - made up of principal, the Chairman of the
Parent Advisory Comittee, a faculty-elected representative, and in
the case of a high school, a student leader. Core Committee members
meet with groups they represent and also serve on the Area Advisory
Committee. Data are used to supplement the recommendations relative
to programs and placement.

The magnet themes implemented in school districts may be grouped into

categories related to curriculum, delivery strategies and/or philosophy and

student needs and/or characteristics. At the elementary level the majority of

the themes relate to enrichment of the curriculum with some school districts

giving attention to delivery strategies and students needs and/or character-

istics. At the secondary level themes are related to career options and

specific student needs, such as banking, finance, aerodynamics, medical careers

etc.

A survey of school districts ImplementIng magnet school programs indicate

the following categories:

Elementary Magnet School Themes

(1) Themes related to the curriculum:

Communication, Visual and Performing Al Music, Art, Dance,
Theatre, Photography

Math, Science and Computers Marine Science,- !cology;and Out-
door Education, Environmental Education, Horticulture, Wildlife
Discovery



Academic - Structure of the Intellect, Forel
lem Solvin

f

Humanities ng, LIterature

n Langua

Multicultural

Business Education

Physical Development

Technology

(2) Themes related to delivery strategies and/or philosophy:

Open Education Concept

Montessori

Continuous Progress

Individualized Instruction

Back to Basics

Themes related to student needs and/or characte sties:

Early childhood

Gifted and Talented

Extended Day

Secondary Magnet School Themes

Themes related to the curriculum and/or career options:

Prob-

Math, Science, and Computers and Technology - Biological and
Environmental Science, Pre-Engineering, Computer theory, appli-
cations and programming, Health and Medical Professions

Business and Commerce, Finance

Military (e.g. 'AMC)

Communications, Visual, Creative and Performing Arts - Tele-
communications, Graphic Arts

Academics (in conjunction with a Univers ty

Foreign Languages

Liberal Arts - Writing, Global Education, Classical Studies,
Teaching Professions, Literature

11



Government/La- Law Enforcement, Criminal Justice

. International Studies

Themes including vocational programs:

Machine Trades

Aerodynamics

Petro Chemical Careers

Banking and Finance

Hospitality Careers

There is some evidence that the selectivity, or perceived selectiv ty, of

magnet schools is more important to many parents than the specific magnet theme.

This may be more true, however, when the magnet theme is a teaching style, as

in most elementary schools, than when it is more clearly curricular, as in

secondary schools. Rossell suggests that magnet schools located in racially

isolated minority schools should be nontraditional at the elementary school

level and highly academically oriented at the secondary level. The more racially

isolated the school, the greater selectivity or perception of selectivity there

should be. (Rossell, 1985:7-22)

Blank,.et al, 1983, found that the way a magnet program Is marketed impacts

the student self-selection. Students and parents are drawn to a magnet school or

program in response to the way it is presented to them. The theme of the pro-

gram is the basis of the marketing.

Currtculukandior 0.eliyery Strategies. Students are offered a challeng ng

and rewarding curriculum that is broad in scope yet unique in the area(s)

emphasized. The curriculum brings the theme of the program into focus and

includes planned experiences to assist students in attaining_desired eutcomes.

Even though it is significantly different from the regular school curriculum,

coordination of the two must occur to assure that magnet school programs reach

12



the uexceflenceu that is being sought.

A quality magnet school curriculum should include:

enriched content in the specialty area beyond the regular
prescribed curriculum

resources beyond those designated for use in the regular
classroom

attention to both the affective and cognitive domains

appropriate interdisciplInary studies

attention to hi her level thinking skills

opportunities for special activities such as fie d trips,
internships, informed classroom activities, tutorial
sessions, etc.

Curr culum_pevelepment. Development of curriculum involves professional

educators as well as specified community, corporate, and college and university

resources. The theme and program goals serve as the bases for determining the

content learning experiences, method of instruction, and evaluation of the

curriculum. As in other instructional programs, the curriculum is usually pub-

lished as a curriculum guide.

Curriculum developed for magnet schools can lead to the Irovement of

curriculum in general. This curriculum should be shared with non-magnet

schools, thus allowing the regular school students to benefit from same.

A problem of magnet schools is that so many of them created because of

cour ordered desegregations, have been developed rapidly with little or no

time to train staff, inform parents, and develop appropriate curricula. As a

result of this urgency, many "special theme" magnets have simply failed to

live up to their promise of unique curricular programs. (Barr, 1982:37-40).

Staffing

A critical component in a successful magnet school program design is a

qualified and committed staff.



Staff Selection. Teachers and other staff in magnet school programs are

selected accoOing to criteria consistent with the theme end objectives of the

program. Flexibility in staffing allows for the utilizltion of experts in

speciality areas which adds to the indepth content exposure provided students.

The following characteristics of staff add to the strength of magnet

programs: (1) Interest, (2) Experience and/or training 3) Commitment

(4) Capacity and willingness to spend extra time with students.

Magnet Schools take advantage of multiple resources to enhance instruction.

Pa time and/or hourly specialists, university professors, corporate (employee-

all) actually teach in magnet schools. Volunteers further enhance the

instructional program.

It is recommended that schools located in racially isolated minority

neighborhoods likely to have difficulty attracting Whites should have popular

white principals and teachers (but no more of the latter than is necessary to

have a racially balanced staff ) and schools located in a racially isolated white

neighborhoods likely to have difficulty attracting minority students would

have popular minority principals and teachers (but again no more of the latter

than is necessary to have a racially-balanced staff) (Rossell; 19857-22)

Whether recruited through regular district processes or specially devised

methods for magnet schools, teachers are sought who have educational or exper-

ience background in the specialty area an interest in teaching in a magnet

school, an understanding of th cultures of that children, high expectations and

a willingness to go that extra mile.

Staffing Ratfos. Pupil-teacher ratios, class size and/or pupil profess-

ional staff ratios are adjusted downward to serve as incentives to teachers as

well as strategy for attracting students. Special ratios are also required in

laboratory settings.
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The Houston School District found that a lower pupil-teacher ratio was

cited as the most or second most a tractive feature of magnet parents (Stanlo,

198:9, 12). Similarly, parents of children attending.amagnet school, formerly

with a predominantly black student enrollment, in St. Paul, Minnesota, also

indicated the most important factor to be the low pupil-teacher ratio (Levine

and Eubanks, 1980:57). Magnet schools should be projected, and widely publi-

cized, to have low pupi -teacher ratios. (Rossell, 1985:7-22).

Pupil professional staff ratios tend to be lower in magnet schools. Pro-

fessional staff includes principals, teachers, counselors, nurses, resource

room teachers, librarians, etc. The professional staff ratio in the Houston

Independent School District ranged from 10 1 to 20.8 (1984-1985).

In staffing magnet schools, ethnic diversity must be considered. In some

district s ethnic ratios are established by court order. In others, the ratios

are set by the Board of Education as a part of the regular district staffing

plan.

Staff Develo ent. Sta f development is a key component in successful pro-

grams. Activities include: (1) training in 'specialty areas, (2) multicultural

activities; (3) teaching strategies, (4) educational philosophy. In Houston

staff development and inservice requirements exceeded 68 hours of appropriate

training during the initial implementation period.

Teacher training in the Fort Worth magnet school program included:

(1) Courses in Gifted and Talented Education

(2) Outcome Based Instruction Workshop

(3) Mastery Learning Workshops

(4) Effective School Workshops

(5) Individual Learning Style Strategies

(6) International Baccalaureate Trainin-
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Staff development and inservice tra ning may be handled internally or ex-

ternally. School district departments, colleges and universities, community

agencies/ institutions have all been used in providing teachers with develop

mental opportunities.

Magnet schools offer a setting in which teachergenerated reforms can take
place. Curriculum development has been a contribution that affects the educa-

tional reforms in states and the nat on. (Doyle and Levine, 1984:265-70)

stoent 8election

Magnet schools programs are created to give students a voluntary choice

based on interest and particular needs. Thus, student selection processes
must provide access for students on the basis of voluntary preference. Magnet

programs should be designed to serve average as well as high-ability students.

Various methods based on the type of program are being useci to select stu-
dents:

(I ) Open enrollment based on st-come, first se d

(2) Multiple criteria

(3) Testing (Aptitude and Achieve n

(4) Auditions

(5) Interviews

(6) Lotteries

Elementary programs tend to select students on a first-come first-served

admission policy. These programs are designed to enrich the elementary curri-

culum and to give students an opportunity to explore interest areas. The

exceptions to this policy are admission to gifted and talented programs and in

some instances math and science programs. Fior example:,

(1) Fort Worth Texas's Morningside preparatory School of Science andMathematics requires a student tq. score at or above the 80th percen-tile on the math and reading subtbsts on the Iowa Test of Basic Skills(1TBS).
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Houston's Vanguard Program develops a student profile including: per-
formance on a standardized achievement test, academic achievement, andteacher, parent, and student inventories which determine the level of
development in characteristics unique to gifted students.

Many secondary programs are more selective. Students begin to concentrate

on specific career geals based on identified strengths. For example:

(1) Scores above the 60th percentile on the Differential Aptitude Test(OCAT) were required for admission to secondary programs in the FortWorth, Texas programs.

(2) Houston's High School for Performing and Visual Arts includes audi-tion and interview as a part of the selection process.

Ethnic balance and/or desegregation goals are required in magnet school

programs. This balance and/or goals are established either in a Court Order or

by Board Policy. The percentage of each ethnic group included in magnet pro-

grams varies from distict to district.

Magnet schools must reflect a policy of inclusion rather than exclusion

(Doyle and Levine, 1984:265-70). Careful attention must be given to positive

racial integration. One of the greatest concerns is that these schools do not

reach out to assist the minority and poor youth of America who are the targets

of the desegregation movement but focus instead on attract ng and holding

middle-class youth. Charles McMillan suggested that: "If magnets are to

prove their worth as a desegregation remedy, they must demonstrate first and

foremt their ability to educate a minority child and the poor child whose

rights have been denied. (Barr, 1982:37-40)

The location of the school and percent of minority students affects the

success of the program. Rossell found that schools in black neighborhoods

have difficulty in attracting whites, regardless of whether assignment is

mandatory or voluntary. Attracting whites depends .on past and projected

racial composition. She suggests that "schools in black neighborhoods should

be projected and widely publicized, to be predominantly white and the more



racIally Isolated the scnool, the higher this projected wlte percentage should

be."

The 1963 study of magnet schools (Blank, et al) revealed four types of

selectivity practiced among the magnet schools in the study: 1) student self-

selection, which is inherent in the magnet concept; (2) market focus, which is

expressed in the ways in which magnets are marketed to the community and con-

sumers; ( ) applicant screening, which may include both behavioral and academic

standards for admission; and (4) post-entry mechanisms for transferring students

who do not perform or behave in accordance with the magnet's standards.

Some critics of magnet school programs claim that magnet schools "skim" the

best students. Most agree that magnets do, in fact, "skim" to some degree the

best students, but there are many positive advantages that impact the quality

of education in a community.

The success of magnet school programs is enhanced when adequate resources

are provided to add the uniqueness desired. Facilities, supplies and materials

equipment, and human resources are the ingredients necessary to create a unique

learning experience in an orderly humane environment.

Facqities. Rearrangement and/or construction of facil ties relate direct-

ly to the program theme and curriculum. For example, a science program, elem-

entary or secondary must include space for actual laboratory experiments. Like-

wise, a fine arts program must include space for performing, rehearsifig, such

as soundproof rooms, dance floors, etc. The facility affects the creativity

al owed in a unique program.

g-trijvt_St_g_p_i_inotateri.als. Since magnet *school- programs include

the basic curriculum plus a unique specialty, consideretion must be given to

providing opportunities fer students to move beyond the basic curriculum.



Equipment, supp ies, and materials must provide an opportunity for studen

explore, create and utilize higher-level thinking skills. It is in this area

that the unique curriculum comes alive.

Human_Reseurces School and community resources w th expert se in a parti-

cular area allow the necessary enrichment and indepth study in the magnet spe-

cialtj. Business and industry, college!; ni universities and other community

resources create a pool of individuals who can teach and challenge students.

Student Recruitment

Student recruItment efforts must be based on effective communications with

the total community. If the goal is to make available on a voluntary basis

programs to children according to interest and choice, the message must be

clearly communicated to students, staff, parents, and the total community.

Basic tools for transmitting the message include: (1) direct community

contact by speaking to civic groups, churches, professional groups and employees

of institutions: (2) printed materials such as brochures, fliers which may be

mailed to individuals; (3) news media to reach specifi publics; (4) district

activities for parents and students; (5) exhibits and performances; (6) speak-

ers; (7) publications of specific groups, agencies and/or corporations.

A problem in the reuuitment of students is that of adequately informing

parents and students about the variety of magnet schools and helping them make

sound choices among the programs offered. Decisions sometimes appear to be

based on superficial information which bears little relationship to actual

practices in the magnet schools. (Barr; 1982:37-40)

Transportation

Magnet schools rely on e ficient planning and effective-delivery-systems.

Thus transportation is a key component in successful magnet school programs.

In providing transportation for all students who live outside the attendance
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zone of the school at no cost to the studen_ consideration must be g von to

the most efficient and effective method of movement of students. A system

must be created to coordinate regular transportation1 special education, trans-

portation required under Court ordered desegregation plans, and magnet schools.

Magnets should be strategically placed to minimize long distances. (Rossell,

19U:7-22)

Where district transportation service is not available, alternatives should

be considered. These include:

1) Individual contract with the par nt on a per dic.m basis

(2) Private bus companies

(3) Metropolitan bus services

(4) Parent drop off and pick up

(5) Students and parents riding together to central sites

utilizing employee van pools.

(6) Limited attendance zones

Attention must also be given to t ansportation for students who wish to

participate in after school activities. In St. Louis, for example, transporta-

tion is provided to students who wish to participate in after-school activities.

Funding Magnet School Programs

A major task in developing Magnet School programs is to identi y the f nan-

cial resources necessary to meet the program and desegregation goals. The

following funding sources should be coasidered:

(1) Reallocation of existing state and local funds

(2) Vocational funds

(3) Special state funding

(4) Federal funds

(5) Foundation, Business/Industry funding sources. Corporations
may fund programs that are specifically related to their area

20



of business or service. Fcu eximpl

Banks are involved in banking, and therefore would be Interested
171iiinding for programs related to bank.A.

Engineeriu firms would primarily be interested in funding pro-
grams relating to engineering.

The available sources are numerous and varied. A study of area corporate

directories, however, is a good place to start in looking for possible funding

sources. Foundation directories list information concerning funding: (a)

Donor(s) (b) Purpose and Activ ies, (c) Financial data, (d) Officers and

Truste s.

Evaluation

The importance 4r an evaluat on component in a magnet school program can-

not be underestimated. How do we evaluate? To dete mine the effectiveness of

programs, both process and product evaluations should be undertaken.

Process fvaluation. This type of evaluation is designed to assess the

achievement of management timelines and performance of personnel in implement-

ing the program, and detecting, during the ongoing implementation process, the

strengths and weaknesses of the overall implementation effort. The process

evaluation provides feedback and quality control data for the implementation

method and improves the management system. The process evaluation will answer

the question: Do the activities, resources used, etc., flow from the stated

objectives of the specific program?

froduct_Evaluation. Product indicators include standardized criterion

perfonmance, affective behavior of teachers, student attendance, student and

parent input, faculty stability, community input and participation, administra-

tive and teacher input, and racial composition of students.

The evaluation design should be multi-directional and mul -source in

nature.



Internal Evalua on Report - Each school provides a report.

b. External audit of magnet school programs - External per
'sonnel work in consultative and monitoring roles with p o-
grams throughout the year. In general, an audit is des gned
tu allow external application of the same objective criteria
used in internal evaluations by program personnel. The
audit repOrts the product findings related to the accom
plishment of individual magnet school program objectives.

c. Summary review of project - The review includes data related
to success in achieving action steps related to desegregation
and program objectives.

Evaluations may be completed by internal district sources (Department of

Research and Evaluation) and/or outside contracted services, such as colic

and universities, etc.

ANC1LLARY_COMPONENTS

Other components add to the success of a magnet school. Depending on local

cumstances, these may or may not be included: (1) Parental Involvement

(2) Corporate/Community Supp -t, (3) Inter-District Participation, (4) Evalua-

tion.

Parental Involvement

Organized parent involvement in the education of children has been going

on for the past 88 years. While parents and teachers have traditionally formed

the cornerstone of the partnership, an expanded role for parents has been under-

taken. Every effort is made to keep parents informed and actively involved as

volunteers. Activities include: (1) Parents Night, (2) Volunteers with in-

structional and clerical duties, (3) Supervision durine field trips, (4) Parti-

cipants in recruitment of students, (5) Parents calling parents, (6 ) Financial

and In-kind Contributions.

Corporate/Community Support

Community involvement in schools provides a range and depth of experiences

for students which can greatly enhancE thiir learning. Magnet schools utilize
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resources of major corporations, colleges and universities, and social agencies

to provide a richer, more relevant educat on. Community and corporate involve-r

ment extend to program planning and design, instruction, and support.

Bmsiness School_partnershiP Pr AdoptrA_Scheol. The Business/School Part-

nership pairs magnet schools with one or more businesses. The thrust of the

program is the active involvement of businesses in the schools on an ongoing

basis. This involvement takes many different forms. The business, for example,

gives released time to their employees to tutor students or present mini-courses.

It may arrange field trips, provide summer jobs, or donate materials to the

schools.

To establish a Business/School partnership, the principal must survey the

needs of the school, select a coordinator, encourage school personnel to support

the program and participate in selling prospective companies on the bu

school partnership. The teacher and the business volunteer work togethei

team.

a

Activities of volunteers f om business include (1) tutoring, (2) sponsoring

fi ld trips, (3) speaking, (4) teaching computer classes (5) assisting teach-

er (6) planning curriculum, (7) designing special labs.

Mentorlhips Internships. Mentorships and internships offer a unique op

portunity for students to have meaningful non-school based experiences.

In RoOester, attorneys and support staff at the law firm of Harris, Beach,

Wilcox, Rubin, and Levy have formed a partnership with the School of Law and

Government. As partners with the school, the law firm staff makes classroom

presentations, assists with curriculum review, consults with faculty on law-

related topics, and provides role models, internships and-coaching for the

students.

Rochester's Medical Magnet S ool has formed a partnership between the
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science magnet and the Un vers ty of Rochester School of Medicine. Seventh,

eighth, and nirnth graders participate in labs at the School of Medicine on

Saturdays and have 20 hours of mentorships with hospital staff.

Uniyers.ity/Colleee !_upeort. The High School Scholars Program in Houston

provides talented science/math students with the opportunity to interact with

nationaoly renowned scientists from Baylor College of Medicine and Rice Univer-

sity. Participation in the program furthers the students' knowledge of the

sciences and provides exposure to the scientific research process.

Community_Instttutions. Fourth graders in HISD's Gifted and Talented Pro-

gram are involved in an environmental education project at Armand Bayou Nature

Center. This project provides an interdisciplinary approach to studying the

relationship between humans and the environment.

The New York High School of the Performing and Visual Arts, for example,
is located close to the theater district. Its campus is situated across
from Juilliard, the New York Library of Music, and just behind Lincoln
Center.

Houston's School of Engineering Professions reflects the city's stake
in high technology.

Intee7District_Participatien

The Voluntary Interdistrict Plan (VIEP ) In the Houston Metropolitan area

is a creative approach to encourage inter-distr ct cooperation for sharing edu-

cational programs. Through voluntary cooperation between the Texas Education

Agency, the Houston Independent School District and the surrounding suburban

districts, students are able to choose educational options across district

boundaries. Approximately 1200 of the participants in magnet programs are

students from surrounding districts.

The St. Louis Voluntary Inter-district Plan encourages black students to

transfer from St. Louis to predominantly white St. Louis County Schools and

recruits comparable numbers of St. Louis County white students for city schools.



CONCLUSION

Magnet schools appear to have proven their value. At a t me when many

people believe that little is working well in prblic education, a concept with

even a modest record of success is exciting news. (Barr, 1982:37-40)

A growing body of information attests to the effectiveness of magnet

schools:

Reduction in violence and vandalism
Better attendance rates
Improved achievement
Improved student concept and better attitudes toward school

According to a 1983 United States Department of Education study conducted

by James H. Lowry Associates and Abt Associates (Blank, et al):

Magnet schools can and do provide high quality education in
urban school systems.

They help renew the interest and motivation of teachers, be-
cause efforts are organized around common academic goals and
interdisciplinary curriculum planning.

Potentially, they can help improve a school system's image
in the community as a result of voluntary enrollment policies.

There have also been unintended consequences of magnet schools: (1) they

pro ide parents a choice within the pubiic school system--the abl'ity to choose

the kind and quality of education they want for their children, (2) magnet

schools encourage practice of a wide variety of educational philosophies and

methods, (3) magnet schools have provided us a means for research and develop-

ment--for trying our new ideas and approaches that add to our knowledge of

effective school programs. (Clinchy, 1985:43)

Several potential research questions have been identified. A search of

the literature and information available indicate that there is a need for sys-

tematic, comparative analyses of magnet school components related to success.

Components have been clearly identified, but questions remain about program

components leading to successful magnet schools.



How well do students do after they leave magnet school programs? Very few
of the school districts can answer this question based on accumulted longitudi-
nal objective data. Others have not had enough graduates to determine same.
Follow-up studies are needed to determine if students are indeed successful and
if this success can be related directly to magnet school programs. Further
attention should also be given to which components of magnet schools contribute
to this success. Further research will give us objective data to assist school
districts in moving forward in creating

effective schools and achieving the
excellenc we all want for our schools.
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A PRACTIT ER'S VIEW OF ESSENTIAL INSTRUCTIONAL DEVELOPMENT

FACTO S IN PLANNING MAGNET SCHOOLS

Introduction

Magnet schools are cnuracterized by offering at ractive specializations in K-12

rducrttion with accompanying unique and/or intensified curricula. They provide

alternative educational opportunities for students and parents and In most cases, have

been the fundamental vehicle for school integration efforts throughout the country.

This paper primarily addresses the instructional development factors that are

Important In planning magnet schools. In considering the design process for magnet

schools, certain considerations for the delivery system or Implementation process must

also be examined.

The sources of Information for the paper are the author's twenty years of

experience as a curriculum planner within an urban district that has gained national

recognition for sound educational change; the experiences of valued colleagues at home

and throughout the country; and observations gleaned from visits to many successful

program sites. In addition, the paper includes examples and information from visitors

to the Buffalo School District, from as close as Rochester, New York to as far as

Alaska, Thailand and Singapore. The purpose of the paper is to provide a bas c source

document for school districts that are considering the development of magnet schools.



on

This first phase In planning a magnet school Is extremely critical. If carefu
crafted, It sets a firm mold upon which subsequent planning can efficiently build.

In selecting a theme, approach and/or program that will become the basis of a

viable addition to your education community, it is imperative that, as the Music Man

says, "You must know your territory." A magnet school espousing a physical education

or sports thrust may meet with greater success In a southern area than It would in

Western New York. A school aligned with a major corporation in a town or city has

built-in interest factor. Magnet schools depend on voluntary enrollment, therefore,

Is critical to assure that there is a potential clientele for the proposed offering.

The law of supply and dernPnd needs to be observed. Most districts begin by

assessing the needs of the community either with an open-ended survey or a checklist

survey identifying five or six magnet themes for possible consideration. The

demographics of the community are important to consider. For example, our area has

a large number of young college and university professors who expressed an immediate

Interest in a school based on the Montessori approach to learning. Consider the

educational philosophies that the community Is exposed to through the media or through

local social or cultural institutions. The so-called "back to the basics" movement gave

se to a support group for our Traditional Magnet School that included a strict dress

code and educational contracts signed by parents, students and school staff. A sure

fire magnet school for a firct ,pt in any district Is one for the Gifted and Talented.

There is not a district ii country that does not have a core group of parents

demanding specialized p :.s for the r bright children.

It Is also Important 1:i listen to the "squeaky wheels" in the community, to listen

to staff within the district, and to listen to the unassuming professor from a local

college who comes to you with a beautifully designed program in finance for secondary

students. I3ut, in the process of listening, it is also important to thoroughly examine,



and filter through all that you are hearing with the experienced ear of an educational

architect. Precise educational foundations must form the core of the selected direction;

and, bottom-line questions need to be answered in the affirmative.

1. Does the proposed direction adhere to the educational goals of
your district?

2. Is the direction congruent with your local and State Education
Department's mandates?

And most importantly, will the proposed magnet school provide
enhanced educational opportunities designed to maximize
student learning?

The tension between community need and sound educational expertise creates

the healthy balance that, when nurtured carefully, leads to success. Nurturing this
balance is an ongoing process that may have its beginnings here, but must be continued

throughout all stages of development and implementation.

A cadre of proponents arises during this beginning phase. These are the people

who visit other sites to identify or verify directions. They are the ones who labor in

putting together the Initial comprehensive proposal for Board of Education approval.

They are the visionaries who are convinced that their selection of a direction will truly
evolve into a needed educationally-sound magnet program for students.

The composition of this group is peculiar to each endeavor. Generally, it is

composed of Board of Education representatives, staff, professional union representa,jves,

parents, university and college st2iff, members of the broader community, and in some

.cases, students.

The lead persons in roles vary more often than not. During the development of

our Futures Academy, a parent prey ously antagonistic to the whole magnet approach

suddenly became the most outspoken advocate. When this parent became a member

of the Futures Magnet Planning Committee and saw the advantages of the life-skills

curriculum, she reversed her prior objections to sending her children across town to an

Inner-city building for their education. She is now an active member of the magnet

school team to promote parent participation.



This example illustra es the need at this phase for broad-ba ed collaboration.

Plans developed In isolation, albeit by well-meaning central office staff or principals,

are too often doomed to fa lure. The cadre of key supporters becomes not only the

prime movers in the planning, but serve as the "cheerleaders who spread the word and

become the catalyst for an ever-expanding group dedicated to participatlitg In all phases

of the project.

Instructional Planning

At this point, a direction has been established. Generally, the bas c organization

decision has been made and you know if you are dealing with: a school within a school;

a total school design; an approach that w II close a school in and reopen It in

September with a new name, program, and organizational structure; a school based on

a curricular emphasis or one based on a specific educational philosophy and/or

teaching/learning style; or it might be a unique structure, such as the new school we

are building which will be connected physically and programmatically to our local
Museum of Science. At this time, you know the breadth of your task and you have

your "cheerleaders" as the nucleus of a planning committee. Your planning will be, as

Edward Krug (1957) suggests, comprehensive, concrete, cooperative and continuing. Yet

when Krug proposed his 4 C's to curriculum planning in the late 50's, 1 doubt that he

had in mind the extent to which each of the above would be stretched to apply to

magnet school planning.

The program mission will dictate the key people who need to be added to the

planning committe. As Buffalo Public School personnel, It never would have occurred

to us that we would be working directly with architects, but our current project makes

them critical members of our planning committee. The architects are not there to

assist in program planning but to obtain a complete understanding of all program



elements in order to assure that the new building is designed to provide appropriate

settings for the multitude of student, staff and community experiences being proposed.

Some projects require direct input into planning from any number of sources

that can provide expertise above and blyond local staff planners. For example, our

local bar association, elected officials and judges have assisted us In the development

of our Law and Government Magnet. Again, most important in all planning committees

ide from teacher, administrators, board members, sometimes students, and the experts,

are the parents and community members. The general planning committee is usually

large, but throughout the planning, small sub-committees branch off and include

additional short term menihers to address specific tasks wh ch, when completed, are

brought back to the general committee for discussion and approval. State and federal

consultants often provide valuable ansistance to the sub-committees. It is important

to choose as general committee chairperson, a staff member who is an expeditor,

organizer, and mediator; someone who conducts meetings efficiently, maintains a time-

line and understands closure. This person additionally will need to be in constant touch

with the Instructional head in the district - the "master builder/planner". Pick the

person, not the job tit e for this Important assignment.

Unlike General Motor% magnet school planners never have the luxury of planning

five to ten years In advance for a change in design. Time is always short and intense

work is demanded. Local development of curriculum, Including activity packets or

Instructional manuals, is extremely time-consuming. It will probably mean a continuing

and costly commitment that will continue even after the opening of the magnet school.

Typically, local-level curriculum development cannot be avoided. A good example

is the Air Traffic Control Magnet in Buffalo. There was no curriculum anywhere that

we could use or adapt locally. Therefore, work on this project is constant, to assure

that all material is sound, sequential, tested and refined as the student group progresses

through the initial implementation phase. Local experts have been called upon to assist



curriculum co mittee members. Curi

expedi editing and compilatIon

implementation by teachers.

In planning many of our magnet schools, we did not have to "reinvent the wheel."

Cur research and visits to other sItes provided us with a very effective method of

program planning which we have come to call "creative stealing". Through the National

Diffusion Network of Exemplary Programs, and our State Education Department's

Transferring Success Program, we have replicated, adopted and/or adapted programs

that have proven the r worth In other districts throughout the country. Many of these

projects have been validated through a stringent review process by the U.S. Department

of Education or the State Education Department. The project docoments provide

objectives, activities, materials and evaluation strategies that have proven effective in

increasing learning outcomes for students, and experts can be identified who will come

to the district and conduct extensive staff training.

After the initial training, a cadre of local staff members is identified to

participate In additional training designed to certify them as turnkey trainers in the

program(s). This process assures that the district will develop a local capacity for all

future training and technical assistance. We are careful to choose programs that have

been successful with students having needs similar to our students, and are congruent

with our curricular mandates and local and state testing instruments. Four of our five

schools that have won National Recognition Awards for Excellence have replicated

national or state validated programs - Early Childhood Center #54 Houghton Academy,

West Hertel Academy and our Junior High School Science Magnet. This approach to

development also gives rise to staff participation in local, regional and national netwrks

lurn sp gned to committees to

lab in a form that facilitates useful
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that provide invaluable contacts and information regarding programs and practicel that

work.

e replication approach is also extremdy cost-effective. The first year of

magnet school funding Is the most costly and replication of programs rather than local

development of all program components, cuts funding needs considerably.

Whether your program development 13 locally based and/or linked to a repl cation,

pecial attention must be given to the adaptations necessary to afAure effective

participation of special education -..tudents that are assigned to the magnet. ft

"mainstreaming" Is the goal, curriculum components must be consistent. A task analysi

2or special education studelts is helpful in designing appropriate activities geared to

meeting program obiectives.

Additional attention needs to be given to the activities that the librarIan, and

he art, music, foreign language, physical education and vocational education teachers

will provide for students. Many times a unified aproach to 1earnin is designed in

which activities dovetail with the major program thrust. For example, In our bilingual

magnets, activities provided by the above staff center around the contributions of the

Hispanic culture and are linked to the sequence of leamings provided by the classroom

teachers.

An instructional planning committee may become involved with other issues.

First, if the magnet is intended to serve a specific student population, such as in

Buffalo's City Honors, Visual and Performing Arts and Frederick Law Olmstead Magnets,

student eligibility requirements must be clearly defined and recommended. The planning

committee often needs to recommend and itemize all the materials, texts, and equipment

needed for program implementation. All evaluation strategies designed to monitor

program effectiveness need to be inc uded. All aspects for staff training must bt.

planned. The committee also needs to detail arly plant changes that might be necessary

within the building designated to house the magnet. And finally, an



estimated budget must be formulated and attached to the total plann ng packa

approval by the local Board of Education.

Staffing Cilderatlors

ny magnet schools depart from the traditional school staffing pattern of one

her per class, assistant principals, and a principal. Each magnet dictates a gigue

staffing configuration from the teaming of teachers to the addition of paraprofessionals,

professionals and/or volunteers. Part of the success of magnet schools is credited to

the collaboration and teaming of teachers and aides working together with students in

the classrooms.

One of our most successful staffing recommendations was the addition of a

"program coordinator" to each elementary magnet school. This person is a teacher

whose total respons:bilitiy Is to assist classroom teachers with implementing all aspects

of the new program design. The assistance include ) conducting staff development

sessions; b) providing classroom demonstrations; c) testing students who enter the

magnet school; d) disseminating materials; and e) conduct ng grade level planning

meetings. The program coordinator is in the school full-time, but has no teacher

evaluation responsibility. This position has become critical to the maintenance of

p ogram fidelity.

In the secondary magnet pro ram, department chairpersons or "secondary program

coordinators" assume similar tasks. Many districts with multiple magnets have district-

wide teams of counselors and teacher specialists who provide assistance to the schools

in reading, mathematics, computer instruction, human relations skills training, and many

other services designed to strengthen the total district commitment to magnet school(s)

success.

Approaches to staff selection also vary considerably. It is extremely help ul

when the principal is designated early in the planning process. His/her participation in
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aspects of program design asurcs corn itment to the project ari the development

ship role that carries forward into implementation. The principal can play

an important role in the selection of the teaching staff. Many magnet schools are

staffed through an interview process conducted by the principal and key planning

committee members.

To help build staff comensus some magnet schools requi e that teaching staff,

who are already assigned to a building designated to become a magnet, sign a fo m

stating a commitment to the philosophy, training and implementation components of

the new design. Mose choosing not to sign are offered voluntary transfers to other

schools in the district. In cooperation with other planning committee members, some

magnet programs are developed by the teachers who will implement the program.

Because magnet programs demand a departure from what staff and administration

are accustomed to providing, a voluntary "buy in" of some kind helps to eliminate the

nay-sayers who may impede program implementation. This is also a consideration when

assigning professional staff, school clerks, cafeteria and maintenance personnel. The

"cheerleaders" expand from the planning committee members to school site implemen ers.

There is, however, a danger In the development of magnet schools In some

districts. Non-magnet school personnel may resent what they believe are unequal

distribution of resources, especially during the first year of implementation. Some

believe staff and students are being siphoned off, leaving their neighborhood schools

with a weakened school climate. Time and information must be given to all schools

to assure an understanding of the district-wide commitment to the education of all

students and the role that magnet schools provide in Inservicing the needs of the total

community. When the responsibility for instruction is placed in the office of one leader

and not fragmented through a separate chain of command for magnet schools, the

divisiveness can be most effectively eliminated. The establishment of separate "turfs"

at the top can only add to confusion and conflict. A delicate balance needs to be
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maintained and can be best served through ona voice articulating and assuring that
balance.

Providing I eloping Awareness

Advertising strategies and student recruitment procedures wIll not be extensively

lewed in this paper. However, some basic considerations need to be Included here

because of their implications for the planning process.

The general planning committee members have the task of providing Informat on

regarding the proposed magnet program to not only the board members but also to

parents, teachers, the broader community, and sometimes a federal court. As soon as

the magnet plan is approved by the local board of .ducation, it is necessary to share

t with teachers, administrators and parents. Formal information sessions need to be

conducted for each group. These sessions provide staff members with an opportunity

to decide upon their eventual participation in the implementation. The sessions will

give parents a preliminary understanding of the learning experiences students will receive

at the new magnet, as well as information on their eligibility and the educational

benefits of participation.

One over-riding concern of parents, at this point, is the safety of theIr children.

Many students, for the first time, will be riding buses to and from a school site that

is some distance from home and often to a neighborhood that parents may perceive as

undesirable. All safety factors built into ne transportation of students need to be

clearly defined and emphasized at the Information meetings. These factors include:

bus routes and time schedules; the assignment of paraprofessional staff to each bus

to assist students during the bus ride; procedures at the school site for receiving and

boarding students; emergency procedures in case a bus is late or encounters mechanical

difficulties; and school policies for the notification of parents If a student should

become ill during the school day. Once parents are convinced that the planned



precautions meet their standards for child safety, they are more likely to i,egin to look

objectively at the unique educational opportunities being offered. The "cheerleaders"

play an important role its senters at these preliminary meetings. They are
knowledgeable, com itted and able to spread their enthusiasm with credibility and trust.

Staff TrainIn and Retraining Requirements

each new magnet program has bullt-in demands for staff training. Training

programs should primarily focus on the new curricula, materials, methods and

organizational implications. Where possib el this training needs to be linked with

district-wide professional development goals. Take time to carefully plan every aspect

of training. There is a definite correlation between the quality of training and the
quality of implementation. Staff need to be freed from all other responsibilities to

assure that focus and concentration are directed to the training components. The best

time for initial training is during the summer months preceding the opening of a magnet

school. Some important considerations In planning training are:

Involvement of expert presenters who have proven track records
and who have carefully crafted their presentations to meet the
needs of their audiences. it is essential that the presenters
model effective teaching techniques. Nothing is more deadly
than the obsolete lecture, note-taking, and testing approach.

b. Selection and notification of training participants. All teachers
d administrators will participate In all training related to the

program. Paraprofessionals, school clerks, cafeteria staff,
engineering staff, bus drivers and bus aides need to attend
specialized training geared to providing program information,
developing expectations of their contributions to the school and
creating a sense of teamwork.

c. Use of a pleasurable setting. The inclusion of snacks and
beverages heri: conVey the attitude that the comfort of the
participants is important.

d. Introductions and reetins from the erintendent and board
mem rs. A sense o mportance an com I ment helps build
cohesiveness and collegiality among the participants.
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Dissemination of relevant and meanInful tralnln a to
each part cipant. Train ng manuals can provide a continuing
reference.

Schedul n da that are interes peaking
an prov opportun t -s or successful completion.

Provision for opportunities for participants to process new
learnings through active participation, hands-on activities and
time for discussion and practice.

h. Teaching only a few major topics each day, the modeling of
the needed skills and an explanation of their research base.
Overload Is counterproductive.

Matchinj4 the length and depth of training to the complexity
of program components. It needs to be understood that training
will be continuing throughout the Implementation phase.

j. Include strategies for follow-up in on-site activities. Recent
reseireh'conduefe-d-fiy Bruce Joyce and Beverly Showers (1982)
has prompted recognition of the essential need for practice.
The on-site program coordinator or department chairperson playa critical role In assuring that Information learned in the
workshops Is transferred Into desired practices at the work
place. This includes the development of a "peer coaching
model" at the building level.

k. Use of a e evaluation methods to monitor partidpant
react ons to train ng, assist n a usting training to meet
emerging needs and help plan for future training.

Staff development has become a primary initiative in most districts. Teacher

Centers provide invaluable assistance in this effort. Current research on the "Essential

Elements of Effective Instruction" from the work of Madeline Hunter has prompted our

district to launch a long-term, comprehensive professional development thrust to Improve

the skills of all personnel within the district. Magnet schools have taught us that short

term cu culum-based inservice is not enough. A commitment to continuing professional

renewal is vital.
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Summary

Magnet school planning is no easy task. It involves a multitude of steps and

processes that vary with each project. Yet, certain common factors seem to be

essential to success in all projects. They Include:

Educational integrity of program purpose top-quality programs
designed to maximize the learning potentials of students.

Top-level Instructional master builder/planner maintains the
district-wide blueprint for commitment to educational
opportunities for all students within the distr ct.

Action leaders creative planners and expeditors dedicated to
project planning and implementation.

Commitment to cooperative, collaborative planning and
implementation a continuing expansion and nurturing of the
"cheerleading teams".

Constant communication and flow of accurate information to
all constituencies direct, purposeful and continuous public
relations activities.

Built-in strategies for continuing evaluation, refinement, staff
development and renewal.

School-based support personnel and strategies to assure that
information and skills learned in the workshops are transferred
to the workplace.

The benefits to school districts that have incorporated magnet schools as an

expansion of their educational opportunities for students are difficult to quantify.

Granted, stip:lies have been conducted that verify increases in test scores of students

and decreases in absentee and drop-out rates of students attending magnet schools.

Yet, very little and In most cases, no data have been generated to verify the ancillary

benefits to school districts and communities where magnet schools have proven

successful.



A ma)or benefit of magnet schools in Buffalo has been a marked rise in the
levels of professional competence of staff members and their continuing demands for

increased growth opportunities. Some tt ditional benefits observed in Buffalo are listed

below as suggestions for further investigation:

Increased positive support for the school system from parents,
community and media.

Increased number of national, state and community awards for
excellence in education to the district, individual schools and
staff members.

Increased number of visitors to the district who seek advice In
planning educational change in their communities.

Increased requests for staff to act as consultants to other
districts in program planning.

Increased number of parent and community members who
participate in magnet planning activities and subsequently
continue their education to receive high school diplomas and/or
post secondary degrees.

Increased number of outreach contacts and support networks,
including professional, private sector, political, social, and
cultural, that contribute to planning and implementation.

Increased number of volunteers who contribute time, expertise
and resources directly to students.

Increased requests from universities, colleges, private and public
organizations for collaboration on projects designed to increase
the educational opportunities of district students.

Increased applications from out-of-district s udents for
admission to magnet schools.

Increased number of requests for staff to sit on governing
boards, advisory boards and committees providing services at a
local, state and/or national level.

Increased property values in neighborhoods that give resident
children preference for attendance at specific schools.

Increased commitment from local, state and national legislators
for funding support for magnet schools and education in general.



Participation in district's magnet school plannllg and a comprehensive

integration planning process can unite the efforts of the total community to focus on

educational opportunities for all students, and in so doing, can ensure a self-perpetuating

and ever-expanding learning pursuit for all involved.
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EFFECTIVE INFORMAT ON DISSEMINATION AND

RECRUITMENT STRATEGIES FOR MAGNET SCHOOLS

INTRODUCTION

Although magnet schools have have been used extensively n-the United

States as a mechanism for desegregating public education, little has been

published on pupil recruitment strategies and admission policies for magnet

programs (Blank, 1986) and their impact on equal access.

This paper will attempt to examine these issues by reviewing information

dissemination strategies currently being used to inform potential choosers of

their choice options, identifying and discussing those strategies which appear

to be effective, and examining magnet school admission policies. Many school

distri ts with magnet schools are conducting recruitment strategies with con-

siderable success. Many more, however, are isolated and not aware of the

successful strategies that have been developed by others. During the initial

stages of magnet program development, the level of accessibility of special

magnets to all students is sometimes impaired by the attempt to design magnets

which are attractive to special groups.

This paper is intended to serve as a st mulus for further discussion and

study of the critical magnet school issues outlined above. The research is

based in part on a survey, conducted by the authors, of 56 magnet school

administrators whose programs are funded by the Magnet Schools Assistance

Program (MSAP). The school districts represented ranged in size from 9,300

students to 680,000. Each city had an average of 3 magnet schools with 22

being the h ghest number and 1 being the lowest. (See Appendix for further

description of methodology.)



MAGNET SOO L INFOBMATI ON DISSEMINATION STRATLO

Who Should be Responsible for Informa,tion Dissemenation?

Before Identi fying the most commonly used information disseuiiriatiori

strategies and methods of reaching parents and students, it is important to

discuss who is generally responsible for designing and implementing the infor-

mation dissemination plan. The most common approach has been to rely heavily

upon the magnet school central administrative staff to conduct the design and

implementation stages of information dissemination. Evidence suggests, how-

ever, that this is not necessarily the most effective approach. While the MSAP

aitinners generally avec that a cntral magnet scheel information depart-

ment should he responsible for the actual marketing plan of the overall magnet

program, several other components are critical. Involvement and support from a

district's public relations or parent and community involvement office is often

essential to the plan because the effort frequently requires major changes in

the way school systems provide information to the public and the level of

information provided by non-magnet schools. The overall organization of the

system as well as the existing information dissemination strategies used in the

system, should be considered when preparing a magnet schools recruitment plan.

Magnet school practitioners agree that while the central magnet school informa-

tion department should have overall responsibility for marketing, each magnet

-ite should manage its own marketing plan with support from the central office.

Educational personnel are not necessarily in time with the pulse of the

community and may not be adept in the use of successful marketing techniques.

The MSAP survey results show that educators' perceptions of what parents look

for in selecting a school are not necessarily in agreement with marketing

experts' findings. One interpretation of the data is that the use of private

sector marketing agencies may be the most effective approach for districts that
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are just heçjlnning to implement a ma net plan. It may be advisable

districts -hat are in the initial phases of magnet school development and

recruitment to contract with a p ofessional market ng agency to assist with the

plan. The initial cost may seem high, yet a trial and error process of infor-

mation dissemination by local educators may only end up being more costly in

the long run, and more importantly, actually impede the attainment of magnet

school recruitment goals.

An analysis of survey questionnaires filled out by administrators from 56

school districts currently implementing MSAP programs has revealed the most

commonly used information dissemination strategies to attract students to

magnet schools used by their districts to be the local media, formal and

informal meetings w th organized parent groups and neighborhood parents,

mailings of printed materials to students and parents, recruitment visits to

schools, peer recru tment activities, school open houses "word-of-mouth," and

recruitment booths at shopping malls.

Other types of information dissemination strategies which are used by

dist- cts to a somewhat lesser degree have included:

1. Dissemination of printed materia s describing magnet school options

to:

Local real estate agencies

- Private nurseries, daycare cente s and preschoo s

- Public libraries

- Public housing authority offices

- Youth Centers (e.g., YMCA/YWCA, youth groups)

. Civic groups

2. A telephone informational hot line e.g., "dia -a-t



3. Telephone recruitment

4. Video tapes/discs dIscm1nitpd to target gro ps

S. Distribution of bumper stickers and T-shirts advertising magnets

6. Advertisements on city buses and billboards

7. Calendars publicizing application dates

8. Speakers Bureaus of magnet school supporters including: parents,
students, teachers, special staff, community leaders.

How E fective are these Strategies_in Informing_Potential Choosers?

Essentially, all magnet school information dissemination strategies can

be construed as "publicity campaigns" for marketing of the magnet program. I

should be obvious that no matter how popular, or seemingly effective a particu-

lar strategy is, the product itself, the magnet school is the key factor in

the "sale." On the other hand, a highly effective scho I may not draw the

target population it is striving to attract if potential students and their

parents are not aware of the program.

Analysis of the magnet schools survey results and a review of availab e

literature leads to the conclusion that there is no single strategy that is

effective for every school district, and while some strategies are effective

for one district those same strategies may be totally ineffective for another.

Every district must use a unique combination of information dissemination tech-

niques. The most effective information dissemination strategy is the one that

reaches and informs the maximum number of potential choosers. Therefore, each

school district must know specifically who those potential choosers are before

it can select the best strategy for its recruitment effort.

Targeting the Information Oissemination_Effort

The first general category of choosers to reach are parents, since i

the parents who are the primary decision4nakers in the selection of their

child's school until the child reaches high school. As potential magnet school



tudents get older, peer have a great deal m-re influ-nce on their cho ce of

magnets. Teenagers have a tendency to choose the schools their friends choose.

Most district recruitment materials reviewed by the authors have tended to be

oriented toward parents even at the high school level. School districts,

however, should be cautious in orienting recruitment materials to students. It

has been our exper ence that materials and ads specifically designed to attract

students may tend to upset adults. Themes using rock music or other popular

interests of teenagers are sometimes rot well-received by parents. It is quite

a bit less controversial and safer to use recruitment themes that target

parents as recipients of information.

Knowing the importance of focusing in motion dissemination e forts on

parents, it must be determined specifically who the potential parent "choosers"

are, where they are located, and where you need their children to improve

racial balance. The size of the school district and the demographics of the

pool of potential choosers are key factors to consider when selecting a

strategy. For example, our MSAP Survey results show that 75% of the districts

with enrollments over 40,000 students believe:that dissemination 07- rinted

matelals mailed to the homes of students was the single most effective part of

their strategy, whereas districts with enrollments under 40,000 students cited

newspaper advertisements as their single most effective tool. All parents,

regardless of race or class, want a "good" school for their children, yet

different communities and different groups within the community may use

differing criteria for selecting a school. For example, MSAP Survey data

indicate that program selection criteria differ slightly depending on the size

of district: staff in small districts believe parents consider curricular

emphasis before they consider location, whereas in the larger districts, staff

perceive location to be a more important choice factor than curricular
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emphasis. No matter what the district size however, respondents agreed that

social reputation (i.e. extracurricular and/or social activities) Is the least

significant factor influencing prugram choice.

Determining what criteria parents use in se ecting a school should guide

the design of recruitment materials. Information should be organ zed to

emphasize the school features which parents consider particularly important.

Printed material that is mailed to students' and parents' homes should be

expressly tailored to the needs and desires of the target audiences. Letters

and brochures should be written in clear, concise language which all parents

can easily understand. Educational Jargon which may be confusing should be

avoided and the materials should be written in the parents' native language

whenever possible. Strong emphasis should be placed on considering the charac-

teristics of the target audiences. Are the intended information recipients

Hispanic, black, Asian, white, private/parochial school parents, or suburban?

Once the potential groups of choosers have been identified, the information

should be specifically tailored for and disseminated to those groups.

After assessing the number and type of choosers to be reached and deter-

min ng where they are located, district staff should determine what financ al

and human resources will be available to develop and implement a viable

recruitment plan. Cost factors will significantly influence the kinds of

strategies to be used.

Marketing research has found that, genera ly it takes at least three

contacts with a potential chooser in an appropriate target group to make up

his or her mind regarding the selection of a particular program. Statistics

for continuing education programs show that/there are peak periods in the time

schedule for program registrations. Currently, there is no similar data avail-

able for magnet schools which could be usgito develop a practical information
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dissemination p an that prov des the three or more con acts. An April target

date, however, for school selection seems to be the most common one used by

districts, as it allows adequate time for informing parents staff planning

and, if it involves recruiting students from outside the district (i.e.,

private school students) it takes into account other options in-selection

deadlines that parents and students may have.

Results of the MSAP survey done for this research show that districts

with enrollments under 40,000 students generally have found the strategies

listed in the first column below to be most effective (in order of most eff

tive to least effective); the survey results of districts over 40,000 are

listed in the second column.

Pi_stri_cts. UNDER 40,000

1. Newspapers

2. Meeting with organizations and
parent groups

Printed materials mailed to
students/parents at their home
address

4. School "open houses"

Distribution of printed
materials in non-magnet schools

Visits by recruiters to
non-magnet schools

Peer recruitment

8. Television

9. Radio

10. Neighborhood "Kaffee klatches"
or other informational personal
contact

1 . Recruitment booths at shopping
malls

Districts OVER 401000

ec-

Printed materials mailed to
students/parents at their home
address

Printed materials mailed to
students in non-magnet schoo s

3. Newspapers

Meetings w th erganizations
and parent group;

School "open houst,b

Visits by recruiters to
non-magnet schools

7. Peer recruitment

8. Television

9. Radio

10. Neighborhood "Ka
or other informa
personal contact

fee klatches"
ional



These information dissemination methods arc only effective when Wok-

mented as part of a well-orchestrated design with carefully chosen timelines

as well as target audiences. In examining the techniques used most frequently

in districts under 40,000, newspapers are noted as the single most effective'

tool yet further clarification is necessary because newspapers can include a

wide variety of readers and even in smaller cities, there is often more than

one newspaper.

A district should exam ne the degree of appropriateness the various local

newspapers have to the targeted chooser (e.g. ethnic press, labor press

shopper's guides, suburban press, special community-based press). Magnet

schools information specialists questioned by the researchers expressed the

opinion that positive news and feature stories about magnet school programs

and events provided a more effective way of using newspapers to reach choosers

than relying on paid advertisements. Therefore, experience suggests that

recruiters should develop contacts with representatives of local print media

to create greater awareness of, and interest in, magnet options.

The evidence on information dissemination and recruitment for magnet

schools clearly stresses how essential the support and commitment of the school

board and district leadership is to the success of their magnet programs

(Blank, 1986). This is hardly a surprising finding, yet there have been

instances where lack of support from these key groups can seriously erode the

effectiveness of even the most well-developed information dissemination plan.

For example, one district's magnet schools director interviewed by the the

researcher was deluged with phone calls from parents who were upset about a

front-page newspaper quote from a school board member who had said that the

district was financially unable to support any new magnets. According to the

respondent, financial support was not really an issue for continuing existing

LMA-11
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magnets or adding new ones. The magnet schools director further stated that,

as a result of the board member quote, several parents withdrew applications

and that he was concerned about the impact the article would have on futLre

applicants.

LIMITATIONS OF NEEDS ASSESSMENTS'

Specialists in magnet program development put great emphas s on conduc-

ting needs assessments. These assessments typically involve the use of ques-

tionnaires which most frequently illicit the kinds of information educational

personnel want to hear rather than determining what the school community really

wants. The fact that 95% of parents surveyed might say that they would be

interested in sending their children to a technology magnet does not mean that

95% of them would actually enroll their children in that school. Further, a

response by a small but dedicated minority who would actually enroll their

children in the program could be easily overlooked or discounted. Finally,

surveys are often designed as if a district has no history and they sorletimes

fail to account for all the important variables that affect choice. Marketing

research shows that some of the pitfalls in the use of non-professionally-

developed needs assessments are:

Surveys are often written in a way that produces rults which are
biased..

- Certain kinds of people fill out ques ionnaires, others do not
(i.e., active vs. passive choosers

Often, people tell those who administer surveys what they want to
hear.

- Persons who are dissatisfied are more a t to answer questio naires
that those who are satisfied.

A good example of this emerged in the analysis of the survey of magnet

school administrators used for this research. Respondents to this instrument
fi



agreed that parents choose a school primarily based upon the academic r_puta-

tion of the school, whereas surveys of parents show that, generally, parents

use non-instructional criteria in choosing programs. Further, administrators

from cities over and under 40,000 cited school location as the second and thfrd

most important factor respectively affecting selection, but scho5l location was

cited as the primary criterion for most families (Bridge and Blackman, 1978).

Survey responses from magnet school directors and available literature

suggest that several components make up an effective information dissemination

system. Prior to designing an information dissemination plan, parents should

be surveyed to determine the kinds of magnet schools they want for their

children. Magnet programs that are developed should reflect the interests of

parents.

A SAMPLE CASE STUDY OF A

DISSEMINATION AND RECRUITMENT PLAN

In the following pages, a sample information dissemination/recruitment

plan is presented and discussed in order to illustrate a combination of

strategies that are likely to produce the most successful results.

Background

School district "P is located in a northeast urban setting with an

enrollment of 39,000 students. Its minor ty population is 66%; of these

students, 50% are black, 12% Hispanic, 3% Asian, 34% white, and 1% "other."

District "A" has two existing magnet schools; these magnets are successful

attracting students and are racially balanced, yet district planners have

identified three key concerns they want to address in their recruitment plan

for the ten new magnets they have recently planned. These are:
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To increase the number of Hispanic students enrolling in magnets.

To increase the number of white students enrolling -enrolling in
district schools.

To increase the number of lo -achieving black students who apply to
magnets.

The existing magnets are well-established and have enjoyed a good reputation

within the community for over five years. Because of their popularity it has

not been necessary to implement any special recruitment strategies to attract

students other than by word-of-mouth.

The newly-developed magnets embody 0 rIgorous academ approach and each

was carefully designed to provide the community with programs which parents had

identified as being needed or wanted. Following is the information dissemina-

tion plan employed by District "A" to recruit students to the new magnets.

Pool of Potential Choosers

District HA" wanted to draw enrollment from all school-age children in

the city as well as attract some white suburban students. Board of Education

policy allowed 10% of each magnet school's population to be opened to suburban

students on the condition that all city students had first choice and suburban

students would only fill vacancies that existed after all city students were

placed. Therefore, the district's pool of potential choosers was the entire

parent and school-age population of the metropolitan area: 860,000. Since

planners had several subgroups" they specific3lly wanted to reach, they knew

they would have to design a plan that was effective for both the general popu-

lation as well as specific targeted groups. With the assistance of consultants

from a local marketing firm, the district determined the special needs of the

three targeted subgroups that they specifically wanted to reach and suggestions

were made for reaching them.



Recrui_tment Wtectives

Ob ectiVe 70 Incre4sejliAppid_c_fnEollMeet.

Hispanic parents were generally unaware of the choice options available

for their children. Although many had read the Spanish-language brochures

mailed to their homes, the brrchurer, were written in vague terms-and Hispanic

_

parents were reticent about calling the district central office or school to

find out more about gettiry: their children enrolled. Hispanic community

leaders informed the consultants that many Hispanic parents felt uncomfortable

in actively seeking inrormation from the district.

Recommendations:_ _

The marketing consul an s recommended improving the quality of transla-

tions in the written material to Pispanic parents. Moreover, they recommended

an approach stressing direct personal contact using parent and student volun-

teers to initiate phone contacts and make home visits. Posters in Spanish were

distributed to grocery stores in the Hispanic community, youth centers, and

meeting sites for Hispanic community organizations.

Ob ective 2: To Increase White Enrollment.

Parents who sent their children to private or parochial schools said they

did so because they believed that private schools offered better discipline,

smaller classes, extended child care, rel gious instruction, and more concern

for individual students.

Recommendations:

The marketing consultants and ex-private school parents recommended

sending a special cover lecter along with the general magnet brochures to

parents of private school children emphasizing the features of the magnet

program which drew the parents to private school: better discipline, small

class size, individualized attent on, carihg teachers, and extended child care.



Object ve To Increase_the Number of Lower Achieving Ola_cjs_ Stude ts

Lower achieving black students felt that magnet schools were for "smar

kids only.

Recommendations:

The marketing consultants recommended peer recruitment along with extra

assistance from youth advocacy groups to reach low-achieving black students.

Visits by the magnet recruiter to compensatory program classrooms in targeted

non-magnet schools, home visits and personal cont,ct w th parents at Community

centers were also recommended.

The marketing firm also supplied the school district with a media list

that was specifically prepared tn reach the three unique target groups that the

district was especially interested in contacting. The marketing agency also

had a good mail-broker department which was able to identify a target mailing

down to one city block within a zip code area. With all this information, the

district designed and implemented its information dissemination strategies as

described below.

Information Dissemination/Recruitment Timeline.

Although information dissemination is conducted on a year-round basis,

major dissemination activities occurred during a spec fic 6-8 week period --

early March-April 30. The target date for submission of enrollment applica-

tions was May 1st.

A. Phase T- Preliminary_Publicity (Early March)

1. Two general press releases to print media. The rst describes
choice options ofirnagnets in attractive, general ems; the second
gives more specific details.

All printed materials ready to distribute (posters, flyers,
brochures, applications); Speakers Bureau volunteers ready and all
special mailings prepared.
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Phase Two of Information Dissemination (Mid-March)

1. Television - Magnet Project Director appears on local talk shows.

2. Radio - Magnet Project Director d15cusses magnet programs on local
talk shows.

C. Pha e Three - Countdo n Period (April, 4 weeks to

I. Four press releases - one per week (emphasis on
special target group audiences in special interes
press)

2. Public service announcements

Radio and television appearances of magnet site
staff and students (target programs that have been
identified for special target audiences)

4. Activate mailings, distribute posters, brochures

S. Activate Speakers Bureau - speakers at community
meetings, clubs, parent groups, etc.

6. Hold "open houses" at magnet sites

7. Magnet school recruiters visit schoo make
home visits

8. Activate parent _o parent telephone recruitment

9. Implement final television, radio, newspaper ads,
submit application deadline dates in calendar of
events publications

date)

[April 1-303

[April 1-15]

[April 1-20]

[April 2]

[Apr 10-30]

[April 15-221

[April 15-22]

[Apri 1 15-30]

[April 25-30]

THE ROLE OF BUILDING-BASED STAFF IN THE RECRUITMENT PROCESS

When reviewing the model for effective information dissemination strate-

gies presented on the preceding pages, it might appear that an important com-

ponent of the recruitment strategy identified has been underemphasized: the

role of teachers, counselors, and paraprofessionals. The research literature

and magnet school practitioners agree that the involvement of these staff

members is important to the success of the recruitment plan and, in fact most

magnet school recruitment plans identify teachers and counselors as key players

in influencing students' awareness of their options.

LMA -11 - 14 -
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Why were these key people, then, not relied upon more heavily as part of

the effective information dissemination strategy since all agree that their

influence is critical? The reason is that not all chool-based staff are

enthusiastic supporters of magnet school programs, as found by most practi

tioners with experit,ce in implementing magnet programs.

A great deal of controversy has emerged over the issue of school choice

and education vouchers as tools of choice, and most of the arguments for or

against vouchers use magnet schools as the current example of a choice program

in the public schools. For example, the president of the National Education

Association (NEA), Mary Hatwood Futrell, explains that NEA is wary of the

current focus on choice because of its implications for equal educational

opportunity for all students. Futrell cites the following criticism of

magnets: "Two classes of school may be created: one on a fast track to

improvement, the other to neglect and decline (Futrell 1986)." The common

concern most magnet staff hear is that they (the magnets) are "creaming" the

best students from the comprehensive schools and leaving those schools with the

highest concentration of disadvantaged, unmotivated students. While there is

not yet conclusive evidence to indicate that this is actually happening the

fact that comprehensive school staff perceive that it is happening or will

happen is a significant problem for magnet school recruiters.

It is specifically because of this problem that many magnet program

recru ters cannot always rely on the staff of comprehensive schools to encour-

age students to become aware of their choices outside the comprehensive school.

IL fact, in conversations with the researchers, some practitioners have cited

instances where counselors fail to mention magnets as a choice to some students

and actually discourage others.



This particular problem appears to diminish as the magnet schools become

well-established and no longer need to rely on information dissemination

strategies to make choosers aware, yet it can still remain an obstacle, partic-

ularly for the passive chooser. In an ideal s tuat on teachers and counselors

can be extremely effective vehicles for providing students, with awareness of

their choices, but a distr ct must be sensitive to potential problems in this

approach during its earliest stages of magnet program implementation.

One of the ways magnet school planners and implementers can begin to

minim ze the perception that they are "skimming" the best students is to desi n

their recruitment and informational materials so that the message is clear to

choosers that a variety of programs are offered to all learners. Examination

of recru tment and promotional materials from forty MSAP-funded district.,

suggests that the message of choice is often misinterpreted as choice of the

best school in general, rather than choice of a specific program which is best

suited to the individual learner. In other words, magnets should avoid using

the competitive approach which pits schools agaiNt one another and instead

focus on the diversity of choice available to all learners.

CRITERIA FOR ADMISSION TO MAGNET SCHOOLS

A critical factor in dissemination and recruitment is the criteria for

to magnet programs and the implications of these requ rements for

of equal access.

Admission criteria at magnets range anywhere from interest" to strict

adherence to test scores and past academic records. Although supportive data

are not conclusive in this area, all of the respondents to the researchers'

survey of magnet administrators employed a variety of criteria within their

- 16 -



ind v dual systems of magnet programs which ranged from Interest to abIlity

criteria (as in Blank, et al, 1983 nation study).

MSAP survey results indicated that the most coeonly used selection

criterIa art:

1. Racial balance

2. Academic ability (test scores, grades

3. Ability in curricular area of magnet

4. Location of residence

5. Interest

Other less commonly used criteria nclude:

I. Teacher recommendation

Student behavior (attendance, suspensIon

Motivat on

4. First-come basis

5. Lottery

A two-year national study Blank, 1983) found that of 45 magnet schools

examined, 17 emphasized general academics, 10 had an arts theme, 3 used a

science theme, 3 had career/vocational themes, and 2 spec alized in soc al

studies. Of these 45 schools, only 13% had highly selective admission

criteria. In the MSAP Survey, while 90% used some selective admission require-

ment other than "interest" in at least one of their magnet programs, the survey

did not de ine selectivity as precisely as in the Blank study.

Critics of selective admissions policies argue that the less able student

may be denied access to the very opportunity he or she needs to become more

successful in school. Supporters of admission criteria argue that some

programs are not designed for all students; in fact, that is what makes them

unique. They believe it is unfair to a student to be enrolled in a program in
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which he/she is not equipped to succeed, such as students who enter a math/

science magnet with significantly deficient basic math skills. Even those

magnets where student interest is used es a cr terion have been known to reject

a student because the required interest essay indiceted a lack of genuine

interest in the theme of the magecq.

Given one of the basic objectiv r magnet programs in gen r l, which is

to reduce racial isolation and eliminate minority group discriminat on, it is

imperative that the magnet school admission policy be designed not to exclude,

reject or deny those students who are actively seeking admittance. Proponents

of interest only" admissions requirements believe that selection criteria

based on ability or other highly selective variables will lead to further

resegregation by race. If racial balance, however, is the overriding factor in

the selection (which it is in MSAP-funded programs) then, theoretically, racial

resegregation trends can be monitored and avoided; yet, segregation by ability

is almost inevitable, particularly when the selection criteria is rigid. The

evidence is clear, however, thet ability grouping practices do tend to

segregate students by race and socio-economic status. Therefore, even if the

overall racial balance of a magnet school population can be controlled, ability

grouping can lead to segregation of classrooms within a magnet school. Studies

show that this kind of assignment practice does not improve achievement for

low-ability or high-ab Iity groups, and further that it actually can negatively

impact the sel -esteem and achievement of the low-ability student (Oakes, 1962,

1987).

The task of providing equitable choices through magnet programs for a

diverse group of students without further resegregating students by race,

class, or ability, must be addressed not simply through the magnet admission

criteria policy, but must also be addressea during the init al stages of



developing magnet schools programs Since part of the legislative Intent

behind magnet schools has been to offer opportunities to those students who

have historically been part of a group that has not had equal access to educa-

tional and career opportunities it does seem ironic th-t the most common types

of magnets implemented are those for the academically talented. -This is not to

suggest that these magnets should be eliminated. These programs appear to be

successful in attracting white students to predominantly black schools. When

designing an overall magnet schools plan- however, distr cts need to ensure

that great care is taken to offer diverse magnet programs that sre accessible

and beneficial to all students. Creating new options for poor children, low-

achievers, and minorities is the current challenge of magnet school program

planners, and there are a number of creative ways to accomplish this goal.

While it is not the intent of this research to recommend how to design these

kinds of magnets, there are some implications which relate directly to admis-

sion criteria, because if magnets are to offer students "a better chance" but

refuse entrance to some of them, then where is the choice?

Many educators believe that some form of selection cr teria is necessary,

particularly when an individual magnet has many more applicants than spaces

available. To address this problem, some districts have implemented the

first-come, first-admitted" approach. The weakness in this model for pro-

viding equity is that better educated parents have more accurate information

regarding choice options and will be the first to enroll their children. In

Pittsburgh, where this approach has been used to an extreme, parents have had

to "camp out" in lines for up to two days in order to enroll their children.

Children of single and working parents are definitely at a disadvantage in this

situation because parents cannot afford to stand in line for a day or two.

LMA-11 - 19
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Thu5, it is difficult for magnet schools 'o offer equal opportunity with this

approach to admission.

When available space is not an issue in the earlier stajes of magnet

development, magnets need not rely exclusively upon setting up rules in

Idvance, but rather they should have a flexible admissioni policy which can be

adjested to the needs of the population as the magnet program develops (Glenn,

1984). In this situation, a placement coordinator would be responsible for

overseeing and monitoring the selection process to ensure that student selec-

tion and placement is fair and equitable. An outside parent/community-based

group could provide a similar function.

A review of the admissIon criteria and policies of magnet programs across

the nation indicates that any criteria used in admitting students to magnets

can present problems regarding the issue of equal access. The lottery approach

does appear to have the fewest obstacles in terms of equal access. Its propo-

nents agree that if implemented carefully students can still be placed in a

magnet of their choice, albeit not necessarily their first choice. Some

districts have used computers to accomplish this by collec ing family choices

and match ng these with data on race ahd capacity of schools. While there

still may be some students who are denied admission to the ma net of their

first or second choices, this approach eliminates discrimination against any

single group and all students have an equal opportunity for admission regard-

less of abil ty, race, or class.
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CONCLUS ON

After examining recru tment materials and othrr data from school

districts across the United States it becomes clear that each district is a

unique system in terms of its desegregation goals and it is therefore essent al

that each district carefully plan its magnet school program with-specific

recruitment goals in mind.

Too often a school district will decide to implement a magnet school

which wIll draw a certain population and then will encounter equity problems in

its admission pol cy later in the process. For example, after an initial

decision has been made to establish a magnet school for academically gifted

students, it is very d fficult to address the issue of equal access. During

the planning stages of magnet school development, enrollment goals should be

established with an understanding of the long-term impact of program emphasis

on recruitment. A broader understanding concerning the ways in which magnet

schools can eliminate the exclusionary barriers to equal opportunities for

students would be helpful to magnet school planners and would reduce subsequent

problems of equal access in magnet school programs.

The data presented in this paper reveal what current MSAP implementers

believe are effective in ormation dissemination and recruitment strategies,

yet the data also suggests that the area warrants further scrutiny. As magnet

schools proliferate we need to examine: the influence of peers on choice; the

influence of parents on choices for older students; the ability of school

districts to target recruitment strategies to students; equity issues for

magnets vs. comprehensive schoo s; the issue of elitism in magnets; and, the

role of information dissemination/recruitment for active vs. passive choosers.
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APPEND X

Methodology

A questionna re was completed by magnet school representatives from 56

school districts. The questionnaire focused on the magnet school recruitment

process and information dissemination strategies. Responses yielded informa-

tion on school district size, the racial composition of the student population

of each district, as well as data about recruitment and information dissemina-

tion strategies. The following list shows the school districts that identified

themselves when completing the survey, although some school districts did not

complete the optional item of school identification. Of the 56 surveys

completed, 37 identified the district being represented.

It should be noted that when asked to identify the most effective infor-

mat on dissemination strategies used in their district respondents were

providing answers based on experience and perceptions rather than on objective

measures.

The completed questionnaires were coded:and analyzed in November 1986.

There were a number of non-responses for some items which subjects felt

inadequately informed about but these frequencies were factored out in the

final analysis.

Questionnaire data were supplemented with copies of recruitment materIals

from 23 MSAP applicants. These printed materials were examined by the investi-

gators as part of the research design for this paper.
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STR1CTS

Lawson, Okla.

Peoria, Ill.

Fort Worth, Tex.

Phoenix, Ariz.

San Bernadinn,

Flint, Mich.

Rochester, N.Y.

Overland, Kans.

Jackson, Miss.

Richmond, Va.

Kansas City, Mo.

Miami, Fla.

Cincinatti, OH

Los Angeles, Calif.

Milwaukee, Wis.

Memphis, Tenn,

Atlanta, Ga.

Denver Colo.

Detroit Mich.
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SURVEY SAMPLE

Buffalo, N.Y.

Long Beach, Calif.

Dallas, Jex.

Tulsa Okla.

Nashville, OH

Indianapolis, Ind.

New Orleans, La.

Baton Rouge, La.

Weehawken, N.J.

Trenton, N.J.

Montclair, N.J.

Jersey City, N.J.

Newburgh, N.Y.

Little Rock, Ark.

Bayonne, N.J.

Silver Springs, Md,

Philadelphia, Pa.

Montgomery Ala.

Chicago, Ill.
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MAGNET SCHOOLS: RESOU CE ALLOCAT ONS

INTRODUCTION

Study_purpose

Resourcing magnet schools, how to pay for their many components and

myriad of activities associated with their success, is always a fo midable challenge

to school districts which, in the main, are enmeshed in the perennial problem of

how to finance education. This challenge is even more formidable when there

not careful and comprehensive planning designed to reduce the anxiety experienced

by school districts in this effort by minimiz ng unanticipated costs. In addition to

a detailed and comprehensive plan which identifies the interrelationshi9,1of compo-

nents, activities and functions which must be resourceu if magnet schools are to

be successful, there must also be a resource plan which focuses on their support.

This paper p ovides an examination of the full range of resotfrees required

to plan, develop and implement magnet schools. Such an examination implies more

than the operation and maintenance of such schools. It also includes the provisions

for the following: program planning and cur iculum development; identification,

selection and t aining of staff; assessment, identification and selection of students;

determinat on and ordering of specialized instructional materials, furnishings, equip-

ment; movement and supervision of students from home areas to various points of



instruction, including field experiences which are perceived to be crucial to the

magnet school programs; public relations tasks necessary to keep the community

informed; activities in marketing of magnet schools and the r programs; specialized

programs for parents and community agencies and I aders who have a stake in such

schools and their operations; building construction and/or modifications required

to support such progra s; travel, consultations and v sitations for strengthening

program conceptualization and operations; relocation of students , staff, furnishings,

and equip nt; supervisory versight; budget plannIng and management necessary

for responsible fiscal control; and evaluation and assessment activities to provide

for program efficiency and to keep it on track. In short, the paper is concerned

with the full array of functions and activities which have resource implications for

the comprehensive planning and successful operation of magnet schools.

Additionally, th paper describes a prototypical model for planning resource

allocations for magnet schools. Models for resour e planning are valuable for develop-

ing a comprehens ve plan. Seve al models are suggested for districts to consider

in magnet school resourcing.

Third, important issues are outlined which affect the resource needs of magnet

schools. A key issue is educational equity, especially as it relates to comparability

of support for each child in a given school district; i.e., comparability of building

conditions, quality of teaching and support staff, qualiv of student culture, and

supervisory oversight. Such issues as these may well give rise to related policy infer-
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ences whi h must be made in thi- establishment of magnet schools.

Finally, the paper formulates conclusions about magnet school resource require-

ments and frames additional questions or issues which would be fruitful for future,

in-depth examination both for better understanding of magnet schools and their

resource needs specifically and of the funding of education generally.

Methodology,

One key aspect of understanding magnet school resourcing is derived from

comparing relative costs of magnet and regular schools in a large, urban school district

over a s x-year period. This comparat v_ study will attempt to shed light on the

relative costs among magnet schools, as well as average costs of magnet and regular

schools of this district. This co parison shall be undertaken by a look both at tradi-

tional per student cost measures in examining and evaluating resource requirements

of schools, and an examination of relative costs in terms of a cost benefit theory.

Finally, the methodology will include an examination of relevant lite ature

on the resourcing of magnet schools, scant though it is, and on the observations

and impressions of respected colleagues both in this district and in other large, urban

districts which have experience in the funding of magnet school programs.

The findings will reflect an in-depth examination of a single, large urban school

district and its experience in resourcing magnet schools. Certain representations

4in this s udy result from a closely reas ned approach to the issuetiof costs, cost shifts

and cost trends. Important though reasoning is in building a theoretical context
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for issues and findings, the study would be immeasurably enhanced by an in-depth

unde. r the actual experience of school districts in dealing with casts nsso -

elated with iiagnet schools in a larger-scaled study.

TRADITIONAL MEASURES IN EXAMINING AND EVALUATING
RESOURCE REQUIREMENTS OF MAGNET SCHOOLS:

A QUESTION OF COMPARABILITY AND IMPACT

A recent study (Sherman, 1985) of resource onq and staffing patterns

in the public schools of the nation reveals trends in re ource allocations over the

last 25 years. That study reflects that real spending per pupil has nearly doubled.

However, among many trends observed, perhaps the most significant in the shift

in resources from salaries for classroom teachers to other types of school spending,

most notably in the areas fi 1) fixed charges spending comprised la gely of fringe

benefits for school employees, 2) school administration and 3) maintenance and opera-

tion of school facilities. Such trends are also pro

of magnet school spending.

Per Student Cost Measure

Perhaps one of the more widely used meas

'nently in evidence in the analysis

es to explain the dollar support

n cessary for education is that of per student cost. This measure is not only widely

used, but it also has a long history of use. Accordingly, educators have come to

accept the per student cost measure as a reasonable and rational method for examining

resou ces required to support various school operations. One of the problems associated
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use of per s cost measures iS th

cpresent only direct Inst. costs; sottiet

per

measure will --present both direct instruction and support costs experienced in a

given school. wIthout considering central office admInIstrative costs associated

oversight and logistical support in that school operations. In other instances,

the per student cost measure may or may not be reflective of long-term equipment

purchases andfor specialty modernization or building er etion costs which are amortized

over a number of years; and, obviously, there con he other variatlors in measurement

of per student cost. Despite the many varIations that aro employed, the per student

t measure has wide acceptability in the educational community.

Regardless of how the per student 00St d, experience has shown

that the establishment of magnet schools usually requires an outlay of capital beyond

that which is considered for other schools of a district. Experience has also shown

that the establishment of magnet schools requires a host of activities initially, and

to so e extent continuing, which are to a lesser degree the concern of school personnel

in the support of regular schools. Start-up costs such as building modifications and

the acquiring of stationary and/or specialized equip ent are associated with magnet

schools, and these can be prohibitive. Additionally, staff development activities

which can be crucial to the success of such schools are extensive in the early months

and years of the school's operation. Yet there are continuing costs, perhaps to

a higher degree then would be expected, in the areas of continuing staff development



activities In support of the sell P

its students, to name but two areas of cost va

Logic suggests tht

be a declination in th

and in the tran!pori

ial costs have been addressed, there would

iirements relating to the support of magnet

schools. And, hence, there would be the expectation that, although there would

be n surge in the per student cost in magnet schools initi lly, there would be a corre-

sponding drop both actual dollars and in the p rcentage of variation between in gnet

and regular schools of a district over the years of Its opera t Ions. The exp

of the distr ct under InvestigatIon on this point, however, has been telling.

An examination of the district's Annual Ei lJtportS over the la t six

years on costs per student based on school disbursements, both direct and indir c

has revealed less than a consistent pattern. The large ative decline in the resource

requiremmts of magnet schools based on cost per student, which was anticipated,

did not occur. In fact, in two rather s gnificant instances, the variation between

magnet school per student costs and regular school per student costs actually, lncrened.

The foflowing charts and graphs are illustrative:
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HIGH SCHOOL PER STUDENT COST GOMPARISONS

(iloud Upon Avvrnge Dnily Atle.ndnore)

Class of School 30-81 81-82 82413 83-84 84-85 85-86
:

Regular nigh Schools $3,207 $3,439 $3,451 $3,947 $4,687 $51134

Magnet High Schools 4,4113 4,809 1,285 5,707 6,519 6,1140

Percentage DIfferentia I +39% +40% +45% f39% 435%

MIDDLE SCHOOL PER STUDENT COST C MPARISONS

Regular Middle Schools $27741

Magnet Middle Soho* 4,583 4,626 5t1185 4,807 61516 7,201

0,11G $2,951 $3,781 $41447 $4,739

Percentage Differential 47% +48% +99% 127% +48% 152%

ELEMENTARY SCHOOL PER STUDENT COST COMPARISONS

Regular Elementary Schools

Magnet Elementary Schools

$2,575 $2,748 $2,477 $3,247 $3,520 $31610

3,262 3,755 3,398 3,905 4,764 51110

Percentage Differential +2796 +37% +37% +20% +35% +44%

86
Eid



The uded in rphicttl portrayni urce requirci

for magnet schools raise the Important question of whether or not per student cost

sures alone are the best gauges for ascer aining the effectiveness and efficiency

of school operations.

Analyzing the Question of Shif tin 'dent Costs

An increase in financial support to magnet schools and u cor esponding dlmuni

tion of financial support to regular school programs would clearly imply a shifting

of roources from regular to magnet schools. This hi nplicated, however,

by the fact that, except for a single year in which the district resources met a mutt

million dollar short-fall, the resources behind all schools significantly increased.

The snswer is not an easy one. In the absence of a resource pool which is constant,

the question can only be Inferentially answered by s Jggesting that if the resources

supporting magnet schools remained on an even keel, the question of shifting costs

is somewhat mooted because the resources were constantly expanding.

The actual experience of the district excepting the anomaly year) is that

in high schools and in the elementary schools - - the difrerence between regular

and magnet schools in total dollars and :n percentage of increase grew. Since there

was significant growth in the per student costs of magnet schools when compared

to regular schools of the district, one can be reasonably certain that there were

student cost shifts even though the pool of dollars also expanded.



Additionally, it cnn be seen that not only did the shifts actually occur,

SihUUt3lC ITiUgflItUdC.

The questions of whether or not the hifting of student casts was accomplished

in an equitable way and the result.,nt impact on non-magnet schools are both questions

whose answers remain less than conclusive. Equity can be approacned in terms of

that which is appropriate as opposed to that which is the same. It appears that the

shifting did occur in a way that appears equitable, in that the program requirements

were rcaonnbIy met in both nanet and nonmaguet schools. When en t:plunation

of critical budget consid ations (personnel, class size, supply and equipment purchases)

made, the budget levels and instruct onal support level 'ntained. The

question of whether or not there would have been signifi ant improvements n such

areas had additional resources been available is not clear based upon expenditure

patterns which are available. Said another way, this investigation did not reveal

th t there were program requirements of non-magnet schools which were dimInished

as the result of enhancing magnet schools. Hence, any (negative) impact on non

magnet schools was negligible.

Variances can be anticipated if magnet school programs are expanding and/or

if new magnet programs are brought on line. Additionally, variances can be anticipated

among magnet schools and between magnet and non-magnet schools when one considers

whether such schools are of the high cost, average cost or low cost variety, depending

-12-
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on their special requirements. More is said on this subjQct in the ccticm on "Magnet

School Organizational 1 _ ns "

Erro. 911,1E211Irern en t:
On-Going Program Compar(sons

In some instances, conclusions have been drawn where on-go ng programs have

been compared with start-up programs. The conclusions may have had increased

valid.ty if, for exar pl_ they had been bas d on average costs associated with a

new regular school and a new magnet school or where, y using some operational

definition*, an on-going regular school were compared with an on-going magnet school.

Certainly, expe len will r fleet that in opening new schools whether regular or

magnet, A number t-up costs will decline over time. But by comparing that

which is on-going with that which is coming on line, the cost disparity is exaggerated.

Can Masnet Schools Be Administered pltimately
At Per Student Cost Compared To Non-Magnet Schools?

One of the more interesting questions to be raised by financial experts in the

area of education is the degree to which costs of magnet schools will aproxirnate

costs of non-magnet schools over time and whether, in fact, magnet schools can

ultimately be operated at a cost comparable to that of non-magnet schools. There

*Operational definition, a designation of an arbitrary period in operations for
which comparisons are made. (e.g., in the 5th year of operations or after 10 years
of operation.)
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veral va iables which one must consider in responding to this question. Tli

definition of magnet schools themselves may welt be a point of departi e, inasmuch

as magnet schools possess an attractability which is usually based upon an ' xtral

which is not present in regular schools. As such, this "extra" suggests that costs

associated with magnets would always exceed that of regular school,i. Whether

that "extra" is in r specialty component or in different class ratios, or in a heightened

level of Instructional support, the a, ociated cost is generally an "add-on" as oiposed

to a substitu e-for." Parenthetically, we note that the present push for quality

in edLeational progr nming could conceivably result in regular schools hay ng components

and characteristics very simIlar to those of magnets as they gain in educational

quality and attractability.

But if magnet schools stIll hold an attraetability edge, such schools wiLl possess

additional differentiating qualities and characteristics and, consequently, will continue

to require a higher level of resourcing.

An additional factor which skews the per student cost Is that of fixed costs.

Magnet schools generally operate at a lower actual capacity than tile theoretical

capacity because of the need in magnet schools for additional classrooms for spe-

cialized services and equipment and because the ratio of students to teachers, in

some of these schools, is made lower as a feature of att activeness (magnetism).

As a consequence, the fixed cost is spread over a smaller number of students; hence,

the appearance of a higher cost per student index.



In returning to the long-considered relationship between start-up costs and

m intcnance costs of magnet school operations, it is conceivable that were it not

for the labor intensive nature of school operations in general, there would certainly

be over time, a lessening of the v "ance in costs. Yet, even In this c nsid atio.i,

it is the judgment of this Investigator that the cost relationship would be somewhat

analogous to the normal curve relationship to the base line which Is described by

some statisticians as being "asymptotic " that is that it would approach, but never

h, the cost of non-magnet schools. As educational planners come to better

understand the elements which make or significant efficiency in the learning envi-

ronment, there may be a point in the distant futu e where this question can be answe ed

in the affirmative; but it is clearly not on the horizon at this point in t

on the experience of the district under study.

Although we have indicated the recent experience in a large, urban distri

in the resourcing of its magnet schools, it should be pointed out that othe

ir the area of magnet school financing is at variance with the trends within the

city district schools under study. Other researchers Blank et al., 1983) indicate

that the total cost per student in magnet schools in 1980-81 and '81-'82 was slightly

higher on the order of $200 per year. Although this is a modest differential there

were large cost differences among some of the districts in the study. That study

*hat extra costs were related -to 11..pr ved student outcomes.

e, based

esearch
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nning how to better use exisIin g esonrces IS one approach to rcsourdn g

magnet schools. While some magnet schools will rcqufrc extensive additional costs

for new buildings or major building renovat on, equipment and supplies, these needs

will not all be extensive in every case. This study further observes that magnets

can be quite modest (in cost) while still achieving high education quality.

Whether the wide discrepancy observed in the district under study and in the

observations of the two other studies mentioned is due to the time period in which

the survey work was done is not clea . What is known is that magnet school costs

can run from modest levels to very high levels. It is important, therefore tha. 11001

districts achieve a balance among the kinds of magnets based as much upon cos

considerations as upon programmatic ones.

COST/BENEFIT THEORY IN EVALUATING
RESOURCE 111.QUIREMENTS OF MAGNET SCHOOLS

Over the last seve al years, communities and educators the selves have raised

large concerns about accountability in the educational enterprise. On some occasions,

these concerns have been exp essed simply in terms of the quality and quantity of

educational servkes. Mo e often than not, such expressions have been descriptive.

However, questions are now being asked about the efficiency and effectiveness of

School operations. A part of this new thrust can be accounted for by the "effective

schools" movement; a part can be attributed to a business orientation in the manage-

ment of schools As efforts are made to continually examine the quality of school
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program., and to make comparisons among them us to which tend to p oduce at higher

levels, the w y in which schools and their operations are analyzed must be expand d.

This writer suggests that although there are insights to be gleaned from the

more traditional measures, there Is also a need to examine and evaluate the efficiency

and effectiveness of school programs and the resources required to support them

based upon a cost/benefit theory applicable to education. It is possible to make

a strong case for the efficiency and effectIveness of magnet schools in light of what

they produce. Clearly, magnet schools are positively correlated with educational

quality, both perceived and actual.

Whether one uses the various corollates of the effective schools program or

other elements which are associated with school efficiency and effectiveness, magnet

schools as a generalized group tend to approach the standards that a e regarded

as important in the justification of the resource outlay which is required for them.

The claims seem to be well documented; certainly they were found to be true in

the magnet schools of the district under study.

Student achievement is always critical in the assessment of the effectiveness

of an instructional program. In this regard, students who attend the magnet schools

f the district achieved significantly higher levels on major achieve ent measures :

reading, mathematics and language.

Attendance is another factor which is frequently associated wi h school success.

Here again, in the secondary school.: of the district magnet scr 01 attendance was
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appro mately 5 percentage points above that of students in regular schools over

the last several years; in middle schools 2 percentage points above, and in elementary

schools 1.5 percentage points above. Attendance is not only important from the

point of view of instructional efficiency, in that the instructional staff is focusing

upon almost all of its students each day, but the state reimbursement to Ithe district

is appreciably enhanced because of such attendance.

It is fairly well documented that students in magnet schools are better motivated

and tend to have far fewer problems of discipline and self-control. As a consequence,

magnet schools are often described as having environments that are safer and more

supportive than those of regular schools.

In the speculative realm, as one looks to postsecondary education and to the

earning power which is generally associated with the quantity and quality of post-

secondary education and to contributions this element tends to make to the commu-

nity, all such facto s auger well in making a strong case from the point of view of

cost/benefit. The resourcing of magnet schools, even in the higher cost programs,

is well spent, and, when given the longer view, tends to be far less expensive than

regular programs. The celebrated economic study (Schultz, 197 2) aligns this pheno-

menon to that of allocative benefits.

Magnet schools have been shown to be powerful vehicles for building/rebuilding

the public confidence in schools. What this may mean ultimately is incalcuable.

-18-
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MAGNET SCHOOL ORGANIZATIONAL.PATTERNS:
IMPLICATIONS FOR RESOURCING

Magnet schools are variously or anized from a programmatic and an rganiza-

tional stance. What is often not well understood, however, are the total financial

implications of the programmatic and operational dimensions of such schools. It

is important et the outset to understand that just as regular schooLs run the full

gamut from low cost programs in a comparative sense to high cost progra s, so

do magnet schools. Formerly, vocational and special schools (programs) were thought

to be non-regular sthools. But now, because of the heightened understanding of

the diverse student needs and because of the many legislat ve mandates which give

guidance to providing educational services, such schools can no longer be thought

of as non-regular. Depending on progra matic themes which imply curriculum of

a special character and kind and which are either constrained or enhanced by equip-

ment, supplies and specialized personnel, a school district must be prepared to ade-

quately resource the school if the school is to achieve its raison d'etre.

Regular School Plus Specialized Components

A review of the educational literature on magnet school program patterns

reveals that some magnets represent an 'add-on" to the regular school. Said another

way, such arrangements represent a regular school plus a specialized component.

The specialized components must be clearly ;:)een as an additional financial responsi-

bility.
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Specialty Schools

Some magnet schoob are organized around a special curriculum theme. Many

such schools will use the specialty theme as the vehicle for teaching that which

is normally taught in a regular school and more. In this arrangement, however, spe-

ciality is not an "add-on"; it is in fact, the major element in a recurring series of

currIcula r motifs. Sometimes the resourcing of this school is no greater than that

of a comparable regular school; sometimes because of the theme chosen and the

manner in which the program is articulated, such schools can cost a great deal more.

Part-Time Schools and Programs

A number of magnet schools and programs are successfully organized on a

part-time basis. Frequently, the services provided are of such high quality that

school personnel want to share that service with as many students as possible. While

this arrangement embellishes the regular offerings of students, the cost implications

are generally far less when amortized over the expanded number of students who

benefit from this arrangement. Schools and programs organized in this fashion must

be chosen selectively and should generany be ones which encourage, if not indeed,

require independent work on the part of the student during the intervening period

of his attendance.

Finally, it should be noted that the magnet school organizational patterns

will influence resource needs and should be considered in light of the detailed requ e-

ments for magnet schools which are discussed in the following secti s.
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PLANNING AND RESOURCING OF MAGNET SCHOOLS:
A PROTOTYPICAL MODEL

The successful planning and resourcing of magnet schools is largely dependent

upon a carefully detailed plan embracing the many elements whiPN must be considered

and which have a cost attached. It is not possible to plan for the resourcing of a

magnet school until it is clear as to what elements are going to be resourced. In

an effort to provide guidance on this point, this section is devised to specify many

of the key elements for which resources must be provided.

Human Resource Issues

Human resource issues will constitute, perhaps, the largest dollar consideration

in magnet resources. This should not be surprising, in that schools are generaUy

labor intensive environments; magnet schools tend to be even more labor intensive.

Magnet schools which enjoy considerable success from the point of view of

planning and resourcing are often guided by a general planning team. This team

will require the necessary personnel who have been given adequate ti e and resources

to carry out the overarching planning that must be done. The general planning team

should be comprised of persons who are knowledgable in specific areas which must

be given attention within a school district. A frequently occurring problem is that

planning teams are made up of key staff personnel who are already overextended.

As a consequence, they frequently lack the time and energy necessary to provide

the high level of guidance to the many developmental activities that will ensure

the school's success.
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The curriculum and au u v4 1'0! a district is crucial to the total planning

effort. This unit must prc, r iculum planning as it relates to the magnet

school that is contempla d development activities must be thoroughly

done and should include not ruli description of the program but also a design

for its operational elements .. fee carriculum and programs unit must ensure that

the special service dimensio (field experiences, special examinations, admissions,

licenses, uniforms, etc.) are identified and costed out. Similarly, specialized equip-

ment and supplies m t be accounted for.

Flowing from the work of the curriculum and programs unit should be a plan

for identification of staff. Staff selection must be achieved for the regular and

speciality p ogram components of the magnet school. Generally, such staff will

be drawn from the ranks of other schools of the district. Where this is not a viable

option either because such personnel are in limited supply or are not otherwise avail-

able from the district's personnel pool, they must be recruited very often from colleges

and universities, sometimes from other districts and, obviously, from the labor force

of the wider community.

Equally important, is the development and inservicing of staff once they have

been recruited. Such development is usually very intense in the early period in the

school's history. And, while staff development activities are extensive in the school's

incept on, they are continuing. Such activities must be planned for in the resourcing

of the school.
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The impact of drawing staff from other schools can be negligible if the non-magnet

schools from which they come have strong faculties and if the district has a personnel

pool of applicants sufficient to generate necessary replacements. If, on the other

hand, key staff are pulled from existing schools and the possibility of quickly identi-

fying well-qualified replacements does not exist, then the impact on non-magnet

schoob of the district can be damaging, indeed. Each magnet school, however, must

be looked at individually in terms of the availability of both regular and speciality

staff.

Student recruitment is another large activity that must be resourced. As with

all other components, student recruitment activity must be carefully planned and

should, as a minimum, have market ng and student selection components. Additionally,

if the new magnet school is to be located in an existing facility which is operational,

provis on must be made for the relocat on of those students and services which are

not a Dart of the new magnet school.

The involvement of parents both in the planning of the new magnet school

and in their inservicing must be given careful resource consideration. Parents may

have need for special learning materials or s mply the need to meet on occasion

to raise questions and express concerns, or to secure clarification regarding the

new school. As simple an item as this may seem, some magnet schools had problems

where this component was not carefully planned and resourced.

Public relations activities cannot be overemphasized. Whether this function

is underwritten, in an already existing public relations unit of the district, or whether
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a new component must be created, this function must be well thought through and

planned for in the budget. A public relations unit would not only require the services

of staff, but additionally will require special supplies, equip ent and even special

services capability as in the case of provision for radio, newspaper and sometimes

television time.

Beyond the personnel already mentioned, a strong magnet school resource

plan will consider volunteers, as well as community agencies and inst tutions which

will share in the support of the magnet school. These, too, are frequently an afte

thought in the development of the resource plan.

Another function which has important implications for a successful magnet

school program is that of evaluation and assessment. Too often the evaluation com-

ponent of magnet school proposals is overlooked in program resource planning and

budgeting. It may be inappropriately assumed that program evaluation should not

occur until the program is established and in operat on for a year or two. There

are, however, several benefits to including the evaluation component as an integral

part of the project from the beginning. At the outset the evaluator can conduct

systematic reseach as part of the planning process. This synthesis of the research

provides a useful perspective in the initial planning and review of the project proposal.

As part of the project design, evaluation can ensure that adequate controls are built

in, whenever possible, so that project outcomes may be more meaningfully interpreted

employing valid bases for drawing conclusions about the effectiveness of the project.

-24-
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Frequently, outcomes carmot be attributed to the project becau e of failure

to build in controls during the planning stages. Another important consideration

in the inclusion of resources at an early stage for evaluation and assessment is to

assure formative feedback. That is, as the project progresses, evaluation perfovrns

a monitoring function to determine if Implementation is proceeding as planned.

Such monitoring is useful for modifying the project, if necessary, as well as for in e

preting program outcomes1 For an of these reasons, incorporating an evaluation

component into magnet school resource proposals serves to strengthen program

planning, implementation and ope ations.

Provisions for budget planning and management should be a part of the resource

plan. If the magnet program of a district is small, this activity can sometimes be

folded into the work of the existing budget office. However, when the magnet programs

of a district are extensive and require millions of dollars, often from multiple sources,

extra personnel may be needed in the budget office. Without this resource provision,

cost and resource identification is frequently less than adequately provided for and

cost containment failure can find school districts in not only difficult but embarrassing

straits.

Not every human resource need has been included; however, it Is believed

that this discussion may be suggestive for resource planning in this area.
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Ph s cal Resource Re u rements

Another large activity within the resource plan must be the adequate provision

of the numerous physical needs in developing the magnet school program. The need

for facilities is so obvious that on occasion their planning for has been overlooked.

In planning for the magnet school facility, ca eful attention must be given to design

use of space vs. actual use of space. The theoretical vs. actual capacity issue is

one that plays havoc with cost distribution, particularly since in most magnet schools

space that would be used for additional classrooms is converted to support space

for the magnet specialty. As a consequence, overhead costs in magnet schools can

skew the cost index, since in regular schools the overhead is distributed, generally,

over a larger number of students.

In planning to resource the facility needs, consideration must be given to stationary

equipment and funishings. Both of these will need to be planned for in terms of

their base cost, if they must be secured, or for their relocation if they are already

on hand but are to be used in a different facility. Associated installation costs must

not be overlooked. Utility costs (telephones, water, electricity, gas) are on-go ng

and should also be included in the resource plan.

Readying a facility for a magnet program can be a costly item, in that such

readying will require building, renovation, repair or at the vary least, cleaning.

There can be no easy formula for such planning and resouri ing, since there will be

variances with types and sizes of magnet schools.
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In addition to the stationary items that must be accounted for there must

also be the programmatic items of equipment, furnishings and space, for both studen s

and staff. A carefully detailed resource plan will include provision for these as

well.

Transportation of students can be a prohibitive cost, but inasmuch as it is

almost always required, its provision must be given thoughtful consideration as a

major budget item. The student transportation plan is so complex as to require

expe ts in this area to develop the details. A sound transportation plan is one which

is responsive to: board policy in terms of the distance or special conditions which

will necessitate transportation; the kind and character of transportation vehicles

that should be engaged for the number of students; i u ce; the routing possibilities;

vehicle purchase and maintenance; student concentrations; loading factors; length

of routes; m agement; and, obviously, a range of personnel for the many associated

activities including drivers, supervisors, dispatchers and maintenance personnel.

There are many approaches to the movement of students. However, whether chartered,

owned, or a combination of these, resource provisions must be considered.

Staff travel, whether it includes movement from one s te to another site for

duty or to other points within the local community or elsewhere for necessary consul--

tation, is an important item and must be included in the budgeting process.

The need for comprehensive resou ce planning is considerable if magnet schools

are to be the effective models for attracting students and for promoting quality



education. Such a plan would have at least two basic componen one which details

the costs of the many elements which make up a magnet school and a second which

Identifies the sources of the needed resources.

Resource Leveraging

In planning for resource leveraging, consideration must be given to every possible

source of funds. To begin, it is important for school districts to examine how existing

school resources can be reconfigured in order to assist with the resource needs of

the new magnet schools. The impo tance of the involvement of the business and

corporate communities has been well established in virtually every community whIch

has a strong educational program. Such involvement is important to regular schools;

it becomes critical to magnet ones.

The support that can be provided through cultural agencies, other educat onal

and governmental institutions and an array of specialized organizat!ons within the

community can be critical to the success of magnet programs.
ft.

Foundations, both local and )(rational, must be included in the resource plan,

for they have played increasingly large roles in the support of educational programs.

In some instances, a few foundations have been sufficiently generous as to provide

seed money necessary to planning for and building toward more comprehensive programs.

Governmental agencies and their extensions at the federal, state and local

levels comprise a large source of assistance and financial support. Without the assist-

ance of governmental agencies, many large, successful magnet programs would fail.
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y, in terms of resource leveraging, the community in all of its dimensions

should be explored for support. Such support comes in various shapes, sizes and forms.

Volunteers, for exa_ ple, come not only from corporations but also from grass-root

programs and from other ranks within the wider community. Resource leveraging

needs to be built into any resource plan, for in the absence of such leveraging, districts

would be faced with the hard options of eliminating meaningful services and vital

support which are critical to a program, or with providing the additional funding

directly.

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Conclusions

This study illuminates the fact that resourcing magnet schools is a formidable

k. However, magnkt school resourcing is enhanced where there is a ca efully-

designed, overarching plan which identifies major components and where there is

a detailed component plan which identifies the myriad of functions and activities

to be resourced. It also points up the need for a carefully designed plan for developing

resources. Few schools or school districts in the public domain will have sufficient

resources to fund magnet schools at the required levels, without assistance. Conse-

quently, there should be an accompanying resource plan which identifies every possible

source of both funds and services which will enrich the magnet school offerings.
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Finally, thi investigator concludes that because the research lite ch :Teaks

to resourcing magnet schools is sparce, additional studies in this urea are needed.

Recommendations

A number of large concerns and issues surroundIng the resourcing of magnet

schools remain inconclusive and/or still speculative in nature. As a consequence,

this investigator believes that the following issues/questions would benefit from

additional research and/or activities:

I. Data should be collected from sovaral districts which operate
magnet schools in order to better establish the relative costs
of magnet and non-magnet schools and to better analyze diff r-
ences by typelif cost over time .

0
2. A study should be conducted to reconcile differences between

the assumption of diminishing costs in the operation of magnet
schools and the actual expenditure experience of such schools.

In order to reduce the error of measurement in comparing costs
of magnet schools and regular schools, a study of new regular
schools should be compared with new magnet schools inasmuch
as both require relatively large start-up costs.

It will be important to school districts to understand the relative
cost differences which can be anticipated based upon organizational
arrangements. Additional studies in this area will not go unnoticed.

There are implications for which research can shed light on other aspects of

costs associated with the operation of magnet schools and which are elsewhere imbed-

ded in this Paper. However, recommendations have focused on those large questions

which would seem to have the greatest impact on future magnet school resourcing.
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ASSESSING OUTCOMES OF MAGNET SCHOOLS

INTRODUCTI0M

At a time when educational reform i r; sweeping the

a atom, the role of magnet schools is particularly unique

(Lines and McGuir 1984). Many states, including Texas

have implemented st ict st te mandated curricular elements,

increased academic graduation requirements, eliminated

social promotions and generally reduced local district

options. At the same time educational reform has

generally emphasized strong early childhood programs for

the disadvantaged, mandated remedial/tutorial assistance to

underachievers and established goals directed towards

reducing drop-out rates. Instead of diminishing general

interest in magnet schools, it is the observation of this

author, that there is an increasing interest by studentG

and parents in the concept of magnet schools. Apparently,

this is one of the few areas in which there is still some

degree of choice: which school to attend; wh ch curricular

emphasis is of personal interest or aptitude; or what

additional curricular enhancements should be considered by

a school district.



To illustrate the role of evaluat on research in

assessing the impact of the magnet school experienco

students and parents, the case study approach will be used,

focusing on Austin, Texa5. The methods, measures, and data

used in assessing the outcomes of a new magnet school

program in Austin will illustrate how school d stricts can

plan and implement evaluation programs. Studies of magnet

schools in other districts will also be referenced.

Each of the eight magnet schools in the Aus in

Independent School District ix elementary, one junior

'high and one senior high) in the main, initiated by

parent and business leadership and nurtured in a supportive

climate established by the school district administration

and Board of Trustees. Since 1982, when the first four

magnet schools were established at the elementary school

level, parents and business leaders, through the Austin

Adopt-A-school program have assisted in the planning and

implementation of each magnet curricular theme and

activities. While it may be a bit of a cliche it is st 11

true that people support what they help create! The Austin

magnet school story confirms this premise.
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In the 1985-86 evaluation report, prepared by the

Office of Research and Evaluation, six major summary

findings ware listed as follows (Gaines, 1986):

1. Magnet programs have helped to stabilize
enrollment at the elementary campuses over the
last three years. At all six magnet schools,
enrollment increased during either the first or
second year of the program.

2 After steady declines since desegregation began,
enrollment at Lyndon Baines Johnson High School
(L.B.J.) increased 14% in 1985-861 the first year
of the Science Academy.

Elementary programs have been successful in
attracting transfer students from overcrowded
South Austin schools.

4. Ninth grade Science Academy students had
achievement gains greater than expected in
reading and science. Tenth grade students
exceeded their expected gain in mathematics.

The number of students enrolled in honors courses
at L.B.J. High School increased 55% as a result
of transfers to the Science Academy. Enrollment
in honors classes at other campuses was not
significantly affected by the loss of transfer
students.

6. Eighty-six percent of the Science Academy
students reported that they would encourage other
interested students to apply.

The types of magnet school outcome measures used in

Austin have been used in studies by Blank in "The Effects

of Magnet Schools on the Quality of Education in Urban
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School Dist ts- _19 4 and Rossell in -What Is Attractive

About Magnet Schools?' (1985).

AUSTIN HISTORICAL PERSPECTIVE

The fir t four elementary magnet school programs wer

established in the 1982-83 school year. Two more

elementary schools were added in 1983-84. The primary

purpose was to provide a means of assisting these schools

which were under-enrolled, achieve the ethnic balance as

outlined in the court approved student assignment

desegregation plan. Parents and school staff in the six

schools were concerned that their elementary campuses might

be closed because of low enrollment. They proposed

establishing magnet schools around a curricular theme to

attract students and gain parental support from the

overcrowded South Austin schools and at the same time

achieve the court approved ethnic goals in their own

schools without disturbing the ethnic balance goals in

other schools.



This genural plan was presented to and approved by

both the administration and the Board of Trustees for the

Austin Independent School District. Parents in each of the

six elementary schools have been instrumental in planning,

implementing and obtaining approval for the program. They

have also assisted in attracting parents of other

elementary school students in transferring to a magnet

school. Businesses which have adopted the elementary

magnet schools have provided both financial resources and

technical expertise to each program.

h School

The first junior high school magnet program in Austin

was tried on a very limited basis and unsuccessful due to

a number of factors, in this author's opinion.

o The court approved student assignment plan-moved
so many students out of that particdlar building
that'few committed parents and students were left
to build a core of strong support for either the
school or a magnet program.

o The student assignment plan approved in the court
consent decree allowed few junior high students
the flexibility of transferring to this
particular campus. Over 100 students submitted
transfer requests but only 9 transfers were
approved.
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o The curricular theme established for th s magnet
school was not of general enough interest to
attract students nor their parents. Extensive
interest surveys had not been conducted and used
for planning purposes as were done for other
magnet school sites. It appears that the
attraction of the magnet was insufficient to
offset strong junior high peer group affilia ion
needs.

A subsequent magnet school has been established

(1986-87 school year) at a new replacement school site as

outlined in the court-approved desegregation plan.

Positive steps have been taken. Parents and community

leaders have been involved heavily in the planning stage.

Interests of students and parents have been obtained

through surveys and the curricular theme for the new

junior high magnet is based on the results of those

surveys. The ethnic goals of the court-approved student

assignment plan do not serve as a block to student

transfers into the program.

While it is too soon to evaluate student and parent

outcomes at the time of this writing, preliminary data

indicate strong interest and support for this magnet

school. When the school doors first opened in September

1986, there was already a waiting list of students and
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their parents who had applied but could not be accepted

because the enrollment goal had been met. Magnet school

satellite programs were established on the home school

campuses to accommodate students on the waiting list. The

Office of Research and Evaluation will evaluate the

effectiveness of the program in terms of student and parent

outcomes.

One of the h gh schools in Austin was built over a

decade ago in a fringe area of the city that was projected

to be a fast-growing, naturally integrated section of

Austin. The beautiful school plant was designed around the

school-within-a-school concept wherein students and faculty

were clustered into school "family" units tl prevent the

depersonalization that frequently occurs in comprehensive

high schools. In spite of a decade of extremely fast

growth in the city and in the school district this

particular section of Austin did not develop fully, leaving

-a beautiful but greatly underutilized school with a

predominately minority student population. Many of the

high school parents became very unhappy with what was
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happening to their school and children. The community

unrest spilled over into the school causing perceived

racial tensions, in reased student disruptions and lowered

student achievement. Parent groups approached the

administration and Board of Trustees strongly requesting

that something be done to improve the school and learning

environment.

At approximately the a me time (19 4 ), a number of

business leaders from the high-technology industries in

Austin approached the administration and Board of Trustees

with an idea of establishing a "first-class high school"

with a science math, and technology theme, with support

and expertise offered by the high :ech industries in the

area.

With approval from the school district one staff

member from a high tech corporation and one person from the

school administrative staff were assigned full-time for

about half a year to the task of developing a plan,

establishing a joint advieory committee and surveying

student and pa ent curricular interests. Questions had to

be addressed from parents and staff in the other high

schools. If advanced programs were set up, would it skim
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the talented teachers and students from other Austin

schools? Many meetings were held with students parents,

and school personnel to give assurance that top-quality

programs in all schools would not be gutted to set up a

high school magnet program.

The focus of the magnet school was determined to be

math/science technology, as a result of an extensive

interest survey of parents and students. Math and Science

were used as a starting point. The validity of the theme

was checked with parent and stu.dent surveys. It was found

that-the parents and students shared the "high-tech fever"

that was sweeping Austin leadership. The follcwing

rankings helped determine the theme and content of the

magnet program later to be called "The Science Academy of

Austin":

COMPARISON OF RANKING OF MAGNET
SCHOOL OPTIONS BY POPULARITY

FOR HIGH SCHOOL STUDENTS
AND PARENTS

4
5
6
7
8

Tied in r

2 Tied fn ranking.

3 Tied in ranking.

* Students and paren a who indicated they would not be

_ ng to transfer to magnet schools for eny reason.

No Trans
Business/Management
Math/Science2
Computer Science2
Trade/Industry
Fine Arts
Communication
Agriculture

-9-
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The placement of The Science Academy in the under-

utilized high school was an obvious choice. Also, an open

transfer policy was established to attract voluntary

transfers to increase enrollment. Beginning in the 1985-86

school year, the magnet school students became part of the

comprehennive high school for all class s and activities

with the exception of the advanced math and science classes

provided by the Science Academy in one section of the

school-within-a-school.

One key factor of success to date was the hiring of

the Science Academy Administrator and Science Coordina or a

year in advance of opening the magnet school. Besides

planning and recruiting, they involved the Advisory Board

and the University of Texas in the development of

curriculum and gaining public support.

Student an4 Parent_Outc

The Austin Independent School District has long

believed in thorough and objective evaluation of the major

programs implemented by the school district. To achieve

that goal, a separate Office of Research and Evaluation was

established, staffed by highly qualified evaluators who

-10-
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rep rt to the Dir cror of Management Information. Frog

personnel have no direct supervisory role over the

evaluation office. Thus, neutrality and objectivity can be

maintained in conducting research and evaluation

activities.

The student and parent outcomes resulting from magnet

school experiences in Austin reported herein are drawn from

an evaluation document prepared by the Office of Research

and Evaluation for the Board of Trustees (Caines, 1986).

Several evaluation questions were addressed by the study.

The percentage of students by ethnicity and gender

served by the elementary magnet program in the Austin

Independent School District for the school year 1985-86 is

prpsented in Figure 1.

Fl

ANOLD/OTHEA

1, ELVIenARY MAGNET 511.1DENTM
1111CITY AND SEX MARACTIMISTICS.



Figure 2 presents the student character ti-- by

school including the percentage of students who were

eligible for the frun or reduced-price lunch program. The

nrollment figures were obtained from the Average Daily

Membership Report for th ri-rst six weeks, and the percent

low-income was taken the last day of school June 3, 1986.

At Gullett and Sims Elementary Schools where not all

students attending the school ware participants the

fi7ures were based only on students in the magnet program.

ETHNICITY SEX PERCENT STUDENTS
ELK HSP A/0 MALE FEMALE LOW INCOME SERVED

BROOKE 4% 69% 27% 54% 46% 55% 325
BRYKER WOODS 33% 15% 52% 49% 51% 32% 224
GULLETT 8% 5% 87% 57% 43% 6% 165
HIGHLAND PARK 2% 35% 63% 52% 48% 28% 382
ORTEGA 22% 46% 32% 46% 54% 55% 307
SIMS 62% 13% 25% 45% 55% 58% 212

Figure 2. ETHNICITY SEX, LOW-INCOME STATUS, AND ENROLLMENT OF STUDENTS
SERVED IN ELEMENTARY MAGNET PROGRAMS.

Who Transferred To The_Ele entary Magnet_Programs?

Participation in the elementary magn t programs via

voluntary transfer to a magnet campus was open to all

students districtwide who were eligible to transfer under

the stipulations of the district's transfer policy.

Essentially, a student was not eligible if he/she was

reassigned for desegregation or if the student was in the
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minority ethnic group at the home scho 1. The program at

Gullett required students to submit an application and to

be tested antl screened before being admitted to the

program. Once admitted, a student's trannfor request was

approved.

One indication of a magnet scho attracting power

the number of transfers granted to students for the

gnet program relative to the number of transfers grant d

for all other reasons.

Figure 3 indicates the tote

the proportion of the total represented by magnet transfers

for each campus during 1985-86 as an indication of each

program-s attracting power.

i986-86 TRANSFERS TO-ELEMENTARY7WWJ-SCHO LS

n

TRANSF ERS
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In order to examine the drawing power of thu magnet

programs on students of the three major ethnic groups, the

percentage of total transfers was calculated for each group

by the office of Research and Evaluation. The number of

magnet transfers within each thnic group and the

percentage of the total transfers represented by the magnet

transfers were also found. The schools were grouped

according to their pre-desegregation status either

minority-dom nt or Anglo-dominant.

o r y
Brooke 5

( 9%)
4

(15%)
33
(62%)

Ortega

Sims

Formerly Anglo-Dos nt:
Bryker Woods 3

( 6%)

23
(20%)

7

( 7%)

Gullett

Highland Park

34
(64%)

14

(26%)
2

(17%)
2

(17%)
8

(66%)
9 14 0 1 10

(33%) (52%) ( 0%) ( 9%) (91%)
2 18 7 0 11

( 4%) (34%) (39%) ( 0%) (61%)

2 46 I 2 26
( 4%) (90%) ( 3%) ( 7%) (90%)

7 83 14 5 65
( 6%) (73%) (17%) ( 6%) (77%)
25 74 6 8 59
(23%) (70%) ( 8%) (11%) (81%)

Figure 4. ETHNIC COMPOSITION OF TRANSFER STUDENTS AT MAGNET CAMPUSES.

The number of tran fer students to formerly

minority-dominant schools has been small compared to the

number of magnet transfers to the formerly Anglo-dominant

schools.. While statistical significance cannot be

determined, the educational significance should be

-14-
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considered within the context of the demographic

characteristics of the schools since desegregation.

Brooko, Ortega, and Sins were experiencing white flight;

the number of Anglo students dropped three to four

percentage points each year after the first year of

desegregation. Increases in Anglo students at the minority

schools coincided with the implementation of the magnet

programs. That the downward trend in the percentage of

Anglo etudents was halted and reversed was educationally

significant at those schools and for the District. To

improve the overall enrollment as well as the ethnic

balance at the magnet program campuses ii a specific

objective of the magnet programs in the Austin Independent

School District.

Compared to the changes at the minority schools, the

o- erly.Anglo-dominant schools have not made as much

progress toward meeting the objective of having ethnically

balanced schools as a result of the magnet schools. The

percentage of minority students at Bryker Woods and Gullett

has remained relatively stable since the magnet programs

were implemented, but the percentage of minority students

at Highland Park has declined. Transfer students to the
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three schoo hr e been primari1y Anglo students from the

overcrowded south Austin sch ols rather than minorities

from schools in east Austin. However, to relieve

overcrowded south Austin schools is also an objective which

showed progress through the number of voluntary transfers

over the years the programa have been operating.

Who Was 1r The 459.1.enc Zignsiem

In 1985-86, the first year of implementation, 115

ninth and 41 tenth grade students and a few eleventh

graders were enrolled. The program is designed to expand

to include approximate y 200 students in each of fou/ de

levels. Students admitted to the Science Academy enrolled

in an extra course offered during a "zero hour period

(before the official start of the school day). These

courses were usually math or science taught by a Science

Academy teacher. Students also had additional mathematic

science, or compu er classes with the Science Academy

faculty during the day. Students were integrated into the

entire L.B.J. High School student body for their remaining

academic and elective courses.



Admission to the Science Academy was determined by a

student satisfactory performance on a battery of

dmission criteria, including standardized test scores

teacher recommendations expression of interamt, and an

interview with a Science Academy staff member. Because any

student could obtain a transfer to L.B.J. High School in an

effort to increase enrollment once a student was selected,

a transfer request was approved regardless of eligibility

under the stipulations of the District s transfer policy.

A total of 282 students applied to the Science

Academy, of which 216 (78%) were accepted, and 193 (68%)

enrolled. Figure 5 shows the proportion of applicants who

enrolled, cancelled their application before or after the

selection decision was made, and those who were rejected.

Figure 6 shows the proportion of enrolled students who

dropped'out for various reasons.

issed 0.5%
Moved 2.22

op/TriPsfer 4.9,

op/At LBJ 3.02

Figure 5 . SCIENCE ACADEMY
APPLICANTS, 1985-86.

17

Figure 6 . ENROLLMENT STATUS
BY END OF YEAR.
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Figure 7 below summarizes the ethnic, sex, and

low-incomo tItatus of the students who were still enrolled

when the last count was taken for the school year 1985-86,

BLACK HISPAMIC OTHER MALE FEMALE LOW-IPICOHE

33 12 123 122 46 11
20% 7% 73% 73% 27% 7%

F gure 7. CHARACTERISTICS OF SCIENCE ACADEMY STUDENTS.

The criteria used to select applicants for the Science

Academy required that their standardized test percentile

scores in math and reading should sum to at least 140, and

no subtest total percentile score should be below the SOth

percentile. In general, the ScAence Academy applicants

scored well above studenta districtwide on ali subtests of

the ITBS or TAP. The figures on the next page (Figures 8

and 9) show the median percentile scores for eighth and

ninth grade applicants who were accepted compared to

students dietrictwide by ethnicity.
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MMUS- ffisilicTwiDE
jk_DE

READING
Black 10.25 78 7.67 33
Hispanic 10.35 80 7.77 36
Anglo 11.40 93 9.84 71
TOTAL 11.20 91 8.89 54

MATHEMATICS:
Black 9.95 77 7.78 32
Hispanic 10.15 81 8.12 39
Anglo 10.80 92 9.52 69
TOTAL 10.60 88 8.82 54

3c1ence Academy: ac span c- g o

gure 8. 1985 ITBS MEDIAN GRADE EQUIVALENT AND PERCENTILE SCORES FOR
STUDENTS DISTRICTWIDE AND SCIENCE ACADEMY ENROLLEES IN THE
NINTH-GRADE IN 1985-86. There is no science subtest on the
ITBS for which to report previous levels of achievement.

SCIENCE Knorr 0051.1113---
"WirEMITE-PERCEVNE --munqurr---PLVOITTEE

READING:
Black 13.20 76 8.07 29
Hispanic 8.62 36
Anglo 16.20 91 12.26 70
TOTAL 15.90 90 10.23 54

MATHEMATICS:
Black
Hispanic

14.40 83
*

7.95
8.59

25
32

Anglo 16.20 92 12.52 72
TOTAL 14.90 86 10.55 55

SCIENCE:
Black 3.20 77 7.64 26
Hispanic 8.28 33
Anglo 16.10 95 11.98 69
TOTAL 15.30 90 10.14 53

ence 'ca emy: c

Figure

span c g 0
9 1985 TAP MEDIAN GRADE EQUIVALENT AND PERCENTILE SCORES FOR

STUDENTS DISTRICTWIDE AND SCIENCE ACADEMY ENROLLEES IN THE
TENTH-GRADE IN 1985-86. There were too few Hispanic tenth-
grade Science Academy students to report reliable results.
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At the ti e applications wore submitt d, eighth grade

students accepted into the Science Academy:

Scored an average of 37 percentile points above
the district median percentiles for all students
in reading on the ITBS (91ot percentile versus
54th).

o Scored an average of 35 percentile points above
the district ITBS median percentile in
mathematics (89th versus the 54th).

Ninth grade applicants:

Scored an average of 36 percentile points higher
than the district TAP median percentile score in
reading (90th versus the 54th).

Scored an average of 31 percentile points higher
than the district TAP median percentile score in
mathematics (86th versus the 55th).

At the end of the year, re ression analyses were done

on the ninth and tenth grade TAP reading, mathematics, and

science grade equivalent scores. A variety of characteris-

tics were taken into consideration such as previous

achievement level, sex, ethnicity, low-income status, and

desegregation status to predict achievement levels for each

student.

-20-
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For nin h graders, TAP score wLre predicted from 1985

ITBS scores. Because the XTBS does not have a science

subtest total battery grade equivalent scores were used in

calculating a predicted TAP science scoro. All tenth grade

TAP scores were predicted from the students' 1985 TAP

scores.

The following graphs show that the Science Academy

students made large gains during the year. In addition,

they made slightly larger gains than their high-achieving

counterparts districtwide. It should be noted that the

tenth-grade scienca gains for the Science Academy students

are not significantly larger than the gains for the

similar, high-achieving students. The Science Academy

administration proposed that the tenth-grade Science

Academy students did not have sufficient opportunity to

demonstrate mastery in the science content areas they

'studied during the year (primarily chemistry and physics

Because of a change in the science course sequence at the

ninth and tenth grades that took effect in 1985-86, some

Science Academy students had biology in 1984-85 and some

had not had biology at all. (This effect is unlikely to

recur ) Only 32% (1st sem.) and 20% (2nd sem.) of the
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tenth-grade Science Academy science enrollments were in

biology during 1985-86. By comparison, 58% of tenth grade

eCience enrollments distrietwide were in. biology during

1985-86, and very few had chemistry or physics. However,

the TAP pcience subtest is heavily loaded on biology items

(37% of all items) and has very few on chemistry (3%) or

physics (3%) items. The Science Academy director suggest d

that administering a higher level of the science TAP may

help remedy this curriculum-test mismatch, as the higher

levels have more chemistry and physics items than the lower

levels.

Att itudes Tça d_The _Hcience 4cademv

A 2 -item survey was distributed to Science Academy

students in April 1986, and 143 (86%) were completed and

returned. No make-ups were offered. The results of the

student survey indicated:

o More than half oZ the students felt motivated
by being with students with similar
ts or just being in the Science Academy.

of the students (80%) plan to go to college
re considering a career in a science, math,

technology field.
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Students who thought that the coursei.; were
difficult also tended to think thrAt the teachers
expected too much from the students. Students
with a high grrde point average tended to think
the courses were easy.

Eighty-six percent reported that they would
encourage other interested students to apply.

Students felt less prepared in study skills than
in subject areas. Only 25% felt better than
adequately prepared, and 30* felt poorly or not
at all prepared in study skills, compared to
fewer than 20% who felt poorly or not at all
prepared in all other academic areas.

Students ware also asked to respond to open ended

questions about what they liked and disliked about the

Science Academy. While academic topics, such as math and

science, represented ov r half of the positive comments,

academics also received the largest portion (36%) of

unfavorable comments. Students also focused on attitudes

towards teachers and a cial aspects (student-student

interactions in social settings) of the program in their

comments about what they disliked (24% and 23% of the

comments, respectively).
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HPACT 0_ MAGNET PROGRAMS ON THE DISTRICT

Enrollm nt_ Jtnd Ethnictv

The enrollment by ethnicity was examined at each

campus over a seven year period. Since the Ausvin

Independent School District implemented its desegregation

plan in 1980-81, enrollment at seven of the eight campuses

has been declining. Trenda generaily began to rever s. with

the introduction of magnet programs. The enrollment data

indidated the following:

o All six elementary campuses increased in
enrollment during either the first or second year
of the magnet programs. Previously, these six
schools had lost enrollment, in part, due to
flight from court-ordered desegregation.

o In general, the enrollment at the @ix elementary
schools has stabilized over the last three years
(83-84 through 85-86). The magnet schools may
have contributed to this, but there may have been
other factors involved as well.

o L.B.J. High School showed its first increase in
enrollment (+14%) since desegregation with the
implementation of the Science Academy.

o After desegregation impacted the school district
ethnic distributions remained relatively stable.



While conclusive st8tomonts about the impact of magnet

schoole on enrollment cannot be made because other District

programs and policies affect m ochool, it appears that the

magnet programs are impacting the schools in a positive

way.

ImpactAn_TrAnaturri

As the magnet schools have gained in populari y,
th4 number of magnet transfiars has increhaed.
The largest increaaes occurred between the first
and second 1,,carn of the programs.

o A total of 765 elementary magnet t ansfers have
been granted sir.ce the programs were first
implemented.

o On a per school basis, tran fors from overcrowded
south Austin schools have been granted at a
higher rate than from other schools, which is
consistent with the purpose of the magnet
schools. The sixteen south Austin elementary
schools (south of the Colorado River) have
contributed 44* of the total magnet transfers
an average of 21 per school compared to an
average of nine for all remaining elementary
campuses.

o Elementary magnet transfer stud nts comprised
from 4* to 22% of a school's to al enrollment
with the average at 11.5%.

Science Academy students represen ed nearly 15%
of the total enrollment at L.B.J High School;
the magnet transfer students ala accounted for
10%. Almost 73% of all Science Academy students
transferred from other schools.
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* 91.1rPQ*

Enrollments in honors courses at the other high

schools wa examined to ante-mini whether the Science

Academy affected these schools by attracting transfer

students to L.B.J. High School. The number of studen

taking one or more honors.courses and the total enrollment

for all honors courseu were obtained for each campus.

Then, assuming that the Science Academy students ware at

their home school enrollment estimates were calculated. A

course was considered impacted if more sections would have

been offered or the course would have been offered with the

pr sence of the transfor students.

In general, the findings indicated no significant

negative impact on the other high schools, with the

eXception of Johnston High School. Rather, the Science

Academy had a positive impact on L.B.J. High School by

increasing enrollment in honors courses. The following

results were found:

o The number of students taking one or more honors
courses at L.B.J. High School increased by 55%
due to magnet transfers, while the average loss
at the other schools was only 3.2%. At Johnston,
the number decreased by 5.8%.
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Total enrollment in all honors courses at L.B.J.
High School increased just over 70, while the
other schools experienced an average decrense of
4.7%. Enrollment at Johnston decreased 9.3%.

o All Science Academy students were enrolled in
honors courses. Academy students accounted for
54% of all L.B.J. High School students in honors
courses.

In addition to antifiabl e results there are other

indicators of parent and student support for the magnet

schools in Austin Independent School District:

Since the establiihment of the Sci nce Academy,
the numbers of indiVidual parents and parent
groups appearing before the School Board to
express strong concerns about the high school
have vastly diminished.

o The principals of the elementary magnet schools
report an increasing number of parents who
volunteer to assist with learning activities
related to magnet curriculum. On several
occasions during the school year, 1986-87,
parents from elementary magnet schools, have
appeared before the School Board to invite Board
members to special magnet events that occur on
their campuses.

Many comments heard by the author in schools and
the community indicate a general change in
perception of L.B.J. High School from a
disruptive, troubled campus to an orderly,
quality campus in part, due to the Science
Academy.

-28-
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o With the impl.enttion of the Science Academy at
L.B.J. High School in 1985-86, overall
disciplinary measures dropped from 144 of the
students to 9% of the student population. Whi
it is too soon to tell if this trend will
continue, the drop in students requiring
disciplinary actions was higher than all other
high schools for the same period of time.

SUMMARY

The eve uation of magnet school programr, in the Austin

Independent School District was based on a decision making

approach. In addition to monitoring progress in me ting

the stated program objectives, the evaluation was designed

to provide information in response to a number of questions

that were likely to be asked by administrators or used to

make decisions about the programs. Furthermore, evaluation

utilization is encouraged if information is reported in a

ready-to-use form.

The 98 6 evaluation of the magnet programs asked

decision quest ons stated in the form, "Should the magnet

program be continued as it is, modified, expanded, or
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di continue 7" The evalua,_ on questions which directed
the data collection and analysis asked about the

characteristics of the studnnts served and the

implementation of various components of the programs in

order to monitor progress and compliance in meeting program

objectives. The second year of evaluation continued to

monitor progress but also focused on gathering information

for making admission to the high school magnet program.

Information gathering also focmsed on achievement and

student surveys, which were used by program administrators

for modifying the curriculum.

Ev luation of magnet schools can go beyond the simple

documentation of student characteristics or:description of

achievement outcomes at the schools where programs Are

located. Innovative approaches in identifying outcome

measures and assessing progreu6 effectiveness are possible

and necessary. The Austin Independent School District has

evaluated the impact of magnet schools on achievement

through the use of linear model regression techniques to

compare the achievement gains of magnet students to gains

made by similar, nonmagnet students. The impact of

voluntary transfers to the magnet programs ,on the sending

30



campuses was assessed via simulation exercises by

othetically replacing the transfer students at their

assigned schools and measuring the differences. Additional

information about the model and techniquen used for

evaluating magnet schools and other programs may be

obtained by contacting the Office of Research and

Evaluation in the Austin Independent School District.
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RESEARCH NEEDED TO ASSEES
THE PERFORMANCE OF MAGNET SCHOOLS

NTRODUCTION

In Doyle and Levine art ale (1984) advocating the promIse of magnet

schools, they state that such schools can be "powerful tools for educational

change" and that they are effective, in part, as a result of the opportunities

of choice for students. Indeed magnet schools are designed to increase the

possibility that students can obtain the type of education they desire.

However, li OA is known about the actual relationship between this type of

schooling--the magnet experience- -nd its benefit to the student once he or she

leaves that environment. This paper is an initial attempt at reviewing what has

been written on the topic. Its second purpose is'to suggest additional research

questions that need attention.

RESEARCH ON STUDENT OUTCOMES

A considerable amount has been written about the effects that magnet schools

have on the quality of education (for example, Blank, 1984). Most of these

studies indicate that the rate of achievement among students who attend magnet

schools is higher than that of students enrolled in traditional schools.

Achievement questions are still fertile ones for investigation, however.

a recent (1985) report of the Office of Educational Evaluation of the New York

City Board of Education, five magnet hi h schools were evaluated. One set of

program objectives at the schools were related to increases in achievement and

attendance. Another set was developed in an effort to, when implemented,

decrease the number of human relations violations in those schools. According

to the findings of the study, the human relations violations did decrease in

three of the five schools. However, objectives for attendance and achievement



e not met, although attendance was ne_ -ly high in the magnet programs. In

Ross 11's study of magnet schools (1985) she could not find a single experiment,

and only one quasi-experimetal design, controlling for self-selection of

students. "As a result although numerous studies document that magnet school

students generally have higher achievement and that they have fever absences and

suspensions, there is 1 ttle evidence that magnet schools caused this because

only one of the studies controlled for initial differences. Magnet schools may

imply attract students with these characteristics" (page 18). Laws' paper in

this volume describes a model for research on student outcomes in local

district.

NEED FOR FOLLOW-UP STUDIES

One fact remains particularly clear as a result of the search that led to the

writing of this paper. If follow-up studies on students are objectives of

magnet schools they certainly are not first-order priorities. Most of the

follow-up information that has been identified seems to comes as a result of

accreditation requirements. And, the accrediting bodies are interested in where

stuoents go vhen they leave the school under review. They are not as interested

in how well they do once they get there (see, for example, survey instruments

prepared for schools by the North Central Association, 1983). The Sumner

Academy of Arts and Sciences in Kansas City, Kansas is a magnet school for

academical y talented students that opened in the fall of 1978. The school vas

created as a solution to a court desegregation mandate. It has an exemplary

record of student achievement and offers high quality instruction to its

students. The number of advanced placement college credits that students accrue

is impressive. The list of institutions that receive its graduates includes

many of our finest unive sities. However, little follow-up on individuals is
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done. And, Sumner probably does a better job tan most magnet schools in mlin-

taining contact with its former students. The school is currently undergoing

its periodic North Central Association evaluation. As a part of this evalua-

tion, a questionnaire was sent to all of the graduates of the Academy using

their last known address. A total of 358 questionnaires were returned. "Based

solely upon the surveys that were completely returned, 80% of the graduates will

obtain some type if college degree in a period of 5 years.. Several of the

students indicated that they had received or were working towards a

degree. At this time 90-95% of the 1986 graduates indie e their de-ire to

continue their education" (Sumnet 1997, page 7). Certainly these figures are

higher than the rates for te district at large. However, it would be helpful

to know how successful the magnet experience was in fulfilling the educational

and career aspirations of the student the relat_ nship of magnet program to the

postmagnet experience, the success of its students in achieving career objec-

tives, or whether the magnet experience was causal to the students ability to

gain entrance into the college of his or her choke.

This lack of information seems to be prevalent in many school districts that

have magnet school programs. The 1983 evaluation of the magnet school programs

of the Los Angeles Unified School District suggests al ost parenthetically in

one brief paragraph (on the 64th of 65 total pages) that "while limited infor-

mation was available on postsecondary opportunities due to recent establishment

of most senior hi h school programs and a limited number of twelfth grade

students, the majority of seniors sampled reported that they expected to receive

a high school diploma. Further about 70% expected to pursue some type of post-

secondary education. However, due to missing data, it was not possible to

assess their preparation or eligibility for these pursuits" (Los Angeles, 1983).
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As part of the preparation for this paper the abstracts of the funded pr

posals under the current cycle of the Magnet School Assistance Program were

reviewed'. This progrum funds projects in 44 dit-tricts from 21 states. The

projects impact magnet school programs in 350 schools that enroll well over

200 000 students. In none of the proposal abstracts -e e follow-up studies

indicated as activities. Six follow-up phone calls were made to proje

directors. All indicated that there was a need to investigate postmagnet out-

comes. Five directors indicated that "not much" was currently being done to

assess the impact of the magnet school experience on students after they had

left the experiencq. One district, Montclair New Jersey has awarded a contract

to the Educational Testing Services for an evaluation study of the magnet

programs. In one part of the study, quall ative data gained primarily through

interviews will attempt to gauge the impact of the magnet experience. The

strategy being employed is that the researchers will interview individuals in

the Chamber of Commerce and the business community to gain their perspective on

the effectiveness of the schools. Please note that the ETS proposal does not

suggest that it will interviev former students. No emphasis is placed on

attempting to gauge the degree to which the students, expectations vere met by

the preparation that they received in the magnet schools.

The seemingly significant factor in the review of all of the proposal

abstracts is this lack of emphasis by districts on following up students that

have left their experiences. It may be that follow-up studies outside of those

done as a part of accreditation process, just are not being done in any of the
6

schools in the districts as the emphasis is placed on evaluating students while

they are in school. And, much of this lack in the magnet schools may be

attributed to the fact that many of there programs are currently being imple-

mented and few students exist on which to follow-up. However, it is important
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that researchers, program evalua and/or others look at the impact of t

ceedingly important innovation in education practice.

The scope of the literature review for this paper was liMited. It is

possible that some school districts have conducted effective follow-up studies

on their magnet school graduates. Frankly, the researcher doubts that they

have. However, a much broader based quantitative and qualitative study needs to

be done to ascertain the extent of such district-level efforts. Such a study

would include, in survey format quetions that could determine If districts

attempt to measure whether students, once they have left, believe that their

educational and career a p_rations have been met. If such perceptual data are

gathered, do students from magnets differ from their nonmagnet colleagues? Vhat

data exist that show that educational and workplace performance of magnet

graduates exceeds that of other graduates? Once it is determined where such

school district information exists, then researchers can begin to ask the

necessary second- and third-level sets of questions--what research questions

were in fact asked? how was the,information gathered and analyzed? for what

purposes were the studies generated? are they at all comparable? Only at the

point that -uch questions can be answered is it possible to ask if magnets

generally are causal to an enhanced educational and career quality of life for

graduates.

The only major study most people reference in discussing magnet schools is

the Blank, et al. Survey of_rHagne:t Schools:Analyzing a Hodel for Quality

Integrated Education (1983). The study shows that magnet schools can have a

significant positive impact on district-wide desegregation efforts, that they

can help reduce community conflict, and that they can promote racial integra-

tion. As a strategy for desegregation magnets are promising. However, studies

which demonstrate that magnet environments impact students in such a way that
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they are more und_ standing, more tolerant and more vocal in promoting equal

opportunity after they leave the magnet probably do not exi-t. If schools are

to serve society in such a fashion, we should ask such research

OTHER AREAS FOR CONSIDERATION

Magnet schools, as has been suggested, offer considerable promise as options

to help students become all that they ean be. Certainly, the existing evidence,

though scanty, is encouraging. However, major questions will remain unanswered.

Many of these questions can not be answered unless districts make conscious

efforts to develop the kind of institutional research infr- tructure that

creates and maintains adequate da a bases. These efforts take talent, time and

money, resources that are scarce in most environments. This section reviews

briefly some of the general areas that deserve attention. Th- reader will n- e

that several of these topics and mentioned in other papers in this volume.

In most districts, central office personnel have responsibilities in the

recruitment and selection of students for their magnet schools. All too often,

districts do not pay enough attention to those students on...A they are enrolled.

It would be very helpful if systems developed the capacity to track students

after their enrollment. Basic studies comparing the performance, academic as

well as otherwise, of students from different "feeder schools, race, sex,

ability and interest could prove helpful not only to the research community but

also to other educators patrons, and judges. Districts should be able to

document the progress of students over the period of time that students are

enrolled in the magnets--do students do better the second year (or the thi d)

they are in the magnet than the first? CompaL_sons of student outcome data on

achievement, attendance, and discipline across magnet schools, as well as non-

magnets, is essential if truly ide-spread implementa ion of magnet is to be

considered.
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ttie about magnet schools is know_ about a variety of basic organizational

questions. Which magnet themes offer the greatest promle in what kinds of

die 7 How are community needs best assessed in determining these th-mes?

What recruitment and selection strategies -ork best for which themes in what

kinds of communities? Do some strategies work better than others to facilitate

desegregation? What fective staffing strategies have been implemented to

assure that the magnet has a chance to succeed while, at the same time, pro-

tectin- the quality of the programs in the non-magnet buildings? Curtis (1986)

5uc3t5 that most secondary-level performing arts magnets are smaller t

comprehensive urban high schools--is size, or commitment of faculty, or pu-

teacher ratio, the reason why a magnet is successful? Perhaps. The investiga-

tion of these questions, and the use of the resulting information, can not help

but assist school districts become more successful in the educating of their

students.

CONCLUSION

Issues of quality, choice, and equal opportunity are inextricably inter-

mingled. They will not go away. We have the opportunity tn make major policy

recommendations about the promise of magnet environments in resolving the con-

flict that frequently surrounds these issues. However, we should make these

recommendations based on the results of reputable studies. These studies should

help answer the unresolved questions relating to the impact of the magnet

experience.

1 1
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J5$UES IN DESiGNiNG MAGNET SCHOOLS

INTRODUCTION

The author repaied this paper as a reactor to the
volume for the Confere for Project Directors of the Ma
Program. The paper was thtended to supplement the aix major papers. It picks up
three themes important for magnet school planners to consider which are treated
only relatively briefly in the other papers. The themes are close to the actual
operation of the schools these reactions were intended to provide central office
project &rectors I view of the issues from the school level upward. The three
tEemes deal with the interdependence of program design and recniitment issues,
with school I vel practices which help to turn racial desegregation tnto racial
integration. and with the strains experienced by teachers and principals when
programs are imposed from above.

or rs of this

School Assistance

DESIGNING MAGNET SCHOOLS TO DRAW AN OPTIMAL POPULATION

At least four of the authore speak to the need to design magnet schools in
such a way that they will be attractive to volunteering parents. Several recognize
the complexity of the tar* as a consequence of the fact that magnet schools
shoul4; not draw their clientele threug overall superiority, thus consigning
traditional schools to second class status, but mther through appeal to a
constItuency interested in a specialized kind of education. Thus they must be
designed to attract a rather nanow constituency out of the city's population, but

1 4



same time one which is dlv crse t least In race. If they are to meet the
the i pulse to desegregatior, aa Hale and Maynard point out, they should

also appeal to a constituency which Ls diverse in class. Perhaps better said, they
should not appeal jtxst to the middle class, which is most likely to be easily drawn
to vohmteer, bot should serve the poorest minority children who have historically
received the least educational attention. A major thrust of legal actions for
desegregation has been a desire to pull these children into the educational

ainstream,

The challenge of diversity

system level. Each magnet school must offer a single distinctive departure from
ucational practice which will nonethe ess appeal to socially diverse kinds of

patents. ln the array of magnet schools in a school system as a whole, planners
must be sure to include programs which will serve the needs of children from

ProoPe well-educated, politically articulate and powerful fa Hies, whom the
central

at both the individual school and the

need to hold w thin their boundaries, and whose support can give
magnet schools public acceptability. In the same array, and where possible in the
same schools, some programs must be te for and appealing to the poorest,
least educated, and marginalized minority families whose children most need the
assistance of the schools to gain access to mainstream economic and political life.
At the same time, the magnet schools must also serve the needs of the majority of
ordinary black, Hispanic, briental, Native American, and white children whose

parents are the solid citizens of the community and the mainstay of both its
white-collar and blue-collar labor force. There is real challenge in the task ef
designing art array of magnet schools which will appeal to these constituencies as
volunteers. The task is made twice as difficult by the need not to make other

- 2 - 1r



to be second class, or to leave their stalls feeling that their most

foul student. arcs being pulled away from them to magnet schools.

peratives of these varicrus goals may conflict. For example, Faye
ryant miggests that where schools are in minority ne1ghborho oda perteived by

whites as depressed, it is important to have programs that are perceived aus

academically selective in order to make them a tractive to white parents. There
is reason for this suggestion; some cities have located their schools designed to be
attractive to the city's academically elite etudents in just such neighborhocds and
have found thvy drew far more volunteers than could be accomodated. But while
this policy is effectIve in attracting whites (and middle class minorities) into
demised minority neighborhoods, it ten& to do so at the cost of a burden on the
children of that neighborhood, most of whom will not qualify for the new magnet
school. There is an irony in a successful magnet school's launching at the cost of
displacing from a desegregated Wilding minority children who most need
educational assistance. Planners must make a series of difficWt decisions which
balance a concern for the welfare of all students with political realities concerning
acticev needed in order to draw both majority and minority students to magnet
schools.

Some of these problems can be alleviated by thinkirg about the magnet
schools as an array of schools, rather than as single schools. If it is possible to
have other magnet schools which will in fact serve the children displaced in the
previous example, and serve them well, then the choices become less painful.
Thinking of the magnet schools as a total a _y also makes it easier to design
magnet schools collectively to draw from all segments of the community, even
though each alone may not do so. Thus, for example, elementary programs such as



/dented

school are likely to app al to middle claas or ambitlo
hatever the

leun the basics eaaiy and have time for enrichment. That they do so becomes
much less problematic b3th politically and morally if there are other schools such
as a fundamental school, a continuous wogress school, and a school following
Individually Guided Education which are more likely to be appealing to working
class families and to children for whom the basic work of elementary school is a
significant challenge. Still it is important that each school appeal to all races and
that each be at least some hat divere in class composition, rather than

producing the class isolatkn kill of neighborhood schools in large
communities.

This task may be easiest to accomplish at the elementary level. Paren
ideas about good elementary education axe more diverse and less tightly tied to
their own clam status than are thetr ideas about high school education. At the
high school level the hand of tradition lies more heavily, and the academic
pressures of college entrance constrain the teaching of students with college
amloitions, even when they are not top achievers. An elementary school with
almost any specialty which gains a reputation aa a warm and caring place where
children can learn without corrosive competitive pressures may draw from all walks
of life as well as all races. Even at the middle echool level parents from all
walks of life may still seek out or be persuaded to investigate an innovative or a
supportive and noncompetitive middle school to build the child's confidence and
eldlls before the rigors of high cbocl. This will be particularly true for parents
whose children do not nourish in traditional school because they do not do well

ph3sis, or an arts

g class parents,
city, and they ire likely to be best suited to children who



with competition or ar

children are capable but
utellsr performers, but It may also apply where

t ditional

At the elementary and middle levels, especially, there ar. then,
opportunities to establish magnet schools which break with traditional lockstep.
competitive instructional patterns. Furthermore, such schools can deal more easily
than tnelitional schools with the academic diversity among students which is likely
to accompany their social diversity. Such schools can meet the needs of many
hildren who are not well matched to the social and academic patterns of

traditional set ings, They also provide contexts where practitione archers
can learn about the potentialities and limitations of alternattve teachin styles
curriculum for various Mnds of children. They can
more widely dissemblated into traditional schools, if they are shown to be broadly
helpful.

Because the educational discourse or our time emphasizes excellence and
constant competitive ranldng of students, magnet schools are all too often designed
for ambitious, highly achieving students looking for excellence and competition. It
is more difficult to develop an appealing rhetoric for schools which are desi ed to
help solid but tmspectacular achievers and below average achievers, but these
students may need special innovative schools as mw+ or more than do high
achievers. Together such students constitute the numerical majority of both the
hitt and black student population not only in cities, where magnet schools are

most common, but also in more elite communities. Such students need schools
which will help them Irani up to their capacities and flourish as persons while they
do so. Below average achievers, especially, need 'schools designed to help them
with the subetantial academic learning of which they are capable when not driven

eas which can be



by discouragement t

each student can and does le

Magnet school planners and

programs to help these children

e forts. The emphasis needs to be on

er than on ranking student ' accomplishments.

level practitioners who thoughtfully design

while enveloping the programs in IPOC ia 1 I y

acceptable rhetoric, are likely to find grateful parents and students who will -ladly
enroll.

Ms (1986) study of the life of three maget middle schools, two of which
had non-traditional educattonal approaches and drew student bodies which included a
preponderance of average or below average achievers, explores both the political
and recruitment issues which shaped these and all magnet schools in their urban
district and the ways in which teachers and students in the three individual echools
created distinctive patterns of daily school life. The book emphasizes the
intertwining of political and recruitment processes with the development of
distinctive program and distinctive atmosphere inside each school. Central office
planners concerned to design a successful magnet program must become
knowledgable about the many tnterdependent influences which shape both the ability
of magnet schools to become and remain attractive and their ability actually to be
constructive environments for students and their teachers.

ESrAaUSHING RACIAL INTEGRATION AS A PURPOSE OF MAGNET PROGRAMS

ant to remenber that magnet schools are desegregated schools, a
purpose the papers stress as they discuss recruitment of different races, but Pay
less attention to in considering program content.

Teachers must pay attention to students° social diversity. Students' academic
success or lack of success in the crucial early grades, especially, is often affected



by teac ra' ability to set them tasks and ask them question* in ways which
provide mome continuity with their home experience. Teachers can improve

students' cognitive leanth,g as well as their social relationships by developing
knowledge about, and sensitivity to, diverse cognitive styles which students !wing

with them from home. Shirley Heath analyzes (1982, 1983) differences in cognitive
styles among students in despegated schools in one soitheni community. These

styles, based on patterns of belief and family interactIon that differed with class
and race, created tnfscom mijcatiorin between teachers and some students and led
those students to be uncomfortable with tasks expected of them in echool. Heath

describes ways in which teachers can develop strategies of instruction which use

varied cognitive 'tyke during the school day. Discussion of such differencesfor
example in the style and meaning of questions or of st rytellingteaches all

hildren to operate in several different cultural styles and to become reflec ive
about lingu.thtic modes of expression and interaction. Such discussion and the use

f diverse modes of expression and thought becomes an enriching experience for all
hildren Ln the class.

In her excellent study of intern cial relations in a magnet middle school,

Janet Schofield (1982) tells us that the topic of race became taboo in the school.

Despite the visible reality of racial diversity, which most of the eleven to thirteen

year old students were experiencthg for the first time in their lives, adults set a

pattern of ignoring race to- the point where it was not mentionable. Students

feared disapproval if they mentioned race even for such innocent pmposes as
describing to a teacher a student who had left one of his or her belongings in a

classroom. In thli atmoej:*lere it was impossible for students of both nces to
pursue their natural curiosity about one another in open ways or to discuss patterns



of behavior assoisted with rice which 'sometimes puazied, nnoyed, or intImidated
students of a different race, The taboo at this echool reflects g general uneasiness
in ow society about openly discussing issues of race.

These issues do not go away becatme we do not aclolowledge them. Children
being born will live in a socIety which is one third " inoritr and two thirds

"majority°. Both majority arbd minority students need to learn to interact
comfortably and witLout misunderstanding with members of the other groups in
eociety. A. Schofield's took shows when teachers leave the development of such
understandings to an unplanned "na ural progression" after simply putting children
together in the same space, most students make little progresi toward such
understanding.

Schofield draws upon ssons from social psychology and her ethnogra
study of this magnet middle school to develop so e principles which can guide
teachers' and administrators' efforts to facilitate interracial relations. Following
principles set out by Gordon Allport (1954), Schofield stresses, first, that steps need
to be taken to encourage the development of equal social status for children of all
races. Such equal status is -ften supported by the development of diverse
activities in both the classroom and the school. With many different ldnds of
activ ties, many different individuals from all races have a chance to demonstrate
skill and talent in some activity in front of their peers. The pe r group is then
less likely to develop a rigid prestige hierarchy based around a narrow range of

students of different races should be put in situations where they
cooperate for common goals. Situations which pit students of different races

against one another in competition should be avoided. Cooperative projects in the



laasroom are helpful. bitramn1 sports leagues even in e)ementary 'school,

student government can all be
opporttmities for cooperative interracial experiences. The adults in the school must
see to it that such groups are consistently multiracial in membership.

Thixd, Schofield stresses that adults must take leadership in modeling
encouraging patterns of routine and constant interracial association. The
importance of such association must be agreed upon and made a visible part of the

hool's agenda. Such an attitude can not be taken for gnnted merely because a
ee ting is desegregated, even voluntarily desegregated, as Schofield's study shows.
Both in selecting staff and in training for each school's program, central office
planners must make the development of ways to encourage the move from

activities such as skits and musical gm

desegregation to integrated e,..)cial relationships among both adults and student
of the agenda for the school staffs.

Several other ethnographic etudies, mostly by authors unaware of the social

Part

psychological theory upon which Schofield ch-aws, have named procesees similar to
the ones she identifies as important in attempting to explain the development of
friendly or tense hlterracial relations in schools. See Metz, 1986 for a diamssion
of this work.) A good deal of experimental work in social psychology has also
confirmed these pa terns (Cohen, 1980, Slavin, 1980).

Policies that encotnage good interracial relations need not take much time
away from academic agendae. They include such simple matters as asthgng seats
in classrooms, so that students of different races sit next to one another and
have opportunities for observation of one another at close range and for casual.

conversation. Many of the suppl mentary activities such as sports, arts
actIvitIes, and s udent -hich provide chances for equal status contact
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nd for interracial cooperation can constItute enrichment of the kind frquently
offered by magnet echools in order to make schools appealing to volunteers. It is
important. however, that adults monitor and guide e ents to be sure that students
a different races have a chance to shine and to be sure that cooperating groupe
are constituted of interracial collections of students. Students especially younger
ones, will quickly pick up adults' expectations for mindsl or multiracIal groupings
in these contexts.

In order for these patterns to persIt, the staff of each school must deal
openly with the existence of racIal diversity. Staff members of different races
must themselves develop comfortable patterns of relationship, as well as the ability
to break the societal expectation of silence around racial issues. These patterns
will not develop without some assistance during the training period for the magnet

I staff. Continuing inservice should also address them. The principal or so e
other staff person in the Wilding should have both formal responsibility for, and
good skills in facilitating easy interracial communication on a continuing basis.
Secondary school students who have not grown up in desegregated echools may need
opecial help from facilitators in openly addressing tensions or simple questions
about the other group.

SELECTING STAFF AND DEVELOPING COMMITMENT TO MAGNET PROGRAMS

This topic expands on dace Feline's very useful discussion of ways to develop
wide involvement in the school planning process, to create cadres of cheerleaders
committed to the school, and to train staff to understand and to be faithful to the
magnet plan. She takes the perspective of central off ce planners, that of the
intended udience for these papers. I think there is value for thb audience in



adding k from the bottom up, as r)chool

staffs struggle vth the daily implementation of magnet schoci plans.

It is important for central office personnel to remember that the ImpositIon of a

magnet plan from above radically alters traditional relationships between Wilding

administraton and teachers. Despite the todstence of traditional curriculum guides

and of supervision by principals. in mactice teachers usually have considerable

freedom to choose their own curricOar emphases and pedagogical approaches.

Magnet schools somcti dramatically _lter freedom a particular

pedagogical ajproach becomes the substance of a magnet program. The same

pressures can occur when a substantive emphasis is expected to pervade the whole

life of a school, so that math teachers must think about the artistic applications of

arithmetic, or music teachers must ponder the ecological significance of sound., It

is clearly best for the school if teachers volunteer for magnet programs and if

they and the principal can be identified early enough so that all are involved in

planning, and so in owning the school's design.

Where that is not possible, for example where

magnet schools with all teachers in a building who wish to stay, teachers will

inevitably have a part in forming the actual pract ce of the magnet program

whether their alterations are formally sanctioned or not. It is thus wise to

acicnowledge the teachers' part in forming the program and to find so e

organizational vehicle to allow them to discuss and alter the program legitimately

rather than illegitimately. It is also helpful to find channel, of transfer which will

not penalize teachers who find themselves unsympathetic to the magnet programs if

possible transfers which are actively congenial should be facilitated. Too often

fear of transfer to a totally unknown school or loss of seniority rights tluvugh
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keep teachers who

to bec owe centere of discontent and

distinctive educational apçro ach.

h a magnet school

to the realization of

where the magnet program is quickly designed and imposed on a
school, then 1nteprst ed and required by the principa 1, the principa unusually

etrong ctrrlcular and pedagogical demands are bound to be resented by teachers.
Conflict is likely to ensue. While this conflict may not be easily visible to
qutsidem, it will affcct thc shape of the education offered and the daily
experiences of students. Both principal and teachers deserve support in such a
situation. Principals may need some one who is not in authority over them as a
sympathetIc cowi tar. They also need to be gIven latitude to rrcognzc teachers
reasonable rectu Os for resources and their suggestions for alteration of the

prognm in accord w th their experiences with the realitIes of the situation w thin
the schools walls.

CONCLUMON

mportant for central offIce pla the most careful of
blueprints for magnet school plans and for Individual magnet schools can be only
that. Parents and students come to the process of choice of magnet schools as

hole pawns, not simply as consumers of rationally designed educational plans.
;-They will choose schools because of a complex of factors: for example, the social

acceptability of the school's name, their social ties to other choosing families, the
putation of the neighborhood, transportation processes, their en tonal reaction to
ff who represent the school, andonce the school is establishedthe experiences

of relatives' and ne hbors' children with all aspects of the school. Wise planners



will

schools

experienc

schools which will individually and collective

h

esees into g; they will try to coi

provide students with good interncial and inmrclass social

as good cognitive educatior They will ;deo try to plan magnet

the needo of the diverse

children of the c om rntmit including thaw whose families have less power and
whose own academIc accomplishments are modest.

I. 'Wombs., important for piannri to remember that c
children n ed to be p-erared for ti eociety which will be muliirac

aspecta as both current °majority° and 5minority students will iIv

nt bile school

moat all

adult

a among peers nearly evenly divided among white and non- hi e cit sena.

Detegregated achools must move towani social intepation so that intergroup

relations are based on mutual understarxling and respect. :r.terpersonal friendships

across racial lines must become commonplace both for the good of individuals and

as a cement for intergroup relations. The axial ambience o desegregated schools

thus provides a crucial portion of the education they pmvide, especially in

cora amities where housing and other aspects of adult and family social life are

ncially sepegated.

Finally, central office planners need to develop sensitivity to the ImplicatIons

of magnet school planning for the working lives of the school boilding staffs who

arry out the plans. Where magnet echool plans art developed by, or with

antial participation by,: school level staffs, those persons will feel ownership in

the plans and fincl most of the a terations of tnditional or accustomed patterns

empowering. But where magnet schools staffs have innovative approaches imposed

upon them, they are likely to experience even imaginative plans

dieenfranchisement and a revocation of informal professional autonomy. Planners



sred to provide rt for ,th admit] atrato rs nd teachers in these situations and

allow them some opportunities to shape the program as local experience

at best. Those who would like to shape the plan to revert to traditional
patterns need opportunities ta mow- to congenial traditional schools without loss of

face or reputation;

replace them .

that othen uiore sympathetic to the special program can

16
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coSwAPITIV YT5 OP
AND DEVELoPmENT OP MAGNET =Mots

the past fifteen

have gained about magnet

0 114v0 developed magnet school prograa s over

ledge and axpe rience that local educators

ne often been a resource for planning

new programa in other districts. CUrrently, there la a continuing need

for quality descriptions, 00d*10, and analyses of local magnet school

programa, and the papers in thia volume contribute t 'eating Chia need.

Local planners and adminiatrators of magnet schools may also benefit

from a Comparative analysis of magnet aChool programa across a nuaber of

districts. With a comparative analysis approach, the effects of specific

factors and decisions in program development and leplementation can be

assessed under varying school and district madlticria.

The published researCh on magnet schools consists largely of studies

in single diatricts or a few diatriCts ( 46, Marshall, 1979, Dentler &

t 19010 D. Levine, et al., 1990, MCMIllan, 19771 Mete, 1996).

Eadating multidistrict comparative studies have mainly examined the role

of magnet schooll in school desegregation (Levine & EUbanks, 19901 W llie

reenblatt 991: Hawley, 19911 Rossell 1995, 1997). Recently, there

been Studies' on specific aspects of planning magnet schools, such as

le of teachers (MCNello 19961 M. Levine, 1997), and student

reCrUiting (SIAM, 1996), aa well a0 analysie of magnet schools as

sChools of Choice (Raywid 1996, )0Urnane, 1984; Snider, 1927).



n for planring macinat CChoolp tha

baead on multi-district, comparativ the recent na lona/ iltudy

of magnet siohools for the U.S. Department of Education Blank, et al.,

1902). The purposes of the study were to determine the effectiveness of

magnet sehools in increlksing education quality and voluntary

desegregation, as well am 0 identity the factors in planning and

implementation that lead to effective magnet sdhools. Ths study

Conducted through a comparative analysis of an mAgnat schools in

districts acroms ths country. Detailed interviews were conducted with

administrators, sChool board members, principale, teathars , parents, and

tudents, data on student and teraCher characteristics, student outcome,

and Costs were analyzed) and instruCtion was observed and amassed

sdhools.

The Study analyses reveale4 sever ndingat

o About one-third of the magnet sChools in the study prosy "high

quality" education as measured by ratings of instruction, curricu

student-taCher interaction, Student learning opportunities, and use of

resources. A majo ity of the magnet sChools eXhibited Some elements of

these quality education processem, and eighty percent of the sChools had

higher average achievement test Scores than their district averagets for

the same grade level.

0 Three faCtore are strongly associated with high quality education

in a magnet sChooli _tive principal who provides leadership in

developing curriculun, recruiting and motivating staff, and seek:dig school

2
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r050ui

finite

all

a high degree of -ence of the rit school the

tesChing expertise, Which coMbine to form a unique And

identity, and c) policy commitment by district leaders)

flexiblity with rulee convention& and procedures.

The results of our analyils showed there is a wide degree of variation

the design, development, and effectiveness of magnet schools. However,

the study a/so showed that there ie a pattern of similar decisiong and

actions taken by distriCts with successful programs. The comparative

analysis results were WOO to outline 10 stepe in affective planning and

development of magnet sChools (See Pigure 1). This model may be useful to

loCal districts that are initially planning magnet sChool programs as well

am those that would like to improve their programs.

UOILJA-6V,!..'!O

In the remainder of the paper, the ten ewe will be briefly

described. With oath step, issues that arose in one or re of th

districts are cited and Strategies are outlined that can be used to

resolve the les

Iefltlfv Needs for qjieJcho9le

The first key stop in a district's planning effort is to identify the

needs or prOblems that could be addressed by a magnet echool

program. Identifying "the prdblem" means that a a) district leaders reach

a Consensus that specific conditi n2 in the school have reached a point

where district action is required and b) the magnet school concept is

3
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selected as

resolving the problem.

The moults of the national study indicated that the most common needs

_rategy that has strong potential for

that lead to magnet schools

o TO increase the racial balance of district acboola, or develop
alternative methods of desgregation,

o Perception by staff, parents, And/or community leaders that the
quality of education in the diStrict hal declined or not kept
pace with tudent nOldil

o Interest in greater Choice, options, or dive a ty in public
eduCatlOnt and

DiClining Or Shifting enrollment in public schoole.

members, administrators, and Community leaders should join in

considering the needs for magnet schools and determining how they would

address the problem. The development of a ooneensus among district

leaders that an identified problem can be met with a magnet school

is an important first step in planning.

icta that have broadly surveyed community per

and in ereste in magnet programa have found that this inform very

useful in planning. In addition, a needs asse sment process can be uleful

in building Support for the magnet concept and in locating the

ighborhooda and sChools WhiCh would b0 appropriate and desirable

net programs.

The districts in our study that did not eek broad community

identification of nededs for magnet. generally developed programs that

responded to narrow community interests, and, thus, the program bad less

Chance of aolving basic district programs. In these cases, the magnet
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more likely to become a "special program," and not on

high priority status in the school district.

2. taiØhpi1.trict pesdareaatiçI 7 u on

A Second important step for district leadern in to firmay eStablish

the distriCt's Objectives for the progr and, then, to develop a

leadership policy oonsenSuis around these Objectives.

First, It iS important that the Objectives match the a or

prob1z=( s) that the district WAS identified. Ilibt example, i

identified need was lack of opportunity for specific career-development

programs, and the eChool district deVeloped magnet Whools designed to

offer advanced curricula in core academic subjects tho program would have

difficulty gaining strong support and it may lead to conflict over

continued district support. Or, if a district had 20 oChools that did not

comply with federal and state desegregation requirementa, the development

of one or two magnet sdhools would not address the problem and might

exacerbate it.

Our study showed that district ObjeCti

grouped in the following categories;

o Reduce declining enrollment by holding studentS in the dist

o Offer educational alternatives, or options, suCh an career
education,

o Improve academic quality thro
Study programs;

Provide a voluntary desegregaZion plan for the diatri

Desegregate specific &Chocks or areas, or focused
desegregation";

00111d be

prepare tot or adva



Providn voluntary options to the existing mandatory dCIItgrUça
plan.

14,004net sChool p

or racial/thnic integre

objectives must be built into

prowl-see, And When the endeavor

practicalities, the results axe

decision to create and maintain

endow with decisions About their pi

o--1 quality

ical way. The program

i$ion, planning, and implementation

adapted to 10Cal

ive and predictable. The

must also be reached in

ation to regular or

_gr " echn.oUng in the district. Ptherwl nAgnet develornt

the growth of leProved teaching and learning oPportunities.

Manaus among the district's central leaders is Critical to

planning, initiation, and subsequent decisions. Lack of

consensus can lead to continued quesitioning and debate About district

objectives and program strategy, whim can delay funding, staff selec n,

Aculum development, as well as cause the magnet program to be

viewed with less certainty by the public. High policy consensus means

re, superintendent, and top administrators shAxe a consensus

view of where the program is going and how it Should be accomplished.

The districts in the national study that had low leadership policy

consensus had less development of a central program strategy, and the

magnet schools were typically viewed as individual school efforts. Policy

consensus also appeared to be related to the educational quality of the

magnet sChools that were produced. Pive of the six districts with the

highest ratings of magnet educational quality bad high canoe

their leadership on Objectives and strategy, am well as consistent,

continuing supscrt for the programa.

ng



3. vopDict rogram strb.çaqv

A third

dietrict-level atrat.gy for the program, including selecting the number of

their

eelection of magne le is th e result of int

n the development process is do on of the

theme," and.locationg. sow distr

ate

ate, the

sprawled at the

dhool level and in othera, magnet sChools axe selected am part of a

istrict desegregation plan. However, is useful to view the strategic

decisions that set the scope and direction of the program as an overal

district strategy.

A besic strategy decision is the immaLjal_trig_mgram relative to

the number of dhools in the district. A "limited strategy ocuses on

ain schools or area's of the city where racialiethnlc balance or

ucational quality improvements are needed. A "brnad strategy is

generally required with a dixtrictwide voluntary desegregation paan, where

magnet sdhoole are distributed across a Large portion of the district and

locations of magnets are balanced among mlnority, white, and heterogeneous

Lghborhoods. The development of a program st,% egy CM be improved with

following stepet

Conduct A careful and thorouqh o
magnet sdhools and d
intereSte of the communi_

a strategy that

o Rvaluate the potential impact of
degreg-tion plan and pUbliCise
program for 40Segregationg

interests in
broad

he

Plan a:4MM edhools based on student inte
attract students With hum ability, 1.0., avoid magnets as a form
of "tradking";



0 Include plans for publicizing voluntary choice and a method of
recruiting utudCnta that emphasises open access, although
pecific recruiting efforts will IA, n.a.c for some achools and
groups.

A magnet 00hOol's attractiveness to Itu4Cnt

complex variety of factors, including' previous

n.ighborh, school improvements, current

recruitment methods. A magnet school often obt

ts is due to a

ntity,

ntity, and

ntial rates of

interest fvam minority and white studenti and the degree of interest must

be balanced with the available magnet enrollment opportunities. The

magnet theme and location Should be designed to help attract a

racially-hetrogene,..4a s.udent body. Several kinds of sctlong have

assisted the election of locations

o Wane. magnet SChool locations in white and black, poor and
middle Class, neighborhoods to avoid predominance of movement of
student* in any one direction)

Avoid placing certalr magnet themes in only White or mlnority
nitghbothoode, MUCh as "academic" and "college-prep" theme in
minority neighborhoods (presumably to attract White), or "career
magnets" in white neighborhood's (to attract minorities), because
the charge of racial sterotyping and favoritism Can be made.

districts have faced the problem of magnet neighborhood parents

woes* to the local magnet when the enrollment is open to the

whole district. Thin problem arises when the Interest in magnets is

underestimated or the magnets are viewed as an advantage that is being

withheld. amoral Mee of solutione have been Wed by dietriCte in our

itts2Y, OUCh ass

Upending the M
neighborhood residents
attract students from other are_



prsviow -ly

elo.sly associated

are decisions oonce

atevy dctai

n tr r 1

balance o
o1unt&y choice opportunit

upgraded academic curr or a

image or %identity of the sChool,

Wheel," "academically pr,M or

DeCiding on a part

the sise of the facill

1. A part

the

advantage of Who

acilities mood*

improving the identity, _t

re 11102tia Students aro

'oiling; or placing
ve not existed

lar neighborhood.

t locationa

provide

the

" X e

often dictated

of UUPOrt for the pwesent

of Currionalum innovation

ing eChOol. Major

sdhool can b closed, the

undar-enrolled, or segregated, sdddle and alntaxy oChools.

gazutuaLatlagluitz is an inherent feature of all magnate. I

lse, magnet students are self-selected by voluntarily enrolling.

versa' minimum, however, the extent to whiCh etudents are

ways of

ned fOr admISSion _ magnets Can vary greatly.

In some mass, a y selective magnet school is appropr

text, and in 0000 instances, a noneelective magnet will be met

In other situations eome intermediate degree of selectivity

best Choice. Several districts in our study developed A



program Mtr

_lectivity depending on

interestm. For instance, high selectivity may be necessary for

lerated placement magnets, vita pacific theme magnet, e.g.,

ironment, Can mom, studl_nte levels of preparation. Tho

f seloctivity should be clooely tied to the planned curriculum and

teaching method*,

Local planners should be aware, hver, that atudCnt selectivity

policy choice. It should be faced openly and publicly in the aaxliest

planning stages, and the policy debate should be inOlUeive of all groups.

A dietrict that fails to do this May subsequently disCOver that its

mAgnOtim are perceived by many sectors of the comunity al elitist and

inequitable. In our Study, many parents and educators regard magnet

schools as characteristically more selective and exclusionary than our

varying d q-

findings showed them to be.

Participation twthe colauni is an

strategy developeent. Careful explanation of the abjectives of the

program and effective requests from district leaders for community help

in thews selection and progmsm planning can go a long way toward heading

off opposition to change and the apprehension of the neighborhood that it

is "losing its sChool to outsiders

Paac Lsdri for the
The central direCtion and coordination of y stages of magnet

lanning require an inventive, resourceful leader. For the district to



gAlt of obj

lopment of prograss in

lag runction mus
w1.71,

person must seater and

Sn

o f how

work, be able to coordinate progra me in individual schools, and have

authority to maks critical deeimions. The central staff also must have

the flexibility to delegate authority to the princ pals and sChool staff

so that they can exercise organisational and program creativity .

Magnet programa can flourish as whole sehools or as programs w thin

regular schools, but in either case they need itrong initial directions

exercised at both the district and the school level. A superintendent who

appoints persons as magnet directors and principals without thoroughly

xamining their dedication, previous experience and training will

subsequently have lose effective educational and into; ative outcomes from

the program design than it ham the potential to produce,

School-level leadership is critical for effective programai

ipal or magnet coordinator muet translate the program concept and

into an integrated 'egret curriculum delivered through a staff that

is committed to the program objectives and methods. The principal or

rdinator is typically the person who generates interest and support for

the magnet school in the community and stimulates teachers to participate

developing an innovar.ive approadh to their work. Often good leadership

has been "entrepreneurial" in obtaining program resources, staff and

students, and in ensuring the magnet's survival over t



entre

autho

nci should be chon n for their leaderithlp skills and

lis. Then they should be given sufficient

support to enabl put the magnet school

together and develop community support. The earns criteria mhould be

applied in selecting school program coordinators, who are often

outstanding teachers that the princ pal designates for a leadership role

in part-sChool as well as Whole-school Programs.!

A critical ingredient for district and school leadership is a district

policy that allows creativity and expe imentation with the magnet

program. Sodh a policy will contribute to attracting dynamic, ambitiouS,

and imaginative administrators and teachers, which A magnet sChool program

*quires.

Succisiful

district and sChool leaders who were involved in the rocesa of

developing district strat

$ome distr cts asked principals and

in the Ca lly haa :trong

individual sehool programs .

to develop ideas'and designs

for magnet sChools. The goal in participatory measures is to prevent the

magnet program from being viewed by theme eXpeCted to operatelit as

something that is imposed by the people downtown. Bowever, key district

administrators and curriculum staff shoUld also be involved tO give the

program the benefit of their expertise and to prevnt bypassing of the

regular Chain of command in decision-making. For long-term success, the

Magnet sChools need to be viewed by diatriet and school-level Staff am

part of the regular system" of instruction.



n to provid

of the d

equipsent, and sum

mvana of allocating studente to

sdhool is a method by wtaich a dietrict can reorganize

s of the staff, ilities, and community. MOM

-udy Obtained additi nal funds for itaff,

_emery for magnet program staxt-up, and our

analysis shows there is a continuing coat differential with non-magnet

schools. However, we ale° found that an element in effective,

iii,ias.ntatiOn of magnet sdhools is isprovf,d utilizati n of existing

resourcem in a district and ocmmunity.

SChool ViAnnors Should recognize that maqnet schools can be

modest in extra costs and still aChleve high educational quality. Moat

districts do not have Om resources to implement "super magnets," that cm

cost milliona of dollars. Our study results /hawed that the critical

factors related to educational quality were program authenticity,

leaderShip, and coherence, not the fact that it off "state-of-tne-art"

equipment or facilities.

During the initial p4anning and iMP Xmntation phaaea, a

p funding grant or allocation ie needed. Additionally, speci

amsignment of administrators or teaChstra is needed to staff the planning,

publicity, recruitment, and de--,elopment act vlties, and to Identify needed

resew-trees. A district strategy for reCilliting and selecting staff moat bo

planned, and a program fOr gaining effectiVe involvement of businesses,

Community organisations, want groups, and universities Should be

developed, Finally, an amusement should be m040 of the adequady of

designated facilities to decide on the necessary building Or remodeling.



A major challenge for issanet nchool planne

Lisa magmte to increasw the ftSivereity of eduo Li p

opportunities without docreausweing resources and oppertuniti.ea in ot

schools. XE this Challenge =as not resolved, magnet school° can be accused

of Causing& reallocation of existing resourcsn in the district to benefit

a few students at the nsemv. of the rest. A number of steps have been

takn tooffset this potentil problems

o Additional funds fo=-- magnet schoo is dove opment and
UplementatiOn, abovere regular prepaid allocations, should be
dtained throUgh new or additional revenue., e.g., federal or
gate grantS, foundeesetiOns, private corporate support,
AMd-raising, orewnee tax rovenueej

0 me role of magnet ImeChools should be emphasised as part
moo of program al=aernativese arid eduCational Choices fo
gudenta at all leverle of ability and achievement, and in all
puts of the distriorti

ma neighborhoods, pmearent groups, and schools ce
opportunity to deve2.400p agn.t schools or other s
Uternative programe if they are interested;

offered the
-theme or

Hemet SOh0010, crumicula, activities, and resources can be
linked with those oE- other school° to increase interest in
moats, as well As wrovide benefits to students in other
kinools,

*net schools shou2 be placed in existing sdhools that are
already perceived 10 baying advantages in tame of location,
aff, program quelivory, or *toaster mlx,

Kaangtffichgols

iculum =onCentration, of each I is

Part of =be avarala district strategy. BowOvCr, many

of the eaaential steps in ind.M.vidual program design are comple ed at the

school level, such ass



ng types and lev 1. of cou

ping and revising curriculum and orqaMzing appropriate
methods,

o ffisimmigning teaChere,

Ilmescruiting and Selecting students, and

o Icalentifying special resources, such am those f

Many of thimase tasks should involve the entire school magnet sta_

nity.

thus, the mortaffing process is integral 'to designing each school prog am.

Our attsmay findings showed the imaportance of principal leadership in

the design of the magnet school and selection of staff. The principal and

taaChers OtTlould have a common commitment to the magnet sehool concept

have strong0 interest in innovations toward quality educatIon, and be

illing to invest extra time and effort toward a unique educational

rience.- A period of staff development in often important to mold

cmhesion =ound the magnet theme and the approach to teaching. Effective

mmgnet stimMfs have often sought assistance and resources from the

community tmaoth in designing the program and in providing educationa

alcagoe MI part of A unique Curriculum. The special curriculum theme

often provi.:ales an attractive opportunity for local institutions ani

businesses to shame their expertise and facilities with the sdhool, e.g.,

culture], armwd arts institutions, univrsities, hospitals, and scientific

teclhc4--el firma.

A parti.....cular Challenge in staffing magnet schools is to identify new

4ala and teadhers with leadership quail ies, teaching skills related

tothe Magnmeat theme, and a commitment to the concept, yet avoid having the

Proem: be --viewed as "taking all the best teachers" in the district.



d uveral. steps can he tbkefl tixd developing a emooth staf
procdtme#

77ing for uaqMt ichool ponitiona should epocify qu&Uficattona
tqplAted to the kept
temoning rating's)

ilmmicept and theme am well am seniority and

Asemagnment of principals wand staff to magnet schools should be
voOLuntery whoneverpessibZae, recruiting of teachers ahould be
avmmided, and onkylfew temeachers should transfer grom any one
m=sting sChool,

o roar a magnct prognodevvZOLoped in an existing school, all staff
mmembers shogld.begismn asm opportunity to apply with.the
unklarstanding thatthe ptemmgram require' staff who are 9enuinely
irelberested in themimet camoncept and will make a Commitment to
thwm extra time, ffort, Mild work that is often necesearY)

IMNpaiasiso to th pmepoot:OLve staff and to the public that magnet
statff members araMt We= premium salaries and that funds are
noet reallocated fftenotttler school to pay for magnets)

Whwanever possible, recruit= part-time or volunteer instructors
fri local businen, inet*Oltutions of higher education, and
prvefeleional Or dawnity organisations, to provide specialised
toisching assume/Ks)

O IJOIOWC for staff means utomo axe likely to benefit and do well am a
numult of assignment to trrle magnet, not just those Who axe
alameady highly popular tub= effective teachers.

7. anall2PSantitadallaLeVa2WIUMOZW-212at

The staae of curriculumwatingal and davlopoent

functions Omer the magnet sONaet

b) elf

xmr U

the magnet School identity

c) Tti emmoursge and stimulates' innovation in teaching methods and use
xmmmmurces .

of the apnst cbool curriculum i.e a crucial step in

joining the program objeCtil sA4 T.h with ideas, energy, And expertise

f magnet lammders and staff, lt JAM the point at WhiCh many of the factors

Ch are cmnatical to a progNa'a msruccess are brought together.
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croat

curriculum d velopment process also provides the opportunity for

ique educational program that wilts the intredta of target

students and will continuo to attract atudcnts For example, if a high

sChool health/science magnet is intended to serve a broad range of student

interests and ability-lvels the curriculum should include advanced

thematics and scinces courss as well as Prevocational health and

science education and expoaure to career options in health occupations

Since students and parents often learn of a program by word-of-south, from

the first day of operation a magnet school needs to have a well-designed

curriculum, a atrOng program iden and clearly-defined features that

make it unlit_ In designing sChool curriculum, it is alio important to

explicitly plan a couree of study that incorporates the magnet school aim

of racial/ethnic integration. The curriculum should be multiethnic in

intrest-value And multicultural in Content. Intergroup reepect and

social learning from cross-group interaction is noCoaaary in order to

TilieVe the maximum benefits from the magnet experience. Fairness and

thods for ensuring schoolwide participation in co-curricular life are

equally important.

Many eChools in th. OtUdy found A major Challenge in designing and

implementing a magnet curriculum that has an innovative instructional

approach integrated around a central theme, While also operating within

the regular" district curriculum guid. lines and instructional *paten.

Met magnet sChools do not strive to be alternative schools i.e.,

fUndamentally different in Content and teaching method from the

comprehenalve pUblic OChool. Magnet schools are intended to have broad



Student appeAl- not to serve au AlpociAl for

suoceed-in regular echols or are not desired tiler).

districts view magnet schools as options for A.Lot

understanding that any student can return to A wmagnet A

not

-et

desired. several approaches have been effectivain organiang a magnet

echool curriculum within the district frameWonv

Diatrict leaders asrablish goner tlime-for aotegirmot Ochool
themes and curricula in the diatrict strategy, togemther with
objectives for targeting groups of etudato indlirMdual sChoole
develop specific elementa of the currialum and pric=mgrAM
organisation;

0 Magnet solhool themes
possible Sourceit pr
parents, and dietrict
ensure that students can easily tr
nowsmagnetal

f
se

y groups,
ination to
ts and

0 Magnet schoo _Is in Ss*ttng district emuld *Oboe'
object/gee should be evaluated, Arld tanks used tica, employe
expansion of the magnet concept in othRoChoolo. aftrod,
operational linkages can be developed bitideen auccoemsful magneto
and the etaff and students cf now-olagnitoChools.

The recruitment of studnts for magnet lognmohis critic=a1 wbe

magnet program is being initiated in a Sthool Witrict. Rs=ruiting is

often the task of principals counselors, teaChell and studiAants, but 0o0

districts have coMbined student recruitment wit211 districtide calellimagn

to gain publicity for its magnet program. A Merril dietticrt magnet

Whopl coordinator may lead the initial develotme of Slukai-c:itY

concerning the paAnm, objectives, and ideas fors(' t tehoolit:Lm.

districts also assign staff to coordinate the revitment ofr students in

individual sChools.



Our reoarch found the vel of activity of diatrictu in public

Jorta and atudont recruiting fOr magnet schools wos much higher than

Anticipated. Recruiting for magnet schools tondo to expand the

idea of the public am "connumere of educational services. Common methods

of publicity and recruiting aro

o Surveys of parent and student interests,

o Distrietwide and sChool orientation meetings, seminars and
discussions on program plans nnd objectives',"

o Newspaper, radio, and television piblic service advartiantap

o Involvement of community and neighborhood organisational, service
organisations, human services agencies, arta and culzural groups,
churChes, patent-teaeber asSOCiations, and parent group*,

DeVeloping school linles with local bueinesses And business
organizations,

o Parent-to-parent recruiting, such as having each magnet parent
bring one other parent to a tour and orientation session,

o Principal visite to other sChools, community organisations, and
parent groups,

o Presentations by magnet co
other schools,

Open houses at magnet *Cho*

achere, and Students at

Nailing broChures and flyers to parents, and plac n
han6-041t0 in sChools and off cosi and

and

o Students and parents informally spreading the word about their
satisfaction with the school.

The primary goal of a publicity and recruiting campaign is to attra,

udents to the sChools. This im especially important when the program .s

aimed at changing a negative aChool identity. However, a secondary

benefit that has been realIzed from publicising magnet schools le that by
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focusing evt-z. ntion on poeitive academic objactivea, innovationu and

sconstalistasiv nte, the program tends to Improve the public's pirception of

public schvo an in general.

9. Wzgartlatjaente_DLIL,ttafl

The meg_ t school can be a aans of innovation of the organization of

staff, Otudesmntn, and regources, as well ass a approadh to sch

curridulue, Magnet schools Can help to renew staff interest and

motivation, imprimarily through their participation in building a politiva

identity fOr tha sdhool and organising a new approach to education.

Magnet p=rograma that comprise a Whole school have An advantage in

conotruotiog a positive educational identity. Part-sdhoo) pate

sometiMes bAl==ild their identity by assigning one part of the buildin

the what smachool," Where students take their classes t isther and have

ths semis Catomasers and counselors. A part-school magnet identity can be

built bri idAmmatifling a core group of students who are hAghly interested in

the magnet thmrseme, and establishing a strong relationship between the

magnet thaa, and program staff. Often students who transfer from other

sdho014 tor =he magnet program contribute to building the program

identity.

note OE

ihf tilLgh-adhleving students from other sehools.

this Oftfts can produce a two-tiered student body, divided

on

using

magnet

progromt. TO decrease this tendency, scee principals have purposefully

integrated aammgnst Students with non-magnet students for a part of the



chool day. A better eolution might be to provide broader opportunities

for magnets, not o1r for students in advanced academic courses. Another

ution is to demo ate to the,staff, parents, and students that the

selection propose is fair and equitable for all students. The

1 should aleo demonatrate that sehool funds and resources are

proportioned between mageet and non-magnet students.

A major effect of many magnet schools is raising expectations tor

s udents and improvimg their Attitudes and aspirations for education . BY

being part of a program comprised of students with similar interests, and

teacher* Who have choeen Zhe Elran. A Student comee to plane a higher

slue on hisiher eauCation. A major responsibili*i of the magnet sehool

i.ncip&t is to lead end coo net* teacher* and counielors in order to

Id the poeitive ValUee asSOCiated with the mslnet Choice. Students can

be amsigned relatively stagily to the same couret, 40 teaChers, but the

magnet school VOCCMOS a reality with the develooment of the COW= pUrpose

for Which they Are enrolled.

10. NaintAin Subeer

The final Xey step in develepeent of a 1 program ilt°

Urfa itS continuation over time. The magnet sebool must become part

regular* Motes of inetruction in the dietrict and not be viewed

an experimental or temporary program, or one that Continues only with a

Special 'allocation of distriet or federal funds, or other outside &Leda.

Additionally, the magnet program and SChools need to preserve the

essential ingrediente and feetUree that Mak* them unique. In the last



lic education haSibeen,fi_ Las 0

loped with temporary support and

due,to laCk of,relevance to the

pattern, the magnet Whoa].

og educational diversity and:opportunity

of the normal operation of eChools.

Mods by which districts in our survey have

for wegnet echools

Is by the school board,
tore as part of the regular

PUblicitY:
in'

l'a perfOrmance after its
Dn matChed the pUblicity attaChed to
ing planning and develOpment,

t am A panaCea for prnblems in all
SChoole, but they were used as d.l. for improving quality in a
ange of schoolevith different 'student populations,

Active involvement of the community has been maintained through
adviMorivcommdtteese special instruCtors, support fUnctions, and
Shared community reeOurces, whiCh 'WM helped maintain magnets as
a high priority and encourage innovation In curricula and
teaChing methods.



in the -lanning and development of a magne_ school

only the major categories of decisions and actiona .

ins a specific plan.for magnet schools in any one

-I tn areas have been important for development of

ysed'in the national study. Thia ten-step

a set of bamic ingred.tenta for a magnet school

for local conditions, needs, deciaions, &nd

a successfUl local program.

the =woe

mOdel might

program, uhi_
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REFLECTIONS ON UNDERS

Mary Anne Raywid.
Hofstra University

MANAGING MAGNET SCHOOLS

o4uction

The papers comprising )i*ame represent an unusual collection,

drawing on the work both of school people and researchers. ln principle,

at least, the collection extends both the practitioner knowledgein

practice -- the sort of knowledge available only to one actively engaged

in a pursuit -- and the analyses of those who itudy that pursuit and have

observed it in multiple contexts. The two perspectives are, indeed,

visible in these statements. But it is important to note at the outset

that the practitioner statements are not those of people who operate

magnet schools. Rather they are the perspectives of those who manage

systems of sudh schools. This i- a vitally important perspective.

Indeed, it extensively sets the parameters for how magnet schools will

operate. But it is a vantage point quite different from that of the

practiti ner functioning daily within one of those schools. And, as is

the case for all of us, the focus of these magnet system administrators,

their concerns, and the challenges they see, are marked as much by their

particular roles and responsibilities as by the questions they address.

as invited, 88 a scholar/advocate of magnets and other schools of

choice, to review the statements and to share some reactions, along with

my own sense of the prospects and challenges facing magtet schools. It is

an interesting tIme at which to do so. After more than a decade, the

magnet school movement appears active and growing. There remain

approximately 500 school districts under desegregation orders.' And
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magnet sehools remain the mos avored alternative to forced busing.

City is to open 46 magnet schools in the next several yeara,2 and

f next year St.A2aul is increasing its present 13 programs by five03

coming:increasingly familiar to see ads in national publications

for magnet school principals and magnet sy tem directors, and increasingly

common to hear of districts turning to magnet schools as the best route to

school revitalization and effectiveness. The unanticipated finding of the

major magnet school study to date4 -- that sudh schools are quite

effective in improving school quality -- might alone tend to ensure an

increase in the number of suCh programs. And the enhanced public

confidence which magnets I _spire may keep the demand high for adopting and

extending the arrangement. One hears with growing frequency about parents

removing their children from private schools to enroll them in public

magnets5 -- and about the long lines of parents who have spent up to six

days in a line, waiting to enroll their children6 -- and about the high

schools ith 900 openings and 35,000 applicants. (It has been commented

that some New York City magnet high schools are harder to get into than

Harvard or Yale07

It does not appear unlikely, then, that the number of the nation's

magnet schools and systems will continue to grow. When one adds the

demand generated by the growing proportion of disadvantaged students in

our schools -- and the overhwhelmin.g numbers of students deemed -isk'

-- it appears that strong pressures for magnet schools may well be with us

for at least a decade. The programs that open may also be extensively

influenced by two other prospects as well.

It is very likely that schools will be experiencing intensified

pressures for instructional innovation. There is substantial evidence

2. 9 8



that _hereJtas been little fundamental change in this regard for aHcentury

or more08 Magnet schools have tended to rely more heavily on curricular

innovation than on instructional.9- And indeed, the evidence suggests that

inother kinds of schools of choice as well, teachers have been less

innovative with respect to pedagegy than they have sought to be010 Yet

the array of evidence showing that schools are not working for large

numbers of youngsters -- the truancy and dropout rates, the incidence of

misbehavior, the failure rates, the minimal-work 'treaties, the alarming

extent of student 'disengagement' -- all testify to tha number of young

people who need a different kind of inst_ ction in order to succeed. The

propor ion of disadvantaged youngsters in schools, those most likely to be

'at risk,' is currently estimated at 302, and their number is increasing

rapidly. 11 There will be strong pressures on schools to find new

pedagogies that can succeed with such youngsters. Magnet programs, with

their innovative tradition and their capacity for flexibility, will be

encouraged to devise such pedagogical strategies. If they respond

positively, this too will intensify the demand for magnet schools.

A second emerging focus is also likely to affect magnet schools and

their development. This in the persistent demand for revising school

structure. According to some, this demand is likely to be the main target

of reform efforts for the next several ye 12 By restructuring' is

usually meant a fundamental reordering of school resources and control

arrangements -- school time, staffing and staff deployment, student

groupings school governance. Because of their typically smaller size and

greater flexibility, schools of choice are in a good position to pilot the

search for new structures. They might very well become the vanguard in

the search for new ways to organize and present schooling. If so, this



will Surely _strengthen the demand for suchprograms, as well as their

direction.

Whether or not they choose to move in the directions just indicated,

magnet school prospects appear strong for the remainder of the centuiy.

If they are to function optimally, however, a great deal more needs to be

known about them. There has been a fair amount of investigation of their

contribution to desegregation. But there has been much less regarding

Buell matters as their educational effectiveness, student achievement, the

organizational conditions of succe s. There is much to be done before we

even have detailed descriptions of such matters, let alone explanatio

contributants and obstacles to success. For instance, just how important

is teacher choice to magnet school succe ? What types of students

succeed in magnet schools and are there some who do less well than in

their previous school? Do particular types of students succeed or fail in

particular types of magnet programs? Does it make much difference to

effectiveness whether the magnet is full time or part-time a school-

uithin-a-school or a mini school or a separate school how it is

administered? Are different role allocation patterns systematically

associated with success or failure? And then there are all the questions

that need to be answered about the optimal context for magnet schools --

e.g., about the most effective strategies for designing and launching and

coord nating such programs, for obtaining professional organization

cooperation, for coordinating parent information programs and recruitment

procedures. Thus, a great deal needs to be learned, and it is to be hoped

that far more extensive research will soon be under way.

Meanwhile, attempts to understand magnet schools have been marked by

two rather different perspectives. They are the two broad types repre-
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htch anthropologists have called the Emic

e Emic account of situations and events is

the explanations offered by those who are enmeshed and Involved in them.

SuCh e*planations rypically provide a depth and rithness of unde standing

which is difficult for outsiders to achieve. In contrast, the Etic

account is that of observers who are not themselves part of the conditions

and activities under study. It is thought to possess the advantages of

objectivity and systematic warrant.

We can all cite Effie accounts that appear misleading and useless

(such as the attribution by primitive peoples of natural events to evil

forces) and -e can also recall Etic explanations which seem simply to

have missed the boat so far as insightful understanding is concerned (such

as the insistence that a criminal 'type' accounts-for crime or that bumps

on the head indicate character and ability). So it is diff cult to argue

the assured superiority of the one approach over the other. It is possible,
however, to identify the major challenges to each approach so far as its

potential for improving practice is concerned.

The major relevant challenges to the Etic approadi are, of course,

pertinence and acce ibility: If Etics o:fer explanations leaving events

beyond the control of practitioners (e.g., by attributIng school failure

to socio-economic status or parent orientation), then they cannot be

surprised if practitioners turn elsewhere to guide their practice. Or

the explanations offered by Etics are so esoteric or obtuse as to be

inaccessible to practitioners, then they cannot hope to wake a difference

-- at least until an able translator comes along.

The major challenge to the Ernie explanation of circumstances and

events i- warrantability. Even if it can be assumed that accurate predic-



tions confi one's interpretat on of things, it can still be asked

whether that interpretatiOn tan safelTrbe applied elsewhere. To put it

differently, the Emig approach must contend with the problem of generaliz-

ability. The clear strengths of the practitioner papers in this collec7

tion lead me to cite some examples of how the generalizability question

arises. Recall that the descriptions and suggestions of these authors

come from people who have really "been there." Each is experienced at

dealing with the challenges he or she describes, and very probably the

advice is well tested by that experience. The hitch, however, is that

other practitioners with successful programs would be offering different,
4

even contradictory advice. Two or three examples seem worthwhile.

William Pearson's paper finds magnet schools quite costly, and he

concludes that resourcing magnet schools is a formidable task" demanding

"a carefully designed plan for [supplementary] resource garnering." (p.

29) Yet the most comprehensive magnet school study to date suggests that

after start-up, average per pupil costs in the magnet schools of most

districts are not a great deal higher than overall district averages -

and, indeed, that elementary school magnets average lower per pupil costs

than do other elementary schools in the dis 4c014 ls Mr. Pearson in

error, then? Not for his situation. What is necessary, however, is to

establish the contingencies of his situation to be able to say "under

circumstances X, Y, and Z, magnet schools will require higher per pupil

expenditures." Or, to cite a dif erent example, Grace Fairlee recommends

a Gifted and Talented magnet as a promising start likely to attract

parents. Quite probably. But such a tying of magnet themes to particular

ability levels has sometimes proved regrettable elsewhere, provoking

charges of eli ism0 tracking, and betrayal of the very equity-focused
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purposes giving riee to magnet sehools. Again, research is needed in

order to establish the conditions under:which the advice "start with a

Gifted and Talented program is good advice and when it seems

contra-indidated. Aa'a final example, Faye Bryant, Lee Laws, Ms. Fairlee,

and Mr. Pearson all urge careful, detailed, advance planning Including

needs assessments for new magnet programs. There is considerable evidence

to support such a recommendation. The form of the planning however, and

more particularly, just who should do it -- remains a major question. The

conventional purposes of thoroughness, coordinati n, control are all well

served by the recommendation of these authors that the planning occur at

the district level, by central office administrators. Yet considerable

experience r commends instead that the teachers to be involved in the

program must do the bulk of such planning. Once again, only much-needed

research can confirm the relevant contingencies -- the circumstances under

which it makes sense to have administrators do most of the planning and

those recommending that teachers do it instead.

Thus, a great deal of research remains to be done on magnet achools.

Mearwhile, however, some interesting aspects of these schools can be

noted and of the choice systems they comprise.

Ironies

There are many ironies associated with schools of choice, and these

frame the central challenges with which magnet schooling must contend.

Some are worth mentioning, since they so clearly indicate the major

pitfalls to be avoided. In the first place, of course, magnet schools got

their start as a desegregation strategy and mechanism. Yet it has
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-

appeared that they have desegregated schooling for'wh e

youngsters to a greater extent,than they:have done so for their intended -'

minority. benefitiarie
,

ha_, indeed, been charged that magnet

schools haVelift some systems more segregated than they were without

them.18 Magnet schools are an equity measure, but some have dispropor-

tionately burdened their benefici _its -- e.g., by requiring more busing

for more minority than for majority students." Moreover, it is sometimes

difficult to get the neediest students and their families to take

advantage of the very opportunity magnets are designed to extend to them:

choice.

A further irony has been noted in the suggestion that magnet schools

must appearl superior in order to attra t students -- but they must not be

superior in any significant sense lest they create inequities in the

system of which they are a part.18 And despite the equity commitment,

magnet schools can quite blatantly create and sanction tracking

arrangements.

Installed in some locales with the distinct hope of making _schoo

more responsive, the most successful ones have sometimes become less so

than schools of assignment! The principal of one of New York's moat

successful magnet schools reports that whe she put any questions to the

very popular school of choice that her own children attended, the answer

was always the same: "Many others are waiting to get in here, if you

don't like it."

A final pair of ironies: it very early appeared far back as Alum

Rock, the first choice system venture) that instead of empowering parents

as presupposed, a choice system actually empowered teachers instead.18

Some took this to be an advantage and have sought schools of choice -1 h



in mind. Yet that nearc has sometimes proved ironic becau-

9

le magnet school° can yield substantial increases in teacher autonomy

and empowerment, they can also yield s gn ficant decreases ein: the

latter is particularly likely, as Mary Metz shows,20 when inaufficient

planning time is coupled with contractual provisions enabling all teacher-

who so choose to remain in a building, whether sympathetic to its new

magnet or not. In such a situation, the only way the principal can

implement the new theme is with a firm hand and close monitoring. Ergo,

greater teacher autonomy quite understandably becomes leas.

The reason for documenting thia lint of i 7n100 19 not to impugn

magnet concept -- to which I am strongly committed. It i , however, to

suggest that a great deal rides on the implementation de_t_eilso One can

implement the magnet school proposal to precisely opposite goals -- and

arrange the system so as to fulfill them quite successfully. This places

heavy burdens on the design phase of any magnet program -- as well as on

the execution phase. It also means that close monitoring of the system

will remain important in order to be sure that it continues to serve

Instead of undermining the very purpo3eu to which it was established.

ganizational Properties

The ineider or Emic explanation of magnet school success is likely

to be offered in terns of pedagogical technolo-- It is typically a

unique curriculum, or diatinctive curricular packaging, which is said to

account for the effectiveness. Occatoionally explanations are framed in

terms of superior delivery systems, but usually curriculum is given mo

of the credit. At least some Etics would offer quite a different sort of



explanation, identifying the succeas secrets quite otherwise. Demme

these explan tions offer new directions in which magnet schools might look

to i prove themselves -- and n canc ns in the design of subsequent

magnet school"; -- it might be useful to explore them.

One increasingly convincing explanation for magnet school succ-

to be found in the work of organizational experts. They suggest that

school effectiveness may be less a matter of what is done -- i.e., the

curriculum taught -- than of the overall context in which that occurs.

Schools of choice, they point out, are often smaller than schools of

ignment. They can thua af ord lees complexity and bureaucratizntton.

They pre therefo f- quently less hierarchical. This enables them to

retain more flexibility with respect to roles and operation. Moreover,

their charge to be distinctive automatically yields exemption from Dome

diatrictwide regulations -- and such exemption enables them to be

responsive to the clientele with which they deal. The smaller -ize, plus

the assigned

many schools

the roles of

mission, also make for quite different role allocations in

of choice. There may be fewer specialists and, in any even

classroom teachers are

necessary, for instance, for magnet

curriculum ---a are expectation of

likely to be expanded. It is typically

school teachers to write their own

teachers in other schools. This need,

in turn, frequently puts them into collaborative relatIonships with other

teachers, which is also unusual in most schools today.

There seems to be substantie evidence that it is these sorts of

features of schools of choice that loom large in explaining their uc

cess. That evidence is coming from several different sources. One is the

literature on corporate excellence and what makes for productivity in the

workplace.21 That literature Is 1-t/ighly relevant to understanding schools,



course, not only because teachers are --orkers in schools, but because

we expect students to be also. Another increasingly rich source is

research on private schools h eh is pointing to a number of atm' tural

contrasts in private and public school organization, and attributing

trong private school advantages directly to these features.22 And an at

least some of these research rs have pointed out there are distinct

organizational eimtlartties between public schools of choice and private

schools 23

The relevance of pointing to organizational structures and arrange-

ments e. pleuaible explanations for the success of magnet schools should

be clear: if it is these sorts of properties which extensively account

for magiet school success, then we want to be sure to incorporate and

maintain them in schools of cho ce. Such an understanding of the

requisites of success should enable us better to capitalize on our assets

and to avoid undermining them inadvertently.

There is another, related Etic account of the success of schools of

choice that might also prove useful. It, too, locates the explanation in

properties of the school as an organization, but these are less tangible

and more ephemeral properties: the culture and climate of such schools.

Visitors in schools of choice o ten comment on their remarkable tone and

flavor. One is simply struck with quite a different set of feelings on

entering uch a school, in contrast to other schools. This is a matter of

school climate. Many have attributed to schools of choice a "user friend-

liness" missing from most schools. There is a personalizing and a respon-

siveness to individuals which strengthens their sense of affiliation with

the school. TheyAhus incline to identify themselves with it, to feel a

sense of ownership in relation to it, and to assume responsibility toward



it. uch effects are often associat

with a school of choice -- teachers and pare

12

d with nil who are affiliated

as well as students -- it

is not surprioing that considerable collegiality and personal assoc ation

often evolve*

Some analysts attribute the climate of an organization to its culture

-- i.e., to the ahared beliefa, commit. nts And assumptions so fundamen

tal to the group that they have become its aken-for-granted reulity. 24

Schoolo of choice often tend to have strong homogeneous cultures in the

sense that a wide number of beliefs and operating assumptions are common

to their affiliates. Thin comes in part from the choice feature enabling

staff and students alike to affiliate with the school that co es closes

to their own orientation. It assures_ that there will be a broader range

of fundamental agreement and more commitment to a shared sense of mission

than most schools enjoy. This condition (mission consensus), plus others

associated with choice (e.g., heightened student motivation, and student

similarity or commonality in some educationally significant sense) enable

teachers to afford a oense of efficacy that is not widely shared elsewhere

in public schools. That is, fundamental expectations of success -- ,!nd an

ensuing confidence and optimism -- are often key elements in the cultures

of schools of choice.

Even ouch a brief account suggests how closely organizational

structures, culture, and climate are interwoven and affect one another.

The evidence supporting their role in the success and effectiveness of

schools suggests that magnet schools might well want to exploit such

avenues for maintaining and enhancing their success. To date they have

not tended to do no, instead concentrating their attention and efforts

the-exclusively on their curricular specialty. Other aorta of public



in of choice -- al ernative schools in particular -- have aeemed much

more oriented toward the importance of organizational features. Whether

con ciously or otherwise, private schools have al o often reaped tho

benefits of their organizational properties. But to date, magnet schools

have appeared to take relatively slight notice of them. It might be that

such concern could yield better insight on what ore _s doing right -- and

hence better means for improving that and firmer assurance of being able

to unde _tand and control the situation when things are not going well.

Concerns

Despite the clear strengths of thew., papers, they underscore for me

some concerns about directions and tendencies in magnet systems. The

first is a posnible shift in emphasis from equity to excellence. Such a

temptation is strong and eminently understandable: it appears the whole

world is demanding Excellence -- and with the clear evidence that magnet

schools are an extremely promising route to improved school quality25

(possibly even the most assured route to EfIctive Schools ),26 the tempta

tion to shift focus is reasonable. Yet a great deal remaIns to be done to

satisfy the equity needs that originally gave rise to magnet schools. And

as many have pointed out the search for educat dnal excellence has not

always been pursued in ways compatible with the requisites of equity.

More specifically, I am concerned that magnet systems seem so often

to concentrate their reaources on programa for the more fortunate

youngster -- the "Gifted and Talented" or the one with high aptitude in

the "Performing Arts" or the budding scholar in "Math and Science." This

is an understandable turn in the quest for excellence, since one of the
,



meanings of that term
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outat ndingness or statistical atypical ty. But

such A development often undermines the pursuIt of equity, since it Di

(Nbviously the weakest net the ablest -tudents who appear to need the most

help and encouragement. And those who do are quite typically excluded

from magnet schools. A good case has also been made for the importance

and the lack of prog ems for the average youngster27 -- who is also

excluded from many of the magnet programs we have established.28 Without

arguing that all magnets should be open to all students (which could

immediately prove self-defeating for a number of programs) it appears

that considerably more resourcea, effort, and imagination might very

desirably go into magnets targeted for average to at risk students. If

the choice movement is to produce a generation of excellence, and not just

a well-schooled elite, then a much broader focus is necessary in designing

magnet schools. The challenge is not simply a matter of creating the

conditions that enable the ablest te succeed; it is rather, in terms

suggested by a study of corporate excellence, eliciting "extraordinary

performance from ordinary people."28

A strengthened equity focus might also recommend a stronger preoccu-

pation with integration than is often encountered. It very early became

obvious that desegregating a school is a long way from integrating it.

Sho t of deliberate structures and arrangements and activities to stimu-

late positive interaction among different racial groups within a school

"desegregation may just move segregation indoors. I wish we were hearing

more about the use in magnet schools of the actIvitIes and strategies that

are effective in integrating mixed-race classrooms. Such approaches have

been developed and are available. I just wish there were more evidence of

their widespread use in magnet schools.



I am concerned too lest the promise of schools of choice be loot In

the mechanics of inetitutionalizing them. In the nature of the cage, as

soon as we undertake widescale implementation of an idea, we must attend

to mechanics -- the procedures and arrangements and management details

that operationalize the idea. Tbe trick is not to get bogged down in the

technology and forget the goals. I hope that is not happening in large

choice systems, but it is a constant danger. A successful magnet school

depends as much on heart and soul as on effective technology and delivery

systems. We have recently learned a great deal more about the nature of

heart and soul in organizations and how to eultivate such qualities. We

would do well to put acme of our effort and attention directly into such

cultivation.

Some say there is a major lesson for other enterprises In what

happened to the railroads in this country. Once a major American

institution with a pivotal role in our economy, they are now quite

peripheral and only marginally self-sustaining. One provocative

explanation is that the decline was due to a failure of leadershIp and

vision: the managers saw the challenge before them as running the system

-- making trains available, on time, in good operating order.

Management's internal preoccupations -- the focus on running thei- own

systems -- caused them to ignore the goals of their clientele: getting

people and products to their destinations. Thus, other forms of

transportation replaced the trains when the alternatives proved more

responaive to external needa and demands." Perhaps any major enterprise

must consistently guard against such a development. Indeed, some have

e ted that this is just what has happened in education and that it is

what is wrong with the regular schools in big cities. BUt it can happen



in magnet schoole ea well. As the demands of large-scale option° systems

become m_ e intricate and urgent, the temptations toward internal

occupation become stronger. Schools of choice must not be lured into

dealing only with the technological problems. They must devise ways to

keep themselves looking outward -- to remain attuned to the concerns and

desires of students and their families. Or they will become just one more

component in the self-preoccupied bureaucracies at least -o e of them were

designed to offset.

Conclusion

I will close with a final comment on magnet school prospects and how

to realize them. I am convinced that magnets and other schools of choice

offer tremendous promise. Indeed, despite current limitations on our

kno ledge, there is much to suggest that such schools may eventually prove

the Cinderella of our reform efforts.31 They could be just the kind of

institutions that reformers have been looking for. There is a surprising

amount of indirect research support for such a speculation. It comes from

study not directly of magnet schools but of pr_vate schools, of those

labeled 'Effective Schools,' and of successful corporate practice. Th

research suggests that many magnet schools begin with the essential

conditions upon which educational excellence must be built -- reduced

size, a commitment to differentiation and responsiveness, increased

autonomy of the administrative unit. Some of them have capitalized most

successfully on these assets -- so that it already seems clear, for

instance, that magnet schools can sustain SUperior leadership032 and that

teacher commitment andat least some ichools of choice can claim superior
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investment33 and extraordInary stnff morale.34 Indeed, some private

achool researchers have concluded that school° cf choice in the public

sector have the potential for bringing the same aorta of benefits to

public education that private school- enjoy.35

Thus, magnet schools offer promise extending well beyond the

impressive positives they have -lized to date. If any single piece of

advice could yield fuller realiz -ion of that promise, it might lie in

suggesting less innovative timidity. For the next decade, magnet schools

can and should be in t_e vanguard, offering leadership and direction to

other schools in the revitalization so needed in American educe ion.

But to do so, many would need to experiment with even more ventureso e

curricular departures than most have undertaken so far. Others would have

to begin experimenting wIth instructional as well aa currIcular

innovation. New pedagogies are urgently needed, echools of choice are

perhaps our best prospective source, and c eativity along these lines

would be most desirable.

Finally, but by no means leeit would urge official to insist that

magnet schools take far fuller advantage of the unit autonomy extended

them -- I.e. , the exemption from district practice and procedure attending

the charge to become a school that is distinctive. In particular, such

autonomy might desirably be used to depart from traditional school atruc

ture. As David Clark has commented about Effective Schools, there la a

danger that magnet achools may remain "for the most part...dominated by

conservative organizational perspectives." They may be far too tempted to

"overemphasize the significance of bureaucratic characteristics and thus

to understand successful programs as "well organized bureaucracies that

work."36 As a sharp and perceptive critic has already warned, strong



top-down management and the tight control that has operated In some magnet

schools not only fails te stimulate innovative practice but may even

defeat it. Such management practice "help bring about mechanistic,

disengaged, depressed teaching...[and]...the exit of some of our best

teachers."37 Certainly, magnet schools must move quickly and decisively

to avoid this sort of recapitulation of the problems of ether schools.

fulfill their promise and substantially improve public education, magnet

schools must be freed to pursue the organizational innovation essentIal to

the programmatIc creativ ty we have asked of them.
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